


F^-J Balrog 
Amstrad Action's adventure 

correspondent reports from 

the land off Mists... (near 

Macclesfield, actually) 

Power up 
Meet the AA reviewing team, 

check out the games on test 

this month and fflnd out the 

hottest sellers in the shops 

Vou thought Pang was slick? 

Then take a look at this 

amazing release from Austria 

Crazy 
Cars III 

Get the pedal to the 
metal in Titus's latest 
drive-em-up. Tastier 
than a Testarossa, or 
slower than a Skoda? 
Find out inside... 

It's an 

Part two off Tim Blackbond's 

Art Studio tutorial. You too 

can have a picturesque cot-

tage in the country. And what 

may or may not be a pond... 

Technical 
Forum 

So whafs your problem, 

then? Hardware hassles? 

Software sob-stories? Richard 

Fair hurst will sort 'em out! 

Public 
Image 

Loads off brilliant software, 

and ifs all free! Tim 

Blackbond rounds up the best 

^TVOne big 
^ ' DOS 

3.5-inch drives are now the 

most popular CPC add-on. But 

to get 800K out off a disk, 

you need the right software. 

Richard Fair hurst investigates 

the products available 

Type-ins 
More reader programs, the 

next instalment In Jerry 

Clenwrighfs BASIC tutorial 

and a brand new, utterly fool-

proof, type-checking program 

(on this month's covertape). 

Mow there's no excusef 

/Th Sticlc 
^ m ' 'em up! 
Cartridge manufacturers 

Trojan are set to release two 

new cart games to go with 

their lightgun. And you know 

what? Ifs GREAT! 

Cheat 
IVIode 

The complete solution to 

Titus the Fox, a mountain of 

IVIultifface pokes and loads of 

keypress cheats. And we've 

still found room for a Prince 

of Persia map... 

f M«if o«»l h o w e o « l i » t » t H n l 
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- Replay 
Vendetta, Pipe Mania, St 

Dragon, Trivial Pursuit and 

Hudson Hawk are out on bud-

get! Smash that piggy bank! 

Full loading and using 

instruction for all this 

month's covertape programs 

Amstrad Action's readers 

have their say! Got a bee in 

your bonnet about the CPC? 

Then write to us... 

Vou can now upgrade your 

464 Plus to 128K - and if s 

CHEAP! All this and more... 

The latest games news plus 

comment from the Industry 

on the events and news of '92 

o 
There's still time to order 
those back Issues! 

Save time, save money and 

save effort — subscribe today! 

Small Ads 
Got some CPC kit to sell? Or 

maybe you're buying...7 

Next 
Month 

You're an Impatient lot, aren't 

you? Vou've only Just opened 

this Issue and now you want 

to know what's in the next! 

Well, here's a taster... 

Wriggler 
Control a maddened 

marauding maggot In the 

Annual (Maggot Race... but a 

maggot's life is a dangerous 

one, and there are many haz-

ards lying in wait! (IVIaggot-

racing never really caught on 

over here, did it?) 

S C O R E O O O O C O X O 

V ' To get the full BOOK 

capacity from a plug-in 3.5-

Inch drive, you need special 

disk operating software... 

you need IVIagicDOS! 

SUPER CHARACTERS by R 
A new RSX h a s b e e n i n t r o -
s y s t e n - I CHAR, n* - w h e r e 
f o i l ou i n g v a l >je s : 
i : T h i n 
8: Thick 
4 : W c r r w 
8 : I t a l i e 
16 : A m y 
3 2 : U n d e r 1 i n e r t 
Qf c o t i r s p ^ w o '1 c-^n i ise ci 

Fed up with your 

Amstrad's standard screen 

font? This excellent utility 

gives you have a dozen to 

choose from! Whafs more, 

you can combine them for 

dozens of different effects 

Four readers' programs 

first published in AA87 - If 

you didn't type them in, or 

couldn't get them working, 

here they are, ready to run! 

They are Maths Processor, 

Art Studio, Times Tables 

and Calendar. 

We've replaced the old AA 

Type-righter utility with this 

new, improved version giv-

ing a clearer display and 

fewer errors. You'll need it 

for this month's Type-Ins... 

The Winning Team gets 

a good poking as does the 

Codies' Captain Dynamo! 



C O V E R T A P E J J P 

Loading: Rewind to the start of side l f then 
press CTRL + SMALL ENTER key. (Followed 
by PLAY and any key, as prompted.) The 
main menu screen will then load. Select 
Wriggler and press the ENTER key. 

Maggots eh? They think they can do as 
f ^ J ) they please. And none of them have got 

jobs. They just lounge around all day, eat 
ing the soil that we bin workin' on wi' our own 
'ands 'n' all. Should be locked away, or squidged. 
That'll teach 'em. (Sure you're not thinking of 
earthworms? ed. Earthworms perform a valu-
able function you know. They aerate the soil, 
allowing plant roots to breath and... ahem, yes, 
well. Carry on, why don't you?) 

Through years of maggot oppression, 
decades of enslaved maggots dying at the hands 
of their ruthless leaders, not daring to question 
the authority that controls their lives through their 

S C O R E O 0 0 O 0 1 0 0 
TIME 00:02:03 

1 y » 

- 4 . 

Arggcjhh - you're dead! Since when did 
maggots/earthworms have skeletons? 

250 screens of frantic wriggling action! Th< 

only tiling is, we can't agree over whether 

your hero's a maggot or an earthworm... 

A worm's eye view 
Your score. It , erm, 
goes up as you get 
more points. What 
more can we say? 

Your energy rating - it 
may look a lot, but can 
go down really quite 
fast at times! 

Your t ime so far. Don't 
worry. It goes up 
rather than down, so 
you can't run out. 

These little mag-
goty type things 
represent your 
lives, skeletons 
being spent ones. 

An exit to a neigh-
bouring screen. 
Screens can have 
more than two, 
letting you 
explore. 

These are walls, 
restricting your move-
ment around the maze. 

Aahh! What a pretty little 
f lower! We'd pick it, only 
It's not at all real. 

Our brave and handsome 
maggot struggling for sur-
vival, etc. 

Dig th 

Look, they're neck and neck! 'Cept that 
earthworms/maggots don't have necks. 

fear of instant (I'm sure you're thinking of earth-
workms, you know - ed)) death. 

Be that as it may, this game is nothing to do 
with the suffering of maggot-Kind. If you like, ifs 
about one of the distractions they used to relieve 
the anguish of their tortured lives. Maggot racing. 
Yeah. You could be the first in thirty years to sur-
vive the course. 

The game starts with the gunshot of the 
starter's pistol, and you're off. The idea is to basi-
cally wriggle around, and get out of a labyrinth 
that's over 250 screens big. One hint for you 
here: follow your fellow racer around the course, 
and ifll probably take you to some new places, 
and to some helpful objects. 

Another hint: Everything that moves and isn't 
maggotlike in appearance will undoubtedly kill 
you. Here's what the game's inlay says: "Watch 
out for that spider! One touch from him and you 

The Garden The main maze bit of 
the game, that also happens to be 

hideously difficult, but fun nonetheless. 

2 The Scrubland The relaxing bit... 
Leisurely, and a chance to build up 

your strength before the main onslaught 
begins. 

3 The Underground The really wor-
rying bit, with moving platforms, 

creepy things, and deep, deep pits. 

4 If you got papped up enough by the 
underground, then you've got no 

chance matey... You'll need the lift and the 
keys, and if you manage this, then you've fin-
ished the game! 

are dead! Look - a parachute. You may need that 
later... But you cannot get to it as you slip off the 
moving floor and with your life energy drained 
plunge to your death with only the thought of 
what might have been..." (That's no life for an 
earthworm - ed) 

The keys are unbelievably easy to define on 
the title screen, so there's no point whatsoever 
telling you what they are. Fire, incidentally, is a 
'pick up', 'drop', 'use' type thing. Quite how an 
entirely limbless creature can manipulate 
thing is beyond us. but there you are. 

Wriggler controls 
Keyboard or joystick control 

Keys can be reconfigured 

S C O R E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TIME 00:0O:©0 

WRIGGLER ^ 
(BY t>EOCN SWIR E HOUbE) 

UP 
1 SELECTS Q 
2 SELECTS t 3 SELECTS P * SELECTS F7 

> DOJM LEFT RI3HT PICK ) P 0 » a 
i *• * COPY 

> L 0 J D » FA F5 r6 FO 
JOYSTICK <*+«— I RND FIRE 

YOU HWe SELECTED OPT ion 1 

<r> PRESS KEY 0 TC PL=»Y ~ 
URIGGLEP 

(C) 1985 ROMANTIC RDBOT 

You want keyboard control? We've got the 
biggest choice anywhere, sir. 
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a 3.5-inch disk drive? Then get one of 
e! It's an extended disk formatting sys 
that gives you 800K on a disk! 

-—^ Loading: MagicDOS only runs frorrr 
^ ^ disk. Type RUN "MAGDOS.BAS". 

—" MagicDOS is on side 1. 

Written by Serge Querne (leader of ace French 
programming team Logon System), this is a cop* 
piete operating system for 3.5-inch drives. Inlets 
y«*u store 41 OK per side - if you have/a side 

you can cram 820k onto each^sk! j m 
Wh^R ifs been transferred opto dis>k, type 

RUN'MAGbQS* to load it. You wn then choose to 
format your o>̂ ks, install M^ic DOS {necessary 
before you load\jy pro^ams^rom the B-drivSffl 
)t copy files from ohe-fflsk to aWher (this option^ 

only works on 128k machines). Nkte that, since 
i P ern prrjgwn, to say "yes" tcS^n option/ 
you must press 0 (for "oui"!). \ 

a menu program (MENU.BAS) has \ e c \ 
included to mane using Magic DOS even easier. 
If yot wan to make a 3 5-inch disk full of games 
initialise Itself, toad this program, alter the infor 
mation after DATA in line 100 to read the number 
of programs, followed by each program's name, 
its filename, and whether ifs machine code (M) -

- i 

i.e. with the extension BIN or otherwise (A) 
sSeparate each one with a comma. (An example is 
present in the copy on the tape). Then SAVE onto 
yptjr freshly-formatted 3.5-inch disk - it must be 

'the firsf^ng you save To update it later you 
must erase\he existing copy first. (Make sure 

ifctf Magic DOSss 'NOT installed first), • \ 

Got a 6128? Mow you can Have two 64K 

machines, thanks to this excellent RAM-

splitter - it lets you run two progs at onci 

COVERTAPE 

J l / J 2 _ L M J ^ U S J . 
H o w t o l o a d 

y o u r c o v e r t a p e 

AA89 Covertape Returns, 

Ablex Audio Video Ltd, 

Harcourt, Halesford 14, 

Telford, Shropshire 

TF7 4QD 

Just pop the tape into your machine, making sure 
ifs rewound to the start of Side 1, and then press 
CTRL + ENTER (or type RUN""), then press any 
key and the tape will start loading. 

Within a few moments you get a menu 
screen. Choose the program you want using the 
Spacebar, then hit the Return key. 

Note that only Wriggler is loaded from 
directly from the main menu. The rest of the pro-
grams - MagicDOS. Flik, Superchars, Type-ins, 
Type-checker and the game pokes - are all run 
from BASIC. The menu lists them, but you must 
quit back to BASIC to run them. (Use the 
RUN"(filename)" command. 

If you have a disk drive either built into your 
machine or plugged in, you will first have to type 
Itape to switch the computer to tape loading. You 
get the I character by pressing SHIFT+®. Then 
just proceed as normal. 

Duff tape? 
We go to great lengths to make sure that our 
covertapes work properly. However, if you still 
have difficulty, try this: 
• Loading at several different volume levels (if 
you're using an external tape recorder) « 
Cleaning the tape heads. This can be done with 
any commercially available cleaning kit • 
Adjusting the cassette recorder's head alignment. 
The alignment screw is located just to the left of 
the tape head, and is usually accessible through 
a small hole. Turn it a fraction at a time with a 
jeweller's screwdriver. When the crispest sound is 
heard, the alignmnent is spot on. <9 Tapping the 
cassette gently against a table edge - the spools 
may be sticking or jammed. 

If you still can't get the tape to load then send 
the tape, along with a brief description of the 
problem and an SAE to: 

Loading: FLIK is on side 2 of the 
G g g ^ y covertape. and is best transferred 

^ to disk Then type RUN "FUK.BAS" 

In response to a reader's request, we've put this 
great little utility for i28K owners (written by 
Richard Moulton) on the covertape It lets you 
hold two programs in memory at once, and flick 
between them with a single keypress in effect, 
splitting your 128K CPC into two 64K machines. 

Once ifs loaded, all you have to do is press 
CTRL. SHIFT and TAB together, and the two envi-
ronments will be exchanged. So. for example, 
you could have a word-processor in one bank, 
and a game of Tetns in the other 

The only proviso is that the disk drive should 
not be in use when you flick. Apart from that: 
have fun1 (Incidentally »f you'd like to see a partic 
ular PL) proggy on ttie covertape, we re always 
open to suggestions. ) 

Got a 6128? l\low you can have two 64K 

machines, thanks to this excellent RAM-

splitter - it lets you run two progs at onc< 

Loading: Supercharacters can be 
\ f m ^ ) run either from tape or disk. Simply 

run "CHARS.BAS". This sets up an 
RSX and displays a screen showing you 
what to do. It's on side 2 of the tape. 

The third of this month's serious threesome adds 

a new RSX (bar command) to your system, 
ICHAR This command transforms the normal 
character set into a thin one. a thick one, an italic 
one.. the choice is yours! It's an ideal method to 
spice up boring text displays and add emphasis. 
Instructions are included in the program (turn off 
any ROMs before running it) 

Want a disk 
The covertape contains its own tape-disk copying 
program. To transfer the programs to tape, sim-
ply follow the instructions on the tape. 

464 owners with external 3-inch drives will 
have no problems, but 6128 owners will need a 
cassette player with a REM socket. Stopping and 
starting the tape manually is difficult. 

6128 Plus owners who've had their machines 
modified to load from tape can transfer the pro-
grams to disk, but must rewind to the start of the 
tape again before the transfer starts. 

You can also order a disk version of the 
covertape from our duplicators, Ablex. Snip off 
the coupon on the corner of this page and send it 
with a cheque/PO for £2.00 to: 
AA89 Disk: Offer, Ablex 
Audio Video, Harcourt, 
Halesford 14, Telford, 
Shropshire 
TF7 4QD E M 

C 



Here we are, all the reader progs from 

AA87 — Just in case you couldn't get them 

working (or couldn't be bothered - lazy lot) 

Loading: All these type-ins must be loaded 1 P l l i l ^ p . R A ^ 
from BASIC. Simply type RUN'filename"' to F a n c y a d a t e ? { 0 K 0 K b e , t u p ^ n - ed) This is 
load the program. They're all on side 2. a r a t h e r c l e v e r m e p r o g r a m designed to give a 

^ ^ ^ calender of a particular month in any year. Input 
ART.BAS the year and month (numerically), and you can 

^ This. erm. nifty program allows you to work out what day your 57th birthday is on. or 

r ^ k draw Pictures, etch-asketch style. You whether the flood was on a Monday or not. 
can move your cursor using the joystick, 

and hit Fire to change the colour of your ink. IVIATHS B/VS 
i Ever had to calculate probabilities in a hurry? 

•mm ^m — _ Perhaps not, but have you ever been unjustly has-
sled by someone with some standard deviation 

^ J i | that needs doing? No, neither have we, but if you 
su hi iti u. r», i> ever are, this is the program to boot up. 

What's day's your birthday? Run Calendar... 

On the general theme of maths applications (?), 
here is a program that prints your times tables 
on the screen, so next time your'e lying in bed, 
and you suddenly want to know what six times 
nine is, M saves the day (or night). 

T y p e c h e c k e r 
Look, a new typing checker! Ifs now easier 

to use and the codes are easier to read ARID 

the whole system's more foolproof 

Loading: Type-checker is on side 2 
the covertape. To install it. type 

^ RUN'TYPECHK.BAS" (it can subse-
quently be switched on and off). 

As with before, the checksum codes are dis 
played on the left hand side of the listing, though 
will appear in highlighted (inverted) form on the 
right hand side when you list ttie program your 
self (for greater viewing ease). As before, the 
program will not provide a correct code whilst 

you are typing the program, only when it is 
LISTed afterwards. Another important warning 
that must be repeated is that YOU MUST NOT 
ENTER THE CHECKSUM CODES THEMSELVES, 
even though they appear on the listings. 

Turning TypeChecker off (it is automatically 
initialized when you RUN the above program) and 
back on again is quite simple: 

POKE &BB5B.0 I o turn it off 
POKE &BB5B,3 lo turn it back on again 

And that's all there is to if 

Here we go, 

another heap of 

pokes for top 

Amstrad games... 

Loading: These pokes (side 2) must be run 
from BASIC. Simply type RUN'f i lename". 

Klax 
(WINKLAX.AP) 
Escape from the 
Planet of the 

(WIIUROBOT.AP) 

(WIIUVIIUD.AP) 
The world's most prolific poker, Andy Price of 
Dunstable has been playing around with the 
Winning Team compilation disk this month and 
put together pokes for three of the main con-
tenders. Klax gets infinite credits. Planet of the 
Robot Monsters has infinite lives for both players 
as does Vindicators. 

Captain Dynamo 
(DYWIAMO.LR) 
Lee Rouane of Chesterfield has ventured into the 
world of the poke and put together a nice one for 
the Codemasters game Captain Dynamo. He gets 
infinite lives, plus pause (P) the game and press 
Q you will move forward a level. 

ILoad the poke you want to use into your 
computer 

2 Take out the ocvertape and put in your tape 
game or disk 

^ ^ Type Idisc if you are playing a disk game 

4 Type RUN to run the routine (not RUN" 
(CTRL + ENTER) and you normally would) 

You should find that the game will run normally, 
or you will be given further instructions. 

C O M P U T E R R E P A I R S 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

* AMSTRAD AUTHORISED 
Quality Assured! 

Fixed price repairs on many machines 
Over 2500 square foot engineering complex 
Top quality technicians at your disposal 
All work warranted 
Fast turnaround 
Simply post or hand deliver your machine 
and we will do the rest 
Please supply evening and daytime telephone numbers 

Amstrad 464 
Amstrad 6128 

All monitors 

£37.00 
£41.00 (extra if disk drive 

needs complete 
replacement) 

£15.00 Diasnostic charse 
plus quote 

P.O.A. Others 
WTS Electronics Ltd reserve the right to refuse machines that in 
their opinion are beyond reasonable repair. Full charge applies. 

Tel: 0582 491949 (4 lines) 
WTS Electronics Ltd, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds LU4 8EZ 



LETTERS [7 

The worst game ever, nasty things to say to an Amiga owner 
and more controversy over Type-ins. Rod Lawton answers your 
letters for the last time... (Why? Read Action Zone this month 
to find out!) Keep on sending in those letters, though... 

You don't spot trains, do you... no? Just a 
thought. 

As for the Tir na Nog explanation, we think 
you could be right. We think you could be wrong, 
too. Frankly, we just don't care any more. 

Tir na Nog: It actually 
means 'mountain stream 
which whispers gently 
past the back of 
Sainsburys' car park'. 

it 
out! 
I was looking 
through some old 
M s and what I 
want to know is 
who is/are the 
guy(s) that seem to 
appear in the back-
ground of some 
photos in the mag-
azine. If you want 
to witness these 
strange occur-
rences for yourself, 
take a look at the 
following: 

AA65 page 13: Shows a woman typing at key-
board - but hey, who's the dude with the hat 
scratching his ear - a Stan Laurel lookalike? 

AA83, 84 , 86: In the 'Ask Alex' section of the 
magazine you display a photo of Alex - and yet 
again there is a rather strange-looking character 
in the background - I mean, what a coincidence 
that Alex's head is tilted just enough that the fig-
ure can't be seen! 

I'm sure I've seen another one somewhere but I 
can't find it right now. Were these 'people' (pre 
sumably posters or cardboard cut-outs) inserted 
into the background by mistake, or was it deliber-
ate? 

By the way, it may be a bit late now, but I 
have a contribution to make to the Tir na Nog 
theory. There is a new film out at the minute 
which is set in Ireland and contains a horse by 
the name of Tir na Nog'. One of the characters 
asks the other character why the horse is called 
this, and the character replies: "because it is 
from 'below the sea'". Could the film-makers be 
right? 
Mr Moanalot 
Draperstown 

Well, Mr Moanalot (or can I call you 'Moanie'?), 
that Stan Laurel look-alike scratching his ear in 
AA65 is in fact, er Stan Laurel scratching his ear. 
And yes, Alex does have a poster on the wall 
behind here in AA83, 84 and 85. You see when-
ever we photograph people, we make a point of 
not saying, "oh, and can you take all the posters 
off the wall, by the way". I seems a bit rude, 
somehow. 

Spotthe_ 

Did you see Frank O'Connor on Gamesmaster? 

Chris Voytal 
Hayes 

Ah yes, we taught him all he knows. Apart from 
the Sean Connery impression, that is - he could 
do that anyv/ay. You should spot Jimbo Leach 
(another ex-AA staffie) on the prog, too - he's 
Games Editor on 
Future Publishing's 
new GamesMaster 
magazine (out 
now!). 

Really 
the 

First of all, in issue 
87 you rate Count 
Duckula 2 at 3%. 
You say, "if there's 
a worse game than 
this anywhere in the 
world, we've never 
seen it. And we'd 

Count Duckula 2 is the 
worst game ever, and 
that's official! We gave 
it 3% for loading. 

rather not!" I've got a worse game. Fruit Machine 
Simulator. I seem to remember you giving it 0% 
and then 2%. Ifs still worse! 

Secondly, I got Wild West Seymour on Friday 
then I completed it on Saturday. Quick or what! 

Thirdly. Maryanne should stuff those fluffy 
bunnies down the loo! 

Fourthly, is there a Dizzy (mega cool egg) fan 
club that I could join? 
Gaz C 
Dartford 

1. We changed our minds about Fruit Machine 
Simulator after seeing Count Duckula 2! We gave 
FMS 0% because it was a laughably stupid idea, 
so we gave it a laughably stupid mark. CD2 didn't 
give us anything to laugh about at all, so we gave 
it a serious mark! 

2. Aren't you the clever one? 

3. I mentioned this to Maryanne and she told me 
what I could do. It also involved toilets. 
4. There's no Dizzy fan club that I know of. Not 
many people worship cooking ingredients. 

Qabbalah query 
Several months ago I purchased, through a mem-
bers' club, the game Qabbalah. I have managed 
to locate the instructions for all but this game. 

Can anyone help in locating a set of instruc-
tions, and send me a good photocopy of them so 
I may enjoy this game to the full? 
P.J. Ward 
Westcliff on Sea 

How about it - can anyone out there help? 
Incidentally, as a rule we treat enquiries about 
instructions with the deepest suspicion. Pirated 
games are known for not being supplied with 
printed documentation. 

However, since this is a bona fide query, we'll 
make an exception... 

Amiga arguments 
I am the momentarily unhappy owner of an 
Amstrad CPC464. At the moment I am one of 
very few who do not own an Amiga. Recently my 
computer has taken three weeks of verbal 
abuse. It can take no more (and nor can I). Can 
someone please fill me in on some funny cheek 

Family -trees 

I 

Being a regular reader of your magazine in 
Australia (about two months late, I might add), I 
thought you would like to advise your English 
readers who have written to you from time to time 
that there are two programs available for the 
Amstrad CPC 6128 for doing their family ances-
tral free. 

On can be purchased from: The Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, Gealogical 
Department, Ancestral File Operations Unit, 50 
North East Temple Street. Salt Lake City, Utah 
85150. USA. Ifs called Personal Ancestral File 
(TM/2.0 CP/M version) and must be configured 

specifically for your machine fromwithln the pro-
gram itself. 

The second is an English one called Gonny, 
and it can be purchased from: David Computer 
Software, 38 South Parade, Bramhall, Stockport 
(061 439 4841). 

Both of the above are good programs and it is 
advisable to have two disk drives for automati-
cally saving your files. But in my opinion the 
Mormon one is better - but it is more complicated 
at first and must be run under CP/M Plus. 
Douglas S Green 
Australia 

February 1993 AIVISXRAD ACTION 



In AA you always seem to get addresses of 
English suppliers of Amstrad cartridges and 
disks. Well now I want to put the record 
straight. We Scots have computer shops which 
sell them too. I have found that my local shop, 
Sprites & Bytes, sell a range of Amstrad disks 
and cartridges. Their address is: Sprites & 
Bytes, Upper Unit 21 The Forum, Mercat 
Centre. Kirkcaldy, Fife, Scotland. 
Christopher Swinton 
Kirkcaldy 

8] LETTERS 
that Amiga owners will not take kindly too? 

(Here's a good one - ask them if they're 
upset that their A500/A500+ is now obsolete! 
Then stand well back - Ed) 

If I don't get help then I might be forced to go 
out and buy an Amiga. Under these circum-
stances it would no longer be necessary to buy 
your magazine. (Yes it would - you'd have to 
make sure we weren't slagging you off, wouldn't 
you? - Ed) 

Seriously, though, I have heard that soon 
Amstrad games will stop being made. Is there 
any truth to the rumour? And if I bought an Amiga 
500 (Oh dear - Ed), would I be able to use my 
Amstrad monitor with it? 

Also (just in case I keep the Amstrad), where 
can I get North and South and Supercars from? If 
I don't get them I will become sadly deranged 
and I will buy an Atari 2600. 
P.S. I forgot to do some grovelling about how 
incredibly excellent your magazine is. 

OK, here's a few Amiga jibes to try: 

1. (For A500/A500+ owners) Bet you wish you'd 
waited for the A600! 
2. (For 512K Amiga owners) Pity so many games 
need 1Mb, isn't it? 

3. The software houses can't wait to move on to 
console releases, can they? 

4. How much did that monitor cost, then? 

5. Do the disk drives always take that long? 

Yes, you can use your Amstrad monitor with 
an Amiga, but you'll have to make up a lead spe-
cially. If you want to go ahead, drop Richard 
Fairhurst a line on Technical Forum. 

Mmm... not sure where you can get North 
and South, but Software City are currently adver-
tising Supercars at £3.99. Give them a call on 
0902 25304. 

You'd have to be sadly deranged to buy an 
Atari 2600. Frankly, you'd be better off buying a 
big, steaming pile of donkey-plop. At least you 
could put it on the garden. 

row bee lone head cleoner. courtesy ol 

Was your free head cleaner missing? Iff you 
live in London, the answer's maybe... 

Where's my tape? 
OK, where's the free tape head cleaner then? 
[AA87, December 1992) Doubtless all will be 
revealed... 

But of course! Why didn't I think of it before? 
You left the free tape head cleaner off the front 
of this month's issue deliberately. You want us all 
to write to you, don't you? (It's called positive 
attention-seeking in psychological circles.) All 
right, you win - this time. I've written you a letter. 
Now where's the free tape head cleaner then? 

Seriously, AA is a very good magazine. It's 
informative, well thought-out and well balanced 

(unlike me!). There's always something for all 
ages and interests. 

Oh yes, one more thing before I venture out 
into the pouring rain to post this. Any possibility 
of seeing The Crypt on a covertape 
pleeeeaaaaasssse? (I know it costs money.) It 
looks like a good game and you've already given 
the solution and a map... 
Jean Benford 
London 

We're glad you asked us about the head-cleaning 
tapes. We've tracked down a faulty batch of mag-
azines, you see! Apparently, a bath of around 
200 went out without tapes, and it's looking as if 
they all ended up in the London area. Don't 
worry, a tape is on its way to you right now. 

Thank you for your comments on Amstrad 
Action. However, Jean, if you like Amstrad Action 
we're sure you're an extremely well-balanced, 
intelligent and sensitive persion. 

As for The Crypt... well, we might have a 
word with Incentive, and we might be able to get 
it for a future covertape... we'll see. 

Got it taped... 
MOT! 
In October I purchased my first ever computer -
a CPC464 with the CTM 644 colour monitor. I'm 
having a great time working through the manual, 
seeing what the computer can do - ifs amazing! I 
decided that I should get a magazine which 
would complement the CPC464. I browsed 
through the shelves in the newsagents, eagerly 
looking at and reading most of the computer 
magazines there. The it hit me as if it stepped off 
the shelf and smacked me on the nose... (they 
can do that sometimes - I think it's the weight of 
the covertape - Ed) Amstrad Actiorf. What a mag-
azine - full of info, tips, type-ins and reviews, all 
for the CPC user. What value for money, plus a 
covertape. 

On Saturday, I dashed out of bed, got on my 
bike and cycled as quick as I could to the 
newsagents, rushed into the shop, scaled the 
shelves with my eyes... what, no Amstrad Action? 
Ah, but wait, whafs that? Yes, a copy of AA. As I 
walked along with my bike trying to read as much 
of AA as I could, I noticed not only a covertape 
but also a head cleaner. But where was the head 
cleaner? I know, I thought, I'll write to them nice 

people at AA. Perhaps they could send me one. 
And in future I think I will subscribe, then I 
wouldn't have all this trouble... 

Also, in issue 85 on the covertape, the game 
On the Run has good graphics, but can anyone 
tell me where are the flasks? I spend most of the 
time thrashing forwards, backwards, up and 
down, but I just can't seem to find any. But the 
other game, Link, is addictive. Ifs a fight trying to 
get my mum and dad to put this game down. 

AND, in issue number 86 I just can't seem to 
get to grips with the game Glider Rider. I've read 
the magazine time and time again, but I just can't 
seem to get off the ground. 

Lastly, you've put the A485 type-ins on the 
AA87 covertape. I sat for ages typing these up 
myself and now you have put them on to the tape 
it seems I have wasted my time. I would appreci-
ate it if you could say what type-ins are going to 
be on your covertapes in future so that I don't 
waste any more time on them, when I could be 
exploring my CPC's potential even further. 
Michael Channon 
Romford 

Your head cleaner is on its way, Michael. We 
don't know where the flasks in On the Run are, 
either. Perhaps some gameplaying wizard out 
there can send us in a map? Or perhaps, as I sus-
pect the flasks are placed randomly each time 
you load the game. That would be a bit nasty if it 
was the case. 

Yes, it is a bit tough getting off the ground in 
Glider Rider. What you need to do is go to the 
top of a slope, then go down it, hitting Up and 
Fire at the same time. Its something like that, 

Type-ins rip-off 
I am writing to inform you that one of your type-
ins is a direct copy from a book. It first appeared 
in a 1985 book called Amstrad Games Book. 
Paul Burnell 
Havant 

Why oh why do people do it? Is it really just to 
score a free £20? We'd like to think that Amstrad 
owners belonged to one big family, that they were 
all genuinely interested in their machines, that 
everyone was willing to help everyone else out... 
not that people were in it just to score as much 
cash as possible. 

But if people are going to try to pass off other 

people's code as their own, so much for that/ . 
Perhaps we should drop Type-ins altogether if ifs 
going to be abused? We can't check every single 
source of type-ins to make sure no-one's code is 
being ripped off, Ifs simply not practical. 

Thanks Paul, anyway, for pointing that one out 
to us. And just to spell It out for anyone else, 
TYPE-INS MUST BE ALL YOUR OWN WORK. Lifting 
the odd line or two because rfs a programming 
solution you hadn't thought of is one thing, nick-
ing whole wodges of code is another. THE GUILTY 
PEOPLE KNOW WHO THEY ARE... 

If anyone's got any ideas about how to combat 
this, please, please let us know. 
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anyway. Failing that, just stab away at all the con-
trols simultaneously as you head down a slope, 
and you'll soon get the idea. 

What type-ins will we put on the covertape? All 
of them! The idea is that we print them in the 
mag for people to type in and experiment with, 
but put them all on the covertape two months 
later in case they couldn't get them to work. 

The point is that you learn lots about BASIC 
by simply typing in listings - you can't help 
absorbing the techniques people use. But if you 
just want the programs, you might as well not 
bother and simply wait for them to appear on the 
covertape. 

I did it! 
I completed Pakman! I all all 439 little blobs. The 
secret is; don't let all the baddies escape from 
the centre till you've finished the first half. Do I 
get a prize? 
Donna Smith 
Fife 

No. 

Over and out 
I am writing this small letter to ask if any of your 
illustrious readers have come across, or know of, 
any programs for the CPC6128 that are for radio 
amateurs. 

The programs are for transmitting and receiv-
ing morse, RTTY, Amtor and logbooks and such 
like. Although I have converted a database sys-
tem for a logbook, it isn't big enough and can't 
hold all the contacts that I have made around the 
world. 

The programs don't seem to be available in 
the Mansfield area at all. I have enquired at the 
local shops, but to no avail. Their only replies are 
that they have never heard of any. 

So do Amstrad NOT do any proggies for us 
'hams', or do we all have to change our Amstrads 
for one of the other models? 
Harry M.C. Hall 
Mansfield 

Well Harry, not only do I not know of any amateur 
radio programs on the Amstrad, I've never heard 
of any on ANY machine! 

I think your best bet is to get hold of any half-
decent database (PowerBase, from Robot PD, is 
very good - but check out all the PD libraries 
mentioned in our regular PD section for more) 
and configure it for your own use. 

6128 to Apple 
Mac! 
Yes, it can be done! Copying text files only, that 
is, from a CPC6128 to any Apple Mac II series 
machine without using linking modems or linking 
RS interfaces. How? With great help from CP/M+, 
a 3.5-inch disk drive and a marvellous program 
from Moonstone Computing called 2 in 1. My 
disk drive was purchased from SD MicroSystems 
as well as the 2 in 1. 

Want to know more? Then please contact me 
for full details! (Include a stamped SAE) 
Richard Duggan 
Hastings 

I have been reading your magazine with interest 
over the past few months and have the following 
comments: 
1. Criticisms have been levelled at some of 'your' 
advertisers for poor service. To redress the bal-
ance, I wish to praise MJC Supplies for excellent 
service. Next-day delivery even on an afternoon 
order and add to that prompt efficient staff, and 
you have a combination that makes postal shop-
ping a pleasure. 
2. A few months ago you rightly stated that John 
Menzies supply Amstrad games on disk via their 
electronic duplication system. It is worth pointing 
out that, at my branch at least, only 3.5-inch or 
5.25-inch floppies are used. 
3. Because of point 2,1 am considering buying a 
3.5-inch second drive. Any chance of a 'head-to-
head' type test feature of those on the market -
including which operating system is best? 
4. I own a CPC6128 and would like to buy bud-
get games on disk. Why are tapes the norm -
surely the cost would be little different? 
5. Finally, on a nostalgic note, I was looking at 
AA back numbers from '87/88. It is depressing to 

I note that the software and support that was avail-
able then has dwindled to such a large extent. AA 

I is probably the only light in an ever-darkening 
tunnel. 

I Jonathan Smith 
Telford 

Well done! I knew 2 in 1 was versatile, but I didn't 
know it could handle Mac disk formats. The tele-
phone number for SD MicroSystems. by the way, 
is 0462 675106. 

Joe Hartley wants to grow a beard just l ike 
Rod's (above). Smart fel low. 

Mad as a pilchard 
Dear Rod, I think you are so fab, and a lot better 
than the others. Ever since issue 17 I've thought 
you were fab (/ wasn't IN issue 17, you fatuous 
gimboid!), so fab in fact that I've decided to grow 
a beard and moustache, just like you. 

Right. Now I'm going to write what I was 
going to. What is the best program that supports 
MIDI? What music is Adam Peters into, because 
he looks like a funky sort of person? Rod, how 
long did it take you to grow your beard? Who won 
the wrestling match? Is Christine Stacey my rela-
tion? Is my tea ready? Is the world round? How 
long is the universe? Are there aliens? Are 
Spectrums good? 

Did you know, if you get an axe, smash the 

1. A pat on the back for MJC Supplies, then. 
2. Did the staff at John Menzies understand you 
wanted CPC versions of games? It sounds to me 
like they might be confusing it with the PC, which 
runs games on these disk sizes. They really ought 
to know that the CPC uses 3-inch disks. 
3. A 3.5-inch second drive is very useful for 
'serious' users, less so for games players. Why? 
Firstly, I can't believe Menzies are selling 
Amstrad games on 3.5-inch disks. Secondly, most 
commercial games are 'protected' and cant be 
copied on to any disk. Thirdly, a plug-In disk drive 
on your machine would be a 'B-dr'rve' - many 
games will only work from an 'A-Drive' - the drive 
built into your machine. There is an important dis-
tinction between the two as far as your machine's 
operating system is concerned. 
4. We were under the impression (until we got 
your letter) that Menzies could supply much bud-
get software on disk. Tapes are the norm 
because ALL CPCs will load software from tape 
(the 6128 has a tape loading socket), but only 
6128s can load from disk. Software publishers 
supply games on tape because with this single 
format they can sell to the whole of the Amstrad 
market, not just half of it. 
5. We dont see the Amstrad scene as an ever-
darkening tunnel! We see it as a great, glittering, 
multicoloured fountain of light, a glowing, kaleido-
scope of... of... yes. well, thanks anyway. 

keyboard on the CPC, throw the monitor out of 
the window, then throw all the bits into sulphuric 
acid, it doesn't work! 

I'm getting fed up now (YOU'RE getting fed 
up?!). I'll probably come round to see you next 
week. Put the kettle one. See you soon. 
Joe Hartley 
Longridge 

Did you know, Joe, that if someone smashed you 
with an axe, threw you out of the window then 
threw you into a vat of sulphuric acid, you 
wouldn't work either. I suspect you don't work 
properly in the first place, though. 

What's the best MIDI program? You did read 
the feature, didn't you? Adam likes techno-rave 
stuff, as you probably gathered from his demo 
on the covertape. 

Finally, don't come round to see us. I'd only 
be tempted to try this experiment with the win-
dow and the sulphuric acid. 

Can I write 
games? 
Could you make your own game? 
Jonathan Dennis, age 9 
Belper 

Yes, you can make your own games Jonathan, 
but it may not be easy. You can produce simple 
games using the Amstrad's built-in BASIC pro-
gramming language. The results won't be up to 
the standard of the games you buy in the shops, 
but they'll still give you lots of fun. Ifs also an 
ideal introduction to programming. 
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Ik, 

N E W S 

When we did the VideoMaster review (January 
issue), we didn't print an address for 
CampurSoft. Here it is: CAMPURSOFT, 16 
Slatefield Street, Gallowgate. Glasgow G31 
1UA (041 554 4735). 

While we're on the subject, if you want 
some free PD video titling software, just send a 
disk and SSAE to Campursoft, and they'll 
oblige you (fnarr fnarr) for absolutely nothing! 

Cheap Plus upgrades! 
If you haven't opened up your Plus machine since 
you got it (after all, you don't want to invalidate 
the warranty, do you?) you won't know that the 
circuit boards on both the 464 and the 6128 
plusses are identical. The only differences are the 
bits for the tape or disk system, and the fact that 
the 464 Plus has only 64K as opposed to the 
6128 Plus's 128K. 

Now you may have bought a 464 Plus, only to 
realise later that you would have been better off 

Upgrade your 464 Plus to 128K at home! 

with a 6128 Plus. Just too bad, or can you do 
something about it? 

Aha! - how about producing an upgrade kit-
service? Well, before eyes light up all over the I 
country with the thought of wads of cash being • 
made through upgrade kits, Avatar have beaten I 
you to it. J 

They are offering a 64K upgrade kit for £15. | 
Or if you are too scared/hamfisted to try it your- }J 
self and want them to do it for you, if!! cost £25. • 
Disk drive interfaces will cost around £30 OIY, or [ 
£40 if Avatar do the work. 

Bargain-hunters should note that if you get 
both kits together, they'll cost a total of only £40 
(a saving of £5), or Avatar will carry out both 
upgrades for you for a total of £60 (another sav-
ing, with the cost of returning the computer I j 
chucked in for good measure). • 

Avatar do stress, however, that you should I j 
phone for more details before sending any com- L 
puters. Contact: AVATAR, 39 Crossfield Road, a 
Leverstock Green, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP3 11 
8RG (0442 251705). j 

Hlet some help! 
For those of you who are totally baffled by 
computers and computer jargon, Gwelfryn 
Publications LTD have released a book (more 
a booklet, actually) called Can I Help You? to 
help you get started and make the most out of 
your computer. It costs £1 from booksellers 
or, If you have trouble finding a copy, you can 
order ir directly from Gwelfryn, at this 
address: 18b High Street, Newtown, Powys 
SY16 2NP (0686 627215). The price, when 
ordering direct, is £1.40. 

Cwelfryn Publications have released a 
• booklet for computer novices. j 

All the latest news on the Amstrad scene is 

right here. If you've got news you thlnftc our 

readers ought to know about, write to: 

Amscene, Amstrad Action, Beauford Court, 

30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW 

Robot gears tip 
Robot PD has something of a reputation. Firstly, 
for importing some truly spectacular continental 
software and having one of the most mouth-
watering catalogues in the country. Secondly, for 
sometimes being not hugely quick when respond-
ing to orders. 

For those that don't know, Robot PD is owned 
and run by none other than Richard Fairhurst, 
Amstrad Action's technical guru and author of the 
Technical Forum section (plus various other fea-
tures and articles in the mag). 

Richard tells us that he is in the process of 
totally restructuring his order system, to help him 
get orders out a little faster. However, in order to 

The Amstrad NCI00 Notepad Is now on sale 
for an amazing £160 at PC City... 

achieve this he's had to take the step of 'closing' 
Robot PD until further notice. All existing orders 
will be filled, but for the time being, DONT SEND 
ANY MORE IN! 

Don't worry, though, Robot PD will be back. 
And we've been assured that when it re-opens it 
should be the fastest library in the West... 

Robot PD is the outfit that imported the 
super Power Tetris f rom the continent. 

Bag -those 
bargains! 
You bargain-hunters out there have been busy 
again - we've been contacted with more amazing 
Amstrad deals. It seems you can now get a 6128 
Plus (mono only - sorry) for £140, and those nice little NCI00s we featured a while back for 

£160. The 6128 Plus deal is fantastic value for 
'serious' CPC users. The people to contact are 
PC City, on 0703 265344. 
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ONLY POOLS AND HORSES 
FOOTBALL BOXFORM Tho ONLY pools prog«om wi.tlen by O GENUINE EXPERT 
who has b««n employed as such by liftlewoods He KNOWS how to help you win 
H® can t guarantee you'll become a millionaire ( If ho couta h o d be ono himself) but he 
con GREATLY IMPROVE YOUR CHANCES Of WINNING ON THE POOLS OR FIXED ODDS Tno 
program consistently forecasts 50*x. mat© draws than would be expected by chanco 

A P C W mag A RECORD UNMATCHED BY ANY OTHER PROGRAM OR POOLS EXPERT 
Homos, aways.tltaws shown in order o» merit Truo odds for every match. Covers league S 
nori league Australian Pools program included in (he price 

SUPER PLAN N E R THE BEST PERM GUIDE OP ALL TIME. Details ol OVER 4C0 ENTRIES 01 LIT 
V- and newspaper plans ond perms. ALL CHECKED IN SECONDS by your computet 

RACING BOXFORM Fait and P'otitawo Guio romorkaWe results.. 
strike rate ol 64 8*!. averaging 3/1 per winner G S U G mag Price includes 
HANDICAP WINNER 1000 Winners every yeor - 25% at 5/1 <X better 

PRICES 521« 10' <™ <*>Y ^ ^ ol ""W-
FOOTBALL TOOL KIT Football Boxlorm. Super Planner, litlewoods 
Block Perms Ptorve' ^ a program to work out bels £39 95 

SPECIAL 
OFFER 
BOTH 

TOOL KITS 

£64.95 
RACING TOOL KIT Roc Tig 6o*lorm plus 5 further programs which enoole you io keep your 

own records, produce and omend form ond time rotwgv work out tfrnosl ony bel £ 39 95 

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES OR POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO 

3 i f X = - o = t m 
( A A ) 65 Allans Meadow Neston, 

South Wirral, L64 9SQ Tel: 051 336 2668 

AMSTRAD GAME CARTRIDGES 
FOR 61Z8+/464+/GX4000 

TITLE BOXED WITH UNBOXED NO 
INSTRUCTIONS INSTRUCTIONS 

Klax £24 .99 £14 .99 
Pro T enn i s T o u r £24 .99 £14 .99 
Ba tman £24 .99 £ 14.99 
Operation Thunderbolt £24 .99 £14 .99 
Barbar ian II £24 .99 £14 .99 
Navy Sea ls £24 .99 £14 .99 
Roboeop II £24 .99 £14 .99 
Pang £24 .99 £14 .99 
Swi tch B lade £24 .99 £14 .99 
N o Exit £24 .99 £14 .99 

* Special offers: 10 Unboxed games (all different) £100.00 * 
Amstrad GX4000 Games Consoles 

with free game £59.99 
Amstrad Paddle Controller £8.99 

Burnin' Rubber + Locomotive Basic Cartridge 
£19.99 

Amstrad MP3 Modulator/TV Tuner, for use with 
CTM644 monitor £29.99 

Amstrad 464 Light Gun & Games Cassette £19.99 
Amstrad 6128 Light Gun & Games Disk £19.99 
Amstrad CT1 Clock Radio £14.99 
Amstrad CPC464 Cassette Mechanism with 

tape head and motor £29.99 
Amstrad 464 Head Alignment Tapes £9.95 
Amstrad 6128 Cassette Leads £5.99 
Tape Head Demagnetizer £9.99 

Prices include VAT, postage and packing 

Our stylish no-nonsense 3 5" disk drives are the only ones 

available that come complete with all the necessary leads, power 

supply & software to enable you to use 800K per disk without 

the need to change any manual side select switch. 

Other disk drives will only allow you to access 400K at a time, 

whereas our superior drives come complete with RAMDOS or 

the new ROMDOS XL thai allows the full BOOK to be accessed 

even under CPM! 

Our SONY disk drives come complete and ready to plug in. 

Included is a full 15 page printed user manual and a FREE DISK 
CONTAINING RAMDOS, RAMDISK DRIVE, SECTOR EDITOR, 

DIRECTORY EDITOR, FAST FORMATTER etc. 

3.5" DISK DRIVE WITH RAMDOS £74.99 
3.5" DISK DRIVE WITH ROMDOS XL 
CARTRIDGE £99.99 
FREE WITH EVERY DISK DRIVE:-
10 3.5" DISKS & CHERRY PAINT ART 
PROGRAM, (r.r.p. £24.99) 

ROMDOS ^ 
ROMDOS XL is an enhanced ROM version of RAMDOS. This 
disk operating system is the only one available for the CPC that 
enables BOOK on line disk space under Amsdos and CPM! It also 
has built into it many useful features such as file copying, disk 
formatting, batch file erasure etc, etc. It is available on ROM 
priced £19.99, or in its own unique cartridge priced £29 99. It is 
also available complete with our 3-5" disk drives. 

464/464+ DISK DRIVES 

We are now selling a 3 5" disk drive along with a 
DDI-1 interface for the 464/464+. The package 
includes the 3.5" disk drive, DDI-1 interface, power 
supply, disk drive cable, Master Disk and instruc-
tions. This is the only disk drive being produced for 
the 464/464+. Available now priced £159.99 (plus 
£5.00 postage and packing). 
VERY LIMITED STOCKS LEFT, ORDER NOW! 

£ FREE MULTIFACE II FOR TRANSFERRING 
YOUR CASSETTE BASED SOFTWARE ONTO 
DISK. Supplied free with every DDI-1. 

^ I R E M H 
^^yof tWAP t m m 

^ I R E N H 
^fyOTTWAR t am 

How to order: 
Telephone orders 
on 061 724 7572 
Mail orders to: 

SIREN SOFTWARE, WILTON HOUSE, 
BURY ROAD, RADCLIFFE, 
MANCHESTER M26 9UR. 

All orders by return: Cheque/Visa/Access 
Trading Post, Victoria Road, 
Shifnal, Shropshire T F l l 8AF C ^ 

Tel/Fax (0952) 462135 



A C T I O N Z O N E 

Action 
Last month we brought you a year in the 

life of Amstrad Action, this month we tell 

you what the top people on the industry 

thought of 1392. PLUS, all the latest 

game news AIUD some additions to th 

Amstrad Action team. Read 
Well Christmas is over, the New Year is out of 
the way, only about eleven weeks until you've fin-
ished eating up the leftover turkey... time to think 
about getting stuck into the year ahead. 

But not before a little gentle reflection. Last 
month we took a look at the events of 1992. This 
month we talk to key industry figures (and AA 
staff) about what happened to them in 1992. 
Here's what they said... 

David Watkins 
(PR manager at Alternative Software. Has 
an A-level in being cheerful) 

David Watkins of Alternative says joining 
the company has taught him a lesson! 

• Best own product 
"Classic Arcadia - three classic games that 
never date (Space Invaders, Muncher and 
Galaxians). Or Bangers & Mash - I like 
sausages." (What sausages?) 
• Best someone else's product 
"I don't know of any other companies producing 
Amstrad computer games, but if I did it would 
probably be Activision's Afterburner." (Eh?)) 

• Best thing that happened in 1 9 9 2 
"I joined Alternative Software. I was told it would 
be an education and I must admit it has certainly 
taught me a lesson!" 
• Most embarrassing thing 
"Being late for an appointment with W.H. Smith's 
Julian Neal. Or watching five-year-old kids beat 
me hands down at all our games." 

• Sum up your company's year 
Great. Popeye 3, Play Days, Postman Pat... 
6 Sum up your personal year 
1992 gave me a (warped) sense of reality 

Steve Denson of 
SD Microsystems 
is a pretty seri-
ous sort of chap. 
He thinks 
England played 
like planks in 
1992 and is fed 
up of tractors 
hogging the 
road. Oh, and he 
likes Front-
Runner... 

Steve Denson 
(Long-standing CPC fan and 'serious' user 

and Front Runner fan) 

• Best own product 
"Front-Runner, our new DeskTop program, which 
gives CPC owners the sort of WIMP front-end that 
Atari, Amiga and Apple users have been enjoying 
for years. There have been various attempts at 
producing this type of system on the CPC 
before, but Front-Runner is the first to actually 
handle 3.5-inch drives and high-capacity software 
such as ROMDOS/RAMDOS and MS800." 

• Best someone else's product 
"Being a serious sort of chap who runs a serious 
software house, I tend to be interested only in 
serious software, of which there was little 
released. Although I'm a Tasword man, I think the 
Brunword ROM was probably the cleverest piece 
of kit produced in the last year or so." 

• Best thing that happened in 1 9 9 2 
"As I live in carrot-cruncher land (Lincs/Cambs), I 

Coming soon, on a CPC near you... 

Surely Nigel Mansell's Grand Prix can't be 
much longer? Pull your finger out, Gremlin! 

Christmas is a time for giving, that"s what we always 
say. And all those aunts, uncles and other family 
hangers-on that clutter up the house at this time of 
year should have given you plenty of moolah over 
the festive season to spend on your little plastic pal. 

Thafs right, your CPC is probably feeling most 
definitely left out after the all the Christmas festivi-
ties. Did you offer it any Christmas pud? Did you let 
it stay up to sing Auld Lang Syne on New Year's 
Eve? Did you sit it front of the TV to watch the 
Queen's speech? 

Course not. You probably stuffed it in a box 
under the stairs, didn't you? Or pushed it behind the 
sofa along with November's Radio Times and the 
soggy dog chews. 

Well now's the time to make amends, because 
despite the general doom and gloom over the 
Amstrad market, there are some exciting new 
games releases coming up... 

For a start, there's our old friends Titus. 
Remember Titus the Fox? And check out their new 
full-pricer Crazy Cars III in this issue. There's 
another game in the pipeline, too - Super Cauldron 
(a spin-off from I & II from Palace). Keep those new 
games coming, lads! 

Talking about full-price releases, what about 
Gremlin's long overdue Nigel Mansell licence? The 
whole concept is getting distinctly cobweb-infested 
by now, but still Gremlin say it's coming out soon. 
We can hardly wait (bet you we have to, though). 
Meanwhile, Mansell and his moustache are droning 
off to the States. Did you see him on Sports 
Personality of the Year? Not sure about the 
Personality bit at all... 

That's not all we can expect from Gremlin, 

Good grief. Shoe People is coming out on 
budget soon! Great news for youngsters. 
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was getting fed up at being stuck behind convoys 
of tractors and trucks and so I bought a new car 
(well, not brand new), a Nissan ZX Turbo, which 
goes like a rocket. Certainly faster than a ZX 
Spectrum. I also have to think of my business 
image, of course, so it was a necessity and not a 
luxury, you understand." 
• Worst thing that's happened 
"Watching England play like planks in the 
European Championship. I'm talking about our so-
called soccer team here, and the turnip-head of a 
manager who took the great Gary Lineker off in 
his last international when he could still have save 
us. Agh!" 

Simon Cobb 
(Head of Siren Software and a man who 
won't stop talking about 3.5-inch drives) 

• Best own product 
"It's difficult to choose between Romdos XL, 
which is our superb new disk operating system 
and our own DD-1 disk drive interfaces. Romdos 
is the only... blah blah... enables you to use... 
blah... interface..." yes, yes, thank you, Simon. 
(Groan) 

• Best someone else's product 
"MicroDesign Plus. A superb drawing/design 
package that has been upgraded to turn it into a 
really professional package - ifs published by 
Campursoft." 

• Best thing that happened in 1 9 9 2 
Increased sales and demand for our CPC prod-
ucts, particulary Romdos XL and..." (Oh gawd, 
here we go again) 

Most embarrassing thing 
"An Amstrad Action reader spotted me at a com-
puter show earlier in the year and recognised me 
from an article published in AA about Siren 
Software a few years back. He asked me for my 
autograph, which I gave him. Walking away from 

me, he turned round to his mate and said, 'I told 
you we would see some famous people at this 
show". I was totally gobsmacked!" 
• Sum up your company's year 
"Excellent year - roll on '93!" 
• Sum up your own year 
"It gets better as I get older." 

Rictiard Eddy 
(Codemasters' PR chief and international 

traveller) 

• Best own product 
"Currently I'm hooked on Stuntman Seymour, 
which features on the Super Star Seymour 5-
game pack. Ifs a dead simple, one-screen 
arcade game that simply oozes payability. In 
fact, the whole pack is a smart effort. Well 
chuffed with that one." 

• Best someone else's product 
*What other products? It hasn't exactly been a 
prolific year for releases on the CPC, has it? Well, 
apart from Titus the Fox (cute), Blues Brothers 
(very blue). Erm, ifs the French lot, isn't it? I have 
a lot of respect for the French CPC games ere 
ators. Except whoever published Paragliding 
Simulator (or whatever it was)." 

• Best thing that happened in 1 9 9 2 
"On the company front ifs been great with some 
of the excellent products I've been working with, 
especially some of the console products like 
Micro Machines and The Fantastic Adventures of 
Dizzy - both top games. Personally, ifs been a 
chaotic year. I've travelled more times than I have 
in years - three times to America, lots of times 
to London, up north, my home in Ludlow, living it 
up in Leamington Spa and far too much time in 
Bath's finest eateries. Chaotic, but I've really 
enjoyed it." 

• Worst thing that happened 
"Developing a taste for red wine. Lots of red 

Codemasters' Rich Eddy showing Rod 
Lawton a piece of paper earlier today. 

wine. Expensive red wine." 
• Company's year 

"Mad, chaotic, very successful. Challenging, but 
all very exciting." 

Personal year 
"Fine and dandy. Just don't mention Droitwich! 
(Oh.)" 

Well so much for the industry - what about the 
AA staff? What did they make of 1992? Here's 
whout what a strange bunch they all are... 

Rhil Howard 
(Cheat Mode chief and general bon viveur, 

despite living in Mapperley) 

• Best full-price game Lemmings 

Best Budget game Turbo the Tortoise 
• Best re-release Myth 
• Worst game Narc 

Best peripheral Multiface II 
• Best TV prog Absolutely Fabulous 
• Best film Hook 

• Best video JFK 

Don't worry, Popeye 3 won't look l ike this 
on the CPC. This is a Speccy screenshot. 

though. There's always The Shoe People... yes. yes, 
we reviewed that just a couple of issues ago, we 
know. The fact is, though, that it's now due to come 
out on Gremlin's budget label. GBH. We'll come 
clean - we could have reviewed it a few months 
ago. but we were waiting for Alternative's Play Days 
so that we could do a head-to-head test. We're still 
waiting. (How about it. Alternative?) 

Entertainment International's budget label 
Touchdown has been a bit quiet lately. Oh, except 
for the terrifically excellent Pipemania (reviewed 
this issue). And Gazza's Soccer's coming up soon... 

Now then, no previews section would be complete 
without the latest news from Codemasters. Make a 
note in your diary for January 15th. What? We've 
gone past it? Blast - that's publishing for you. Well 
anyway, what was supposed to happen on the 15th 
was the launch of the latest Codies offering 
Superstar Wrestling. Will it gain two falls and a sub-
mission over WWF? Will it hold down American Tag 
Team Wrestling for a count of three? Will we ever 
run out of crap wrestling gags? 

Finally. Alternative (remember Count Duckula II?) 
should have another four titles out pretty darned 
pronto, namely Playdays (which we mentioned 
about an inch-and-a-half to the left), Kids Pack II, 
Bully's Sporting Darts and Popeye III. We normally 
expect Alternative to turn out budget releases, but 
Playdays is due to come out at £12.99, which puts 
it firmly in full-price territory. Can it compete with 
the all-conquering Fun School series on equal 
terms? Or even the rather excellent Shoe People 
(reviewed last month)? 

We don't know much about Bully's Sporting 
Darts, but we have seen Popeye 3 running on the 
Spectrum. And we wish we hadn't. Never mind, per-
haps the CPC version will be different... 

So with all this CPC stuff coming out, get out 
those 51b claw hammers and relieve those bulging 
piggy banks of their contents... ifs party time! 

Pipemanla's the second t i t le out on the new 
Touchdown label - look out for more. 
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A C T I O N Z O N E 

• Best LP Jimi Hendrix - The Ultimate 

Experience 

• Best band Levellers 
• Coolest person Paul Merton 
• Biggest Idiot Norman Lamont 
• Event of the year Summer 

• Best video Rocky Horror Picture Show 

• Best LP La Sexorsisto Devil Music Vol 1 

• Best band White Zombie 
• Coolest person Kim Thyal 
• Biggest idiot Axl Rose 

Introducing Simon 
Err... "Do 200 words on yourself said Rod as he 
strode out of the office with his briefcase in his 
hand, his umbrella under his arm and the rubber 
chicken peeping out from under his lapel. Right. 
Fine. Thanks a bunch, Rod... 

The reason you haven't read of me earlier in 
Amstrad Action is because I've just joined! I'm 19 
years old, stunningly handsomely, gorgeous, 
intelligent... (0/ - what's this, a work of fiction?!. 

I've had a CPC or about 6 or 7 years now, and 
have been reading AA since issue 10. I'm a coder 
and a game player (not forgetting a lazy skyver -
ed), though I enjoy coding more than playing. 

My fave band of all time is White Zombie, my 
fave game is Elite, and my fave hamster is 
Rodney. In my spare time I play electric guitar, 
and breathe a lot. My humour (sure you've got 
the right word there? - ed) is based around Red 
Dwarf and Terry Pratchett. 

Thafs about it really (though I need another 95 
words!) so I may as well waste some space with 
this bit! Oh yeah... For those of you who would 
know, have you noticed the amazing similarity 
between Rod Lawton and Kim Thyall? (Kim who? I 
hope this is flattering - ed) No? Take a second 
look. It's creepy. They are identical, except that 
Rod isn't American (/ once spoke to someone in 
America on the phone, though) and his hair's a bit 
shorter (used to be longer, mind), and he doesn't 
play guitar (no, but I took violin lessons at 
school), but apart from that, it's like they were 
twins! (I've got a feeling I'm not going to be happy 
when I find out who Kim Thyall is...) 

• Best video Abyss 

• Best LP Tubular Bells 2 - ha ha ha (You think I 

mean it? - get knotted!) 
• Best band B52s 
• Coolest person Patrick McGoohan 
• Biggest idiot George Bush 

Rod Lawton is a Prisoner nut. He obviously 
empathises wi th a man trapped in a strange 
environment. Except that Rod doesn't know 
any Information... 

Rod Lawton 
(AA's departing editor and pioneer of facial 

fungus cultivation) 

• Best full-price game Lemmings 
• Best budget game Turbo the Tortoise 

• Best re-release Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge 
• Worst game Count Duckula 2 

• Best serious prog PowerPage 

• Best peripheral VideoMaster 
• Best TV prog Absolutely Fabulous - by a 

mile. Oh, and The Prisoner 

• Best film Silence of the Lambs 

Amstrad Action has a new staff wr i ter! His 
name is Simon Forrester, he's about six 
foot four and can crush walnuts wi th his 
bare hands. We call him Sir. 

Simon Forrester 
(AA's new staff writer, also a programmer, 

musician and extremely tall fellow) 

• Best full-price game Prince of Persia 

• Best budget game Super Seymour Robotcop 
• Best re-release Rick Dangerous 
• Worst game Count Duckula 2 

• Best serious prog Bootracker (because I 
wrote it!) 

• Best peripheral Microstyle's RAMROM 
• Best TV prog Red Dwarf 

• Best film Wayne's World 

The more the merrier 
There are some things you just don't expect to change, aren't there? Like Mr. 
Jones down the road always banging his dustbin lid at 6:38am every morning, 
and the plastic dinosaur always falling into your breakfast bowl when you open 
a new packet of Puffo-weet And that strange chap with the beard always 

Meet the team - Amstrad Action has some new recruits! 

peering out at you from the pages of Amstrad Action each month. 
Well not any more. Rod Lawton (the strange man with the beard) is leaving 

the magazine to go and produce books on computers. What, he's leaving 
Amstrad Action for ever? Yup. Or rather no, 'cos he's the sort of bloke who 
likes poking his nose in, realty. And he'll probably end up producing books 
about the CPC anyway. So who's taking his place? The lovely Linda Barker, 
who knows just as much as he does, though he'll never admit it Will it make 
any difference to AA? No, except there'll probably be more decent jokes in it... 

Seriously, though, Amstrad Action's going to carry on producing the same 
blend of news, views, gossip, technical info, reviews, help, hints and tips it 
always has done... in fact, we've got plans for making it even better! 

For a start you won't have to look at Rod's ugly mug any more (we can't 
do much about Mr. Jones's dustbin lid or the plastic dinosaurs, though). And 
Linda's going to be heading an expanded team to stuff even more value and 
good advice into the mag. For a start, there's AA newie Simon Forrester. 
Simon is a self-taught programmer who knows the Amstrad inside out (he's the 
author of acclaimed new music prog Boo-Tracker and SD MicroSystems' forth-
coming Front-Runner WIMP Interface). This man's knowledge of the CPC is 
terrifying. His hair is pretty terrifying, too, but you get used to it 

And there's also Jon Pillar. Jon is a long-time Spectrum devotee, but faced 
with the relentless advance of 16-blt machines he's decided ail Z80-based 
machines should stick together and he's found room in his heart for the CPC. 
He's a bit of a genius at getting stuff for covertapes, and is a demon bar-
gainer. Look out for some corking covertape games soon. 

And, er, thafs it! Quite a few changes to absorb, but only to the staff, NOT 
to the magazine. We've said it before and we'll say it again. Amstrad Action is 
YOUR magazine, and always will be. 
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AMSTRAD M P - 1 F T V 
MODULATOR SCART VERSION, 

FOR C P C 4 6 4 

AMSTRAD M P - 2 F T V 
MODULATOR SCART VERSION, 

FOR C P C 6 6 4 & 6 1 2 8 

AMSTRAD M P - 3 T V TUNER FOR 
AMSTRAD C T M 6 4 4 MONITOR 
AMSTRAD CT-1 CLOCK RADIO 

RIBBONS 
DMP2000/300Q/3160 PKT 2 £3.88 • 0.59 p&p 
DMP2000/3000/2160 PKT10 £18.00 • £3.53 p&p 
LCtO MONO PKT 2 £4.70 • 0.59 p&p 
LC10 COLOUR PKT I £4.23 • 0.59 p&p 
LC2410/LC24200 PKT 2 £5.32 - £1.18 p&p 
PC W8256/8512FN £5.10 • £1.18 p&p 
CITIZEN 120D PKT 2 £5.50 • 0.58 p&p 
PCW9512 MS PKT 2 £4.72 • £1.18 p&p 
PCW9512FN PKT 2 £5.52 • 0.59 p&p 

Plastic Cases 
for CF2 3" 

disks, 
box of 10 

£6.00 +£i.i8 p&p 

MODIFY YOUR CPC6128 PLUS TO LOAD & SAVE CASSETTE SOFTWARE 
A L L YOU HAVE TO DO IS SEND US YOUR CPC6128+ AND WE WILL MODIFY IT TO ALLOW LOADING 

FROM AN EXTERNAL CASSETTE RECORDER (NOT SUPPLIED) 
ONLY £32.50+ £5.88 P & P 

MODIFY YOUR DDI-1 INTERFACE TO WORK ON THE CPC464+ 
A L L YOU HAVE TO 0 0 i s SEND YOUR D D I - I INTERFACE TO US AND WE WILL 

MODIFY IT TO WORK ON THE 464+ 
ONLY £15.00+ £3.53 P & P 

W . A . V . E . P & P 

64K RAM expansion. CPC464 only £39.84 £1.18 
3.5" DS/DD BULK inc. labels PKT 10 £4.99 £1.18 
CPC Centronics printer lead 1,5m £7.64 £0.59 
CPC Centronics printer lead 2.0m £8.40 £0.59 
CPC to video lead, state BNC or PHONO plug £7.14 £0.59 
Expansion port adaptor for 
CPC464+/6128+ plus machines (WIDGIT) £9.40 £1.18 

Advanced Art Studio. CPC disk (requires 128k memory) £16.41 £1.18 
Genius Mouse + Advanced Art Studio £40.86 £3.53 
Amstrad, MicroScript Word Processor. CPC464/664/6128 disk £4.99 £2.35 
40025.464 upgrade ROM £25.03 £1.18 
The Amstrad 12 Pack, 12 games on cassette for the CPC464+ £3.99 £3.53 
Amstrad Soft 158A - DDI-1 firmware manual £4.99 £3.53 
Multiface 2, for CPC464/664/6128 £34.42 £3.53 
Multiface 2, for CPC464+/6128+ £41.42 £3 53 
Amscase 3* disk filing cabinet, holds 10 3" disks £2.99 £1.18 
Microfiie/MicroWord, Database & Word Processor £10.95 £3.53 
Burning Rubber cartridge, 6X4000 £18.49 £1.18 
Paddle Controller, for CPC464+/6128+ & GX4000 £8.34 £1.18 
System Disk. CP / M Plus CPC6128 £1712 £1.18 
System Disk, Dr Logo & Help CPC6128 £13.22 £1.18 
System Disk, CP / M Plus CPC6128+ £6.61 £1.18 
CPC6128 manual £16.43 £2.35 
CPC464+/6128+ manual £15.28 £2.35 
Service manual CPC464 £11 00 £1.18 
Service manual CPC6128 £11.00 £1.18 
Service manual CPC464+/6128+ & GX4-000 £5.63 £1.18 
Service manual DDI-1 & FD-1 £7.50 £1.18 
Service manual Amendment & CT-1/MP-3 £11.00 £1.18 

Amstrad GX4000 Consoles 
Home Entertainment System includes 2 x Paddles, 1 x 

Burning Rubber Game. 1 x Leads & PSU, etc. 

£19.99+£4 70 p&P 

GX4000 Games Available 
Mystical, World of Sports. 

Tintin on the Moon 
Games £ 1 2 . 9 5 + £ 3 - 5 0 P & P each 

AMSTRAD MP RANGE 
MP-1, This allows you to use the CPC464 on any ScaM TV 

MP-2, This allows you to use ihe CPC664 or CPC6128 on any Scait IV. 
The MP-1 h MP-2 include built-in PSU to powr computer 

MP-3, This allows the Amstrad CTM644 monitor lo be used as a TV 
MP-3/PSU, This allows the Amstrad CTM64D monitor to be used as a TV. 
MP-3+, Thfi allows the Amstrad CPC+ CM14 monitor to be used as a TV. 
CT-1, This modern iooklng clock radio tits neatly urder the Amstrad monitor 

MODULATOR BARGAINS 
MP-1F £19.95+£4.70 p&p 
MP-2F £29.95+ £4.70 p&p 
MP-3 £22.95+ £4.70 p&p 

MP-3/PSU £34.95+ £6.90 p&p 
MP -3+ £39.95 + £5.88 p&p 

CLEARANCE OFFERS 
Clearance boi Includes 2 disks, price list disk. Amstrad joystick, 

disk win mixed »ames £6.50 • £3.53 p&p 
Disk Gaines £8.99 *C1 18 pip 

Chart Busters 10 ef tbe Best Vol 1 
19 of Ike Best Vol 2 

12 Great Games 
Ptoass note Mere is oo warranty oo clearance items. 

CFX 3" 
Box of 10 Amsoft 
£15.95+ £1.18 p&p 

Box of 10 Amsoft in hard cases 
£21.95+ £2.36 p&p 

Box of 10 Ex-Software House 
£9.95+ £1.18 p&p 

W.A.V.E* ELECTRONICS (TradeDeptAA9302) 
1 BUCCLEUCH STREET BARROW IN FURNESS CUMBRIA LA141SR 

TEL: (0229) 870000 FAX: (0229) 829109 



A R T T U T O R I A L 

I made 

PART TWO 
It's episode two of TIM BLACKBOIUD's 

thrilling new series that puts the art into, 

er... art. Ready? Let's 

Last month we looked at the easy bits of any art 
package - lines, 2D shapes and solid fill. Now 
you'll all be expecting to go on to the hard stuff, 
won't you? Well, unfortunately you can't. Why? I'll 
tell you why, because there isn't any hard stuff. 
Basically, if you can get the hang of shapes and 
fill, the rest is just as easy. 

Ticflin 

If you'd like to dig up last month's AA out from 
under the bed, you will find that the picture we 
left off with was a little bit scruffy to say the 
least. This is where the Zoom function zooms in 
(ho ho ho! A little artistic joke, there! Sorry) (You 
will be - ed). Most art packages 
have this feature, although in 
some cases (Art Studio partic-
ularly) it is known as Magnify or 
(for the benefit of those using 
SmART 2) simply Edit. 

Zoom does little more than 
enlarge a selected area of the 
screen to allow for pixel-perfect editing. A 
very important option, in fact you'll be 
needing it for almost every picture you do. 

Advanced Art Studio owners have edge over 
everybody else (again) as they get a choice of 
three levels of magnification. For extremely close 
up work, it is best to use x8 magnification (where 
every pixel is enlarged to the size of a text char-
acter). As we are just removing a few 
overlapping lines, x4 magnification will do nicely. 
I don't know about you, but x2 magnification is 
too small. I find that the pointer obscures the bit 
you need to edit. 

places within a circle. It has to be said, the latter 
looks a lot better, it's just a good job that the 
majority of packages use this method. 

On top of spraycan, there are a selection of 
other freehand-draw techniques. Paint, for exam-
ple works just like the spraycan only instead of 
random dots, it uses user-defined patterns. 
Patterns (or brushes, as they are known) can be 
designed to create an endless array of effects. 
For example, a small, filled circle would draw 
thick lines, while a small dot would draw lines of 
the usual thickness. Takes you right back to the 
Etch-A-Sketch days. 

Using a brush not entirely 
unlike the one described above, a 

small pond can be drawn just 
by the tree and a lovely cloud. 

Advanced Art Studio own-
ers have an extra freehand option: 

Pen. This uses a set of brushes 
that are not changeable. Even 
though it works exactly the same 
way as Brush does, it does pro-

vide a useful bank of ready-made 
shapes to draw with. 

...And by looking at fig 2, the picture is already 
looking nearly presentable. It could still do with a 
bit more work though as a lot of the screen is 
almost empty. A tree would be a perfect example 
for going into detail on the Spraycan option. 
Those of you without a mouse are going to find 
the spraycan a very painful operation indeed... 

The spraycan works just as you would expect. 
It creates an effect like a can of spray paint 
(except the computer-generated kind are CFC 
free!). Some packages have a set spray pattern 
while others work by placing dots at random 

Fill 
I know we've already looked at fill. We haven't 
had a go on this one yet, though. It's another rea-
son why computer art is easier than the paper 
kind! An object can be filled with a pattern, saving 
hours of having to draw it yourself. For example, 
how long do you think it would take you to draw 
bricks all over the wall, tiles on the roof and put a 
gravel path on a hand-drawn picture. Twenty min-
utes? Half an hour? Can't really beat thirty 
seconds, can it? Advanced Art Studio has a brick 
pattern built in, the others will have to be 
designed manually in the pattern designer. Even 
then it doesn't take any more than two minutes! 

And we'll call it a 
day there! 
See how just a few options can improve a picture 
beyond recognition? Next month we'll look into 
the rest of the functions found on the average 
art-menu and finish the picture off completely! 
Until then, if you think you could do better (and 
let's face it, anybody can) send your artwork to: 
World of Art, Amstrad Action, Beauford Court, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. 

IJust a small recap from what we left last 
month... more or less, anyway. (Last 

month's house had a bit of an accident...) 

2 ...After a bit of ZOOM editing. Much bet-
ter! All those leftover lines that shouldn't 

be showing have been taken out 

-I 

u 

m 4 

3 The start of a simple tree. Don't worry. It 
will get better! (I think it might need a 

very good tree surgeon - ed) 

4 The finished tree, note the use of 
SPRAYCAN. Also, a pond has been 

added for added effect. 

5 And here's whaf s left A bit of pattern fill 
works wonders for any picture. Almost. 

We've given the windows nice frames, too. 
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FREE GIFTS 
FROM SILICA! 

S E E P A N E L T O L E F T 

Inc VAT - Ref: STC 6300 

A ATARI S T MORE THAN JUST GREAT GAMES! 

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE O N THE ST RANGE 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

W H E N Y O U B U Y 
A N ST F R O M SIL ICA 

NEW ATARI ST P R I C E S l 

TENSTAR GAMES PACK 

520ST-E DISCOVERY XTRA 
HARDWARE: 
MMO HAM 520ST-E COMPUTER .... £24999 
8MHt 16-B* CPU. RAM, MOM. 
TV MKfuMoi, Internal PSU. I Mb DUk 
SOFTWARE - ARCADE GAMES: 
FiiaJ Figh! • A stpeic street r>g*tti<̂  game £25.99 
9 LK«s - Canocrt ojaltty p'atlofm fomp. £24 99 
Bnbot Monsters Arcade Shoot Up € 19.99 
Sim Oty - UM control o( your own oty €29 95 
SOFTWARE - PRODUCTIVITY: 
Nootfiwrij • An €29.99 
>s» Wort Word processor €59.99 
FbST 8AS)C - Prograrnng language €49.99 
ST Tour- Tuionall>sk FREE 
AN I ST - Anirnaton Package £29.95 
PLUS! FREE FROM SILICA: 
Silica Productivity Pack* £44.96 
Tc.iStar Games Pack £219.78 

Total Value: £785.59 
Less Pack Saving: £536.59 

SIUCA PRICE: £249.00 

When ycu buy your re * Atari 520,10W Cf Mega 
ST-E computer from Siica Systems. we wll < M 
\<OJ an additional £324.75 vwrth of software PR£E 
OF CHARGE rxaudng some great entertahment 
and productivity programs. These free gifts »il 
rfrc&xe ytu to tne ol ST cixrpjtrq and 
nela you to gel on to a Itjing start *ilh your new ST. 
Pus. »ilh every ST and TT, «e wl gr»e ycu 16 
nigrits holiday hotel accctrrrodalon to' you and 
>our tamly to erjoy a txeak at here or abroad. 

TENSTAR PACK: 
ASTERIX 
CHESS PLAYER 2150 .. .. 
DRIViN- FORCE 
LIVE AND LET DIE 
ONSLAUGHT 
PIPE MANIA 
RICK DANGEROUS 
ROCK'N'ROLL 
SKWEEK 
TRIVIAL PURSUIT 

£24.99 
£24.95 
€19.95 
£19.99 
£24.99 
€19.99 
£24.99 
€19.99 
€19.99 

•SJDOS not KKJUOC 
letwcxd 

16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY 
HOTEL ACCOMMODATION 

Every Atari ST from Sifcca oomes supplied with 
a free 72 poge colour brochure wfm accom-
modation vouchers fnoso entitle 2 people to 
stay up lo a total ot 16 nljpits in arry of 250 
hotels Arth accornmodascn FREE. All you 

meals (pnoes are 

PRODUCTIVITY PACK: 
1 St WORD- C59.99 
Word p'ccesani} (SKkaae from GST 
SPELL IT €19.99 
Spring cf>««af to ccm(i<tmw\ til Were 
ST BASIC £24.99 
Base croya-mrg langajce mtti luW.ai 

TOTAL VALUE: €324.75 

m m 
Nave to pay to' a/e your 
ISfled in the brochure). 

WORTH 
NEARLY 

_ Y UPGRADEO MODEL WITH A mm 

'71Mb RAMl*g4sCP t«:< 14QW STt V»K«I AU- tno], twMi \1 AVd 

MEGA STE ATARI TT 

NEW! 1040ST-E 
FAMILY CURRICULUM II 

1 0 4 0 S T - E 
M U S I C M A S T E R 
The Music Mailer Pack teasufs or* o! me 
reel pepuar cerrputers us« by mua:ians 
ccm&ned wih me moMIDI packaje 
PRO 24 III» a perfect «rr.«"avrwnt 
Vr IKM31 art profess*ru( .like The 
axiamed vita ftoccftfea ana fcatrg 
System torn Stertwrj Pn024 III a used 
by many lop mascisrs rcwing On Sirais 
ard PVYL tfsi-vj any MIDI keytoard. PRO 
24 oftjfi l"* a&Hy lo wte M compose 
ruse lo a <ory high stardwd You can 
'ecoro up to 2< tracks srruCcreousiy. and 
ten iftff rea tme edRng to renw»e 
r-isiakis. 

N E W ! PRICE 

MASTtR.' 

IJT IUffJ l ' I H ! " n 

HARDWARE: 
'040S1-E COMPUTER £299.99 
FWM* \IT«NF»X<ICPV HAU 
r>' WiOMn. rtanu PSJ. IWJ C<T« 
SOFTWARE: 
PRO 24 III £150.00 
PIUS! FREE FROM SILICA: 
Silica Productivity Pack £104.97 

Pao €219.78 
Total Value: £774.74 

tow Pock Saving; £475.74 
SILICA PRICE £299.00 

MOttTOR OPHOli»L EXTRA 

L MoWraR-QpnONAL xxiju —J 
• 32wtv 32-Bit 68030 Processor 
• 3Jf 1,44r* Double SKJO'J Disk Dnvc 
• Z'4!liw> RAM Versions 
• Stereo 8-Bit PCM Sound Output 
• 4096 Colour Palette 
• Bullt-n 66862 Maths Co-Prcwessof 
• Up 10 1280 * 560 Resolution 
• VME • SCSI Expansion Ports 
• Expandable lo3&*: RAM 
• Hard Dr.ve Expansion CplKxis 
• FREE 16 f'Aghfis Hoida-/-Accommwlatwi 

• 16-Bt? 68000 processor 
• 3«'• 1.44m& Double Sided 0 « k Drive 
• 2M»RAM 
• Hard Drive Ops»3ns Ava^abte 
• 4096 Colou-- Palette 
• Stereo 8-Bfl PCM Sound Output 
• FREE Silica Prooucsrvity Pack 
• FREE Teristar Games Pack 
• FREE 16 Nights Holdfff Accommodation 

SPECIAL PROMO PRICE! 
2Mb MEGA ST-E !*».*«*«) 

„ „ „ SILICA PRICE 

/NEW! REVISED PACK PIUS! 
i i a m 

WOUDAY KOM. 
HARDWARE: 
1040ST-E COWPUTER £29999 
8MHI 16-8il 660COCPU. tMb RAM ktouss. TV Mediator. ImormU PSU. tMb Oak Onvo 
SOFTWARE MODULES. 
PLAY AND I EARN - A Goo* »,.n IVonfc arti £76.59 JUNIOR SCHOOL - .Viiwor B«ck,<5er»al £58-54 Krw&tyf QU2. SpeliOfl wa Pr'rr̂ y VtrtHlS 
GCS6 Micro Mathb. French, arid Ĝ rapny Quiz £S5.54 
HYPER PAINT - Fdl Colour Pa.r.t Pacfcyje £39 99 
MUSIC IAAKER I! - Muse Oealon Satt.aie £49 99 
RRST BASIC • Powerful Progfa-rmr̂  ta-jgiiago €49 99 
1 si WOPO • Vary oasy-to-usn Word P'OOCVrCi .... £59.99 
ANI ST • Ao<raM<yi Pî kogn £29.95 
GAMES 
e uv£S - The uftmaie in playabMyt - nop Ecfi Col ui« Ci«i?np £24 99 
PftsNCE - Do tonka m ths innlh cunliiiy of oAriar® €24 95 
PLUSI FREE FROM SILICA: 
S«ca Productivity Pack' €44 98 
TenStar Games Pack £213 76 

S Total Value: £1035-27 
g f ^ J f l ^ ^ ^ Less Pack Saving: £736.27 
3An a U U SILICA PRICE: £299.00 

The Falcon Has Landed! 
ATARI FALCON 030 
•WM-CSA-ERTEWOCICKJ. IM.FIAU 
34*. 1 FDD 
HARDWARE: 
SOFTWARE: 
CALAPTT PMMi rftmMai Eiru-o»J »w»cr.a»»-«f mottc/i i mtm PHCCAIC Coenty 
SYtTtM-AUTMO-VAKAGF* • A- feKfcd 
OKA MMNCT) OXTUVSOT HR. A TO MI K ŵ-'J w.n>, hrr r, rvcr*>-̂ '* rv: av̂ r »}•<« trwiiMiiu 
TAIKN0 CLOCK Avw<M i»w rtpww 
Aucio nm VACWMt A v.*ttxnn l«9»n imij CAP 
TAAOWKFS I OKAKOY - TW L/> IMIJV»3 3»T« 

32-brt 68030 Processor 
32»K, Motorola DSP and BUTTER 
co-processors 
DSP capabilities tor voce 
recognition, speech synthesis and 
numerous audio special eflecis 
True colour dispiay: 768 x 480 
65,000* colours on screen at oncc 
Record 6 chaone*. 16-8a stereo 
sound and play back 4 c^ann«i, 
16-bit stereo simultaneously 
SCSI It, DMA. MIDI IN « MIDI 
OUT, Stereo audio & microphone 
ports 

1.44f*> Floppy Disk 
I. 4 or 14tfc RAM Configurations 
Optional 65i*J Hard Disk 
Buitt -n AOC & DAC converters 

£999 £1299 £1599 

The new Atari FaJcon 030 is here1 It is 
;J powerful. versatile, muJiipurpose 
home computer, ofloring unmatched 
performance lor its prsce. included In 
its advanced specifcabom are multiple 
co-processors for sound and graphics, 
true colour displays from .1 pallet ol 
over a quarter of a million colours and 
16-bit stereo sound input for speech 
recognition and sound sampling 
These ail combine to provide a 
computer capable of running unrrvalled 
sound, gmphics ond mult-media 
appfocaUcns. Tho Falcon is an ideal 
upgrade tor Atari ST owners \*ho aie 
looking tor a more powerful model, as 
it is compatible wrth the majority of ST 
appicaticn software 

:ut AAV MD • ft« STC 7000 AVAHABir: tp 
PLUS! 16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY 

HOTEL ACCOMMOMTIOW 
-cms 'oi itKbds itt 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY IN THE UK MAINLAND 
MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup. Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111 0<d¥ Lrvt Qt»w Woe-Sal No Law Myt Gpwrq Fa» C61-3C6 0608 
LONDON SHOP: 52 Tottenham Court Road. London, VHP 08A Tel:'071-580 4000 Qpenng H<w: Mon-Sal 9 33Bir>e.0Cym __ No Im Uqv Cfxci-Q Fa» >b. 071-3?3 473? 
LONDON SHOP: Seifridfltt Hsi now). Oxford Street, London. W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234 Owong Hws' Ugr,fn 930«<v70Cpm(Sa«cioie6ypm) Late Mtf-i: Trmvxy • ipm Extenay 3314 
SIDCUP SHOP: 1-4 The Mev«. Hatherley Rd. Sidcup. Kent. 0A14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811 
_ Sfi£2fi 9 OOâ-S ̂ Jpm Htf* f-dtft - ?pa< Fa» "*>: CC1-309 CC17 
ESSEX SHOP: KeddlflS (2nd ww). High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS11LA Tel: 0702 462426 

Ctcnna Hajs Mgr,f-:, 3 jflar,53:<>-T>|SM 9Cf.y.603pmi Na \M» >i:yl Oywrj Fa« *iy. 07<Q 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On a« hardware orders Shipped in the UK mainland. 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of tedv^cal experts at your service 
• PRICE MATCH. We norma&y match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis. 
• ESTABLISHED U YEARS: Proven track record m professional computer saies. 
• C12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and provable 
• BUSINESS -r EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT: Volume dscounts avatefeie 081-308 0888. 
• SHOWROOMS: Demonslrabon and training lacilities at our London & Sidcup branches 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All ot your requirements Ircm cne suppiier. 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed lo you with olfers + software and peripheral details. 
• PA YMENT. Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms. 
Betore you deoce when to buy your new computer, we suggest you trvnk very carefully about WHERE 
you buy it. Cons*J©r what it wi? be 8<e a f m o n t h s after you have made your purchase, when you may 
require adCblional peripherals and sottwaro, or help and advice with your new purchase. And. will the 
company you buy trom contact you wrth details ol new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you 
will have nothing to worry about. We have been established tor almost 14 years and, with otit unrivalled 
experience and expertise, we can rvow claim 10 meet our customers' requirements with an understanding 
which is second to none. But don't just take our word for IL Compete and return the oowpon now for our 
latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service". 

Pro: Silica Systems, AMACT-0293-79. 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd. Sidcup. Kent. DA 14 4d7^ 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms: Initials: Surname: 

Company N a m o (it applicable): 

Address: 

SILICA 
SYSTEMS 

Postcode: 

Tel (Home): 

Which computer(s), il any. do you own? 

ESC€ • Mi«tH4 |w« s-»3 specileotooe may ct-ango • Peas* rou-n lio couoon rc< Tie IMcal WCrrr̂tion 



Or call our 

number on 

Amstrad Action Bargain Basement 

Simply tick the compilation/s of your choice and fill in the form below, we 
will endeavour to send you those very compilations. Unfortunately we may 
sell out of some games, if this happens you'll be sent something of similar 
value. You can ask for another exchange or a refund. The option's yours. 

Name 

Address 

Post code Phone Mo 

Method of payment (please tick) 

Access • Visa • Cheque J 

Credit Card No 

Expiry date 

Please make all cheques payable In pounds sterling to 

Future Publishing Limited, and send the whole lot off 

to AA Bargain Basement, FREEPOST, The Old Barn, 

Somerton, Somerset TATI 7BR. 

A A 8 9 A 

A A 8 9 B 

A A 8 9 C 

A A 8 9 D 

Q A A 8 9 E Q A A 8 9 I Q 

• A A 8 9 F • A A 8 9 J Q 

• A A 8 9 C • A A 8 9 K Q 

• A A 8 9 H • 

AA89A £39.95 Disk DEATH 1 
includes Turrican, Smash TV, 
After Burner and Shinobi. 
Some of the most horrffically 
violent games ever! 

AA89B £19.95 Cass BRAIN 
BENDERS includes Pipemania, 
Puzznic, Myth and Netherworld. 
The biggest puzzle games this 
century. On cassette 

AA89C £23.95 Cass DEATH II 
includes Monty Python, Night 
Breed, Final Fight and Shadow 
Of The Beast. What variety! 

AA89D £29.95 Disk RED 
ALERT includes Hollywood 
Collection, Loopz, F16 Combat 
and Eliminator. "What? Who are 
you anyway?" Dolph Lundgren 

AA89E £24.95 Disk SCHOOL 
PACK I 
Fun School 3 
Fun School over 7 
Fun School 4 under 5 
One of the best educational 
packages around. 

AA89F £22.95 Cass REFLEX 
includes Lotus Esprit, Smash TV, 
Rainbow Islands and F15 Combat. 
How quick are you? 

Cass SCHOOL AA89G £12.95 
PACK II 
Fun School 4 under 5 
Fun School 4 5-7 
More learning fun with this 
excellent series from Database. 

AA89H £16.95 Disk TOTAL 
ARCADE Includes Out Run and 
Konami Arcade - the best arcade 
compilation from Konami, 

AA89J £15.50 Disk MORE 
BALLS... includes Emlyn Hughes 
Soccer and International 3D 
Tennis. 
What more can we say? 

AA89K £34.95 Disk ACTION 
ATTACK includes Charlie Chaplin, 
Cybernoid 2, Operation Hole and 
Indiana Jones. Non-stop action. 

AA89I £33.95 Disk 
PUBLISHERS DREAM includes 
Stop Press, Keyword and Micro 
Design. The ultimate desktop 
publishing collection. 

I i'l)lii.liy l'»'l ; AMSTRAD ACTION 



T E C H N I C A L F O R U M 

J 

^ j J J J J r : 

mory Loss 
^ ^ I have found a way to get around the 
• annoying Memory Full messages while try-

ing to load programs in at low memory 
addresses, using a rather strange method. It only 
works on 6128s (you'll see why later). Firstly, 
when you switch on the computer and type MEM-
ORY &400-1 (or any other low memory address), 
the computer will respond with Memory Full. Now 
press CTRL+ENTER together like you would if 
you were loading cassette software (except that 

we are leaving out the ITAPE bit). The computer 
will respond with Bad Command. Don't worry... 
type MEMORY &400-1 (or whatever) and now the 
computer accepts it. Why does it change its 
mind? Are there any other ways to produce the 
same effect either from BASIC or machine code? 
Also, what is the purpose of opening dummy files 
in some game loaders, e.g. OPENOUT"!dummy": 
MEMORY &3E7: CLOSEOUT? 
Shane Kelly 
County Derry 

| When the CPC reads from the disk drive, it 
m needs a 2K buffer to store the data 

between reading it from the drive and giving it to 
you. (If you're trying to write to the disk drive, it 
needs another 2K buffer, and so reserves 4K.) 
The problem you've encountered is that it usually 
tries to place this buffer below HIMEM (the 
address you set using MEMORY). If there's not 
enough room, due to a low memory address, 
Memory Full is printed. 

So, why does your method work? Well, 

Are you a CPC beginner? Are you stuck: on the sheer basics of 

| computing? Then this is the spot for you. Write to: Beginners* 

Questions, Amstrad Action, Beauford Court, 30 Monmouth 

Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW... 

The Word is Out 
Mr. E.A. Nichols from 
Oxford Ss having problems 

| saving lists. 

"I have recently bought a second-hand 
m CPC 464. If I am doing one of the test 

I programs and save it then everything is OK. On 
the other hand, if I type other things I cannot 

I seem to keep them. This afternoon I typed 
"Awakenings", pressed ENTER and got Syntax 

I Error. I typed "High Noon" and the same hap-
pened. I then typed SAVE "RT" and pressed 

IREC and PLAY as indicated. When Ready 
appeared on the screen, I rewound the tape 

I and typed RUN"RT" and the ENTER key. 
"Loading RT block l" came up on the screen, 

I then the word Ready and nothing else. What 
am I doing wrong?" 

Jg Although our Amstrads certainly are won-

I m derful computers, Mr. Nichols, they're 
not psychic! When you switch on your com-
puter, it doesn't know what you want to do: it 
goes into the computer's built-in language, 
v/hich is called BASIC. This is great if you talk 
to it in BASIC, for writing your own programs, 
but if you try and do something else - like 
entering a letter or typing a list - then you 

I 

need to load a word-processor, or whatever, 
from tape. 

If you want to type a list, you need to buy a 
word-processor. There are quite a fev/ avail-
able. Protext, which you can buy from most 
mail order companies (make sure you get the 
tape version), is especially good. Then you can 
run the word-processor, enter your text - it 
won't complain with "Syntax error", because 
ifs expecting you to enter some text - and you 
can save it when you've finished. When you 
want to reload it, just load the word-processor, 
and load the text into that. Hope this helps! 

Half an Inch 
Menna Owen is confused 
about disk drives. 

"We have a CPC 6128, and are finding 
• it extremely difficult to find new 3-inch 

disk games in any of the shops in our area. On 
the one hand we have been advised that a 3.5-
inch drive would enable us to acquire new 
games. On the other, we have been told that 
the CPC would still not be compatible with the 
latest 3.5-inch disk games. This is all 
extremely confusing! 

As I am lost on the computer scene, could 
you advise me what action to take so as not to 
disappoint the kids?" 

I 
f f The difference between a 3.5-inch disk, 
m and a 3* disk, is only one of shape. 

Inside the plastic, they both contain the same 
thing. You can use a blank 3.5 inch disk in any 
computer with the right size of disk drive. 
However, it's what's recorded on the disk that 
makes the difference. Your 612.8 can't under-
stand a game for the Amiga, say, even if the 
disk does fit into your disk drivef because the 
information is for the Amiga and wouldn't make 
any sense to the CPC. 

The 3.5-inch drive isn't any use for games, 
because all CPC games come out on 3-inch 
disk size only. However, if you do a lot of word-
processing, or programming, ifs great - you 
can save onto the 3.5-inch disks, and they're 
about half the price! 

Whoops! 
Looks like I made a little boo-boo in the 
December issue! When I said that your disks 
are safe from accidental erasure if you move 
the "\vrite-protect° tab to fill the hole, I got it 
the wrong way round - they're only safe if you 
can see through the hole. Thanks to Philip Noel 
and Jan Balling who pointed this out - I hope 
this hasn't caused anyone any problems (I'd 
been to a party the night before, I think I must 
still have been suffering from the after-effects!). 

February 1993 AMSTRAD ACTION 
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Wlind your 
language 

A text file I read once 
asserted that "Real Men 
don't use Rascal". If that's 
true, then there's an 
awful lot of, erm, "Fake 
Men" around, because 
Rascal seems to me to be 
the computer equivalent 
of German: a language I 
don't understand, but it 
would be awfully useful If 
I did... 

Everyone on advanced-ish Computer Science 
courses is taught Pascal. (This is explained by 
the fact that when it was invented by 
Professor Niklaus Wirth in 1968, the language 
was intended to teach principles in program-
ming, and so is highly academic.) Hence there 
are loads of programs around in the lan-
guage. Not because anyone likes it, but just 
because they know it. 

Chances area, if everyone were taught 
both C and Pascal, there'd be a lot more C 
programs about and far fewer Pascal ones. 
But then, they're not, are they? 

Once you've got used to not being so 
sloppy as you're used to being in BASIC (vari-
ables must be predefined and structure is 
all-important), Pascal isn't a very difficult lan-
guage to understand. Of course, there are 
one or two quirks, such as the language's diffi-
culties with accepting user input. 

The problem here is that, after each piece 
of data (which was previously taken from 
punched card), Pascal looks at the next one to 
see whether ifs the end of the data list or not. 
That's all fine and dandy when you're dealing 
with disk files and such like, but when you're 
typing at a keyboard, having to type ahead 
one character becomes annoying and confus-
ing. Thankfully, recent versions of the 
language have "bodged" this feature to make 
it usable. 

Another problem is that there aren't any 
strings, as such. You have to make do with an 
array, each element of which contains an 
ASCII code for the appropriate position in the 
string. It works, but so does getting rid of 
frostbite on your hands by getting them ampu-
tated. (Er, yes, thanks for that insight - ed] 

Possibly the most well-known implementa-
tion for PCs is Borland's Turbo Pascal (a 
compiler: Pascal is a compiled language). You 
can actually get it for the CPC, funnily 
enough, running under CP/M - and by all 
accounts it's the best Pascal package on the 
Amstrad. Or rather, it would be, if Borland still 
sold it - which they don't. 

As a result, you have to resort to lesser 
systems: this isn't too bad, because a compre-
hensive (although non-standard) 
implementation, known as JRT Pascal, is float-
ing around almost every single PD library 
under the sun. So if you want to sample this 
quirky, but well-known language, the public 
domain is your best (and cheapest!) bet. 

although the computer has reserved a 2K buffer 
for reading from the drive when you tell it to RUN 
something, it stops on learning that you want to 
RUN" - which is impossible with a disk drive. 
However, the buffer is still there, at the top of 
memory (just below the original HIMEM): so when 
it comes to loading a file in, it can use that buffer 
instead of requiring lower memory. Opening a 
dummy file is pretty much the same thing: OPE-
NOUT causes a buffer to be set below the 
original HIMEM which can be used. The firmware 
guards against trying to write empty files, so 
nothing actually appears on the disk. 

Lucky Person! 
^ ^ Recently, I bought the Olivetti JP150 bub-
• i ble-jet printer for my 6128. It works 

perfectly when producing text, but my problem is 
that it isn't Epsorvcompatible. This means that ifs 
impossible for me to use my huge collection of 
graphics programs (Stop Press, Advanced Art 
Studio, GPaint, Pagemaker Plus and PowerPage). 
Do you have any solution to this problem? 
Jan Balling 
Denmark 

g No, sorry Jan, there's nothing I can do. Your 
m printer's obviously useless: please send it to 

the Richard Fairhurst Printer Home, c/o AA... 
erm, no. The problem isn't insoluble, but it won't 
be easy. As I don't know what your printer codes 
actually are, I can't give you a definite solution, 
but you (or someone good at programming) 
should be able to alter the programs. You could 
write an intercept routine, run before the pro-
grams, v/hich intercepts all the data going to the 
printer port (&BDF1 indirection, data in A: cor-
rupts A and BC, carry true if succeeded, false if 
timed out), and converts it into the appropriate 
format. Alternatively, you could dive straight into 
the code: this will be easier with PowerPage, 
GPaint and Pagemaker Plus (which have sepa-
rately loaded print routines) than the others, 
where the code is embedded into the program. If 
you don't feel confident, try and enlist a friendly 
genius to help - good luck! 

That Book Again 
Having a reasonably good grasp of BASIC, 

• I would like to progress further. AA has 
been a great help, but the problem is getting 
hold of the 464 firmware manual (Soft 158) 
which will give me all the ROM subroutines I need 
to know. I was hoping an "in the know" mag like 
AA may be able to help! 
Stuart Priestley 
Bradford 

Jg You really want Soft 968, which is the 
m firmware guide for all CPCs and includes 

details on the disk system too. However, since 
it's out of print, it won't be easy to find. A substi-
tute is available, produced by Bob Taylor and 
Thomas Defoe (8 Maze Green Road, Bishop's 
Stortford, Herts. CM23 2PJ), "The Firmware 
Guide" misses a huge amount of info, while giving 
you extra info on system variables that you 
shouldn't use, but it's the best there is at the 
moment (£7.95). 

m ^ 1. Where can I get hold of a first joystick 
• with a socket at the back for a second 
joystick? 

2. I own a 464 but do not have a disk drive -
could you tell me the best one for my money and 
where to get it? 

3. How do you convert a tape to disk and vice 
versa, even if it is a multiload? 
4. What does "PT stand for, and can it be 
replaced by a "£" as shown in the manual? 
5. Can you use a tape head cleaner kit with the 
datacorder? 
6. Is there a way to connect a GX4000 console 
to a CTM644? 
7. What is a MIDI interface and where can I get 
one from? Can I use a Yamaha PSR-3 with it? 
What music software is needed? 
8. Which is the best drum machine for my 464? 
C. Radclyffe 
Torquay 

^ J. Don't bother: the only ones are Amstrad 
m JYs, and they're abysmal. Buy a joystick 

splitter from OJ Software instead (0257 421915) 
and two joysticks. 

2. Siren Software sell a 3.5-inch drive for £160 
(061 724 7572). 

3. By using a special tape-to-disk program 
(although it won't cope with multiloads). Try Soft-
Lok (STS Software, 081 317 3536) or the Bonzo 
series (Avatar, 0442 251705). And vice versa, 
disk-to-tape? Are you serious? 

4. Peseta (the Spanish currency, worth about 
0.0000001 pence. Almost.). To get a £ sign, try 
SYMBOL AFTER 163: SYMBOL 
163,60,102,96,248,96,102,254.0. 

5. Yes, although I'm not convinced they make any 
difference. 

6. It is possible, although you won't get any 
stereo sound output (as the CTM 644 has no 
speakers). CPS (081 317 3536) can make you 
the lead. 

7. A MIDI interface lets you control MIDI instru-
ments (e.g. keyboards) from your CPC. Check 
out our special in issue 85 for more details and 
info on sequencing software. As for your key-
board, if it has MIDI sockets on the back, it will 
work. 

8. Far and away the best drum machine is a 
proper MIDI one controlled through a MIDI inter-
face - issue one of our sister magazine Future 
Music contained a review of them. 

Talcing the 
a^fe Why did Amstrad put such short leads 
• between the 6128 keyboard and monitor? 

It's all right if you use the keyboard directly in 
front of the monitor, but I want to use one of 
these computer desks with a moveable shelf in 
the front for your keyboard. Can I make up my 
own leads? Can you help me? 
Carl Forster 
Bath 

^ lean do better than that, Carl! You can 
m actualI buy extension leads for the Amstrad 

ready-made. Call MJC Supplies on 0462 
481166, or OJ Software on 0257 421915. 
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G o l d m a r k Systems, 51 Comet Road, 
Hatfield, Hertfordshire ALIO OSY • 
Requires 128K, MicroDesign 

MicroDesign is an excellent DTP package, but what cflo 
you do if you want the best possible printed output? You 
get hold of IVIicroDesign Page Printer, that's what... 

Reviewer sits in front of his CPC, watching as 
a picture emerges from his trusty but battered 
Epson printer. Trembling horribly, reviewer 
thinks of the dilemma he's in. 

This is a printer dump program. It pro-
duces excellent quality results. Ifs aimed at a 
limited market. It's rather slow. Five months 
ago, reviewer sat in front of a printer dump 
program (Colourdump 3 from MJC Supplies), 
which produced excellent quality results. It 
was aimed at a limited market. It was rather 
slow. Reviewer awarded it 70% - and got 
slammed by MJC Supplies. 

Reviewer wonders what he's going to say 
about this one. Yes, it is slow: 25 minutes to 
print a quality "strip" format file, making over 
an hour and a half for a really high-resolution 
four-strip page. Goldmark suggests going to 
brew yourself a cup of coffee, but reviewer 
reckons you'd need a pretty hefty cup of cof-
fee while a whole page was printed (especially 
at high quality) and would probably die of a 
caffeine overdose. Just as well reviewer 
doesn't drink coffee. Reviewer understands 
that such programs are always going to be 
slow, but he knows very well that nifty pro-
gramming (for example, not bothering to 
"print" an empty line, but simply feeding onto 
the next line) could make it a whole lot faster. 
Reviewer said something similar last time. 
Reviewer still got his head ripped off. 

Reviewer stares in awe at the results. If an 
Epson 9-pin can print that well, he thinks, per-
haps there's no need to save up for that HP 
Deskjet he saw advertised. Reviewer wishes 
he had a 24-pin printer to see what the results 
in 24-pin mode are. If the demo print on the 
back of the instructions is a 24-pin print-out -
and Goldmark would be crazy not to copy a 
24-pin high quality print-out there, thinks 
reviewer cynically - then he is astonished at 
how good it is. 

Of course, he remembers, it is aimed at a 
limited market. For people who produce 
pages with MicroDesign and need really pro-
fessional quality output, amongst whom 
reviewer does not number himself (he uses his 
own DTP package, and now thinks that a 
rewrite of its print routine might be advisable), 
this program is highly recommended. 
Reviewer thinks perhaps it would be nice if it 
let you print smaller size .DR files, rather than 
simply full pages - after all, users may want 
to print out really smart disk labels - but 
recognises that full pages are going to be the 

most common use anyway. Reviewer reckons 
that Goldmark could make themselves a good 
few bob by adapting it to cope with Stop 
Press and PowerPage format pages, neither 
of which have particularly wonderful print 
modes, but he knows that at the moment, the 
program is aimed at MicroDesign users, and 
it's not on to review it as anything else. 
Reviewer would only complain about non-sup-
port of other formats if the program was 
advertised just as any old "Page Printer". 

Reviewer thinks that the presentation and 
error-trapping are greatly improved over the 
other printer dump he reviewed, although still 
not perfect (reviewer managed to crash the 
program by pressing ESC, which does cause 
problems with protected BASIC loaders), and 
that the idea of playing the Blue Danube to 
relieve the boredom of printing is a pretty 
smart one. He thinks that the percentage com-
plete gauge at the bottom of the screen is 
rather neat, too, or would be if it worked: still, 
reviewer reasons, at least Goldmark have the 
honesty to point this out in the instructions, 
and promise free upgrades. Reviewer thinks 
that a self-calibrating clock would be wonder-
ful, and would give the program 100% just for 
that, but editor tells him to stop being stupid 
and asks him if it's any wonder AA gets com-
plaints about his reviews if they're all like this. 

This is a good program is good that does 
what it sets out to do well, but it's not perfect, 
and to give it an exceptionally high score sim-
ply wouldn't be accurate. But then neither 
would it be accurate to give it an exceptionally 
bad score, because it IS a good program. If 
you're not in a hurry, the results are excellent. 

GOOD MEWS 
• Excellent results 
• Friendly (plays the Blue Danube) 

B A D N E W S 
• Could be faster...! 

Excellent output quality, but do 
screen dump programs really have to 
be this darned slow? 

RATING 82% 

Fractionally 
useful 
I use my CPC mainly as a word processor with 
Protext. I'm passing this little tip on in case 
there are any readers who might have the 
same problem I had: how to get fractions like 
"hair to print. 

If you want to print "half", follow this 
sequence: CTRL and X together, followed by T, 
then 1, CTRL-X, T, / , CTRL-X, S, 2, CTRL-X, 
and finally S... of course, to print any other 
fraction simply change the 1 and 2 to different 
numbers. 
David Ferguson 
County Down 

Copy right 
A friend of mine recently got a 464 and 
wanted to use some type-ins. They were fine 
until he came across the line a$=COPY-
CHR$(#0). Of course, as the 464 doesn't have 
COPYCHRS, this was a bit of a problem. 
However, I came up with a routine which works 
identically: 

18 FOR n:S30 TO *37: READ af 
20 POKE n,VAL(J| •at): NEXT 
30 DATA CD,60,BB,32,37,00^9,00 

Now all you need to do, instead of the above 
command. is CALL &BB60: 
a$=CHR$(PEEK(&37)). Easy! 

By the way, I got some demos from Presto 
PD and I was amazed. I can already program 
in machine code, but how should I go about 
getting into demo programming? 
Matthew Dewhirst 
Slough 

AA: Just read the special in this very issue... 
(coincidences, eh folks?) 

In control 
While reading through my firmware manual 
the other day, I noticed the call TXT GET CON-
TROLS at &BBB1. 

For those who don't know about it, I'll 
describe it. When you call &BBB1, it returns 
the address of the "control code table" in HL. 
This table comprises three entries for every 
code from 0 to 31 (in order), with the first byte 
being the number of parameters taken by the 
code (up to 9), and the next two being the 
address (between &4000 and &BFFF) of the 
code's routine. On entry to this routine, A con-
tains the last character in the parameter 
buffer, B contains the length of the buffer 
(which includes the control code), and HL 
points to the start of the buffer. Your routine 
can corrupt AF, BC, DE and HL. 

This might sound really dull, but think of 
the possibilities! For example, you could make 
the computer, instead of generating that 
annoying "bleep" (character 7), play a digi-
tised "oi" sound which you could store in the 
extra 64K of the 6128. Or you could use char-
acter 27 (which isn't used otherwise) in a 
utility! 
Chris Jones 
Aldershot 
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C R V S T R L . 

• tie public domain is producing some sen 

ously good software these days. TIM 

BLACKBOIUD rounds up the latest releases 

news, views and PD gossip... 

Duel 
By Andreas Stroiczek • 
Amsof f»D Disk APC3 
For those who can be bothered to 
remember, Andreas Stroiczek is the bril-
liant programmer behind Power Tetris, 
reviewed last month. It is such a shame 

W that The Space Duel doesn't quite live up 
to the excellence of Power Tetris. 

The idea of the game is based around the old 
concept of shooting your opponent (another 
player is needed) until only one remains. Except, 
the gameplay is rather like of Thrust. Well, Thrust 
was a good enough game, so why isn't The 
Space DueP 

A number of reasons. Firstly, each player's 
craft looks almost exactly like the other's (in fact 
there is no difference whatsoever when travelling 
across the screen at light speed). Secondly, 
when you, shoot a missile (or indeed let off a 
blazing attack of several) they stay on the 

Space Duel is from the author of Power 
Tetris - but is it as amazingly good? 

screen, making it only to easy to be killed by 
your own fire. 

There is an option to have the battle set in 
deep space or just above the surface of a planet. 
The only difference is that gravity affects the ship 
on the planet (i.e. it gets dragged down to the 
surface). 

If you enjoy a game that will last 
the best part of a decade, you'd be 
well advise to leave Space Duel well 

Crystal 
Mission 
By Andreas Stroiczek • 
Amsof PD Disk ARC 3 
Moving from one extreme to the other, 
Crystal Mission (also by Mr. Stroiczek) is 
really twiffick! Unlike The Space Duel, 
Crystal Mission is a one-player game, 

W and one in which you must manoeuvre a 
spherical droid around a variety of screens 

collecting a number of crystals. Once collected, 
the door at the bottom of the screen with open, 
allowing you to get to the next level. 

Ho ho ho! Ifs the usual case of 'Sounds pretty 
easy to me' syndrome. As per usual, there are a 
smattering of aliens to contend with and not to 
mention mines scattered about the screens to 
catch out those with slow reflexes. This is made 
just ever-so-slightty more difficult by the fact that 
your droid moves as if he's on ice. If you let it get 
out of control, you'll be bouncing around the 
screen until you eventually meet with a deadly 
object. 

The types of alien are varied, from simple 

Er, no, i f s not, actually. I f s something like This is brilliant! Dodge the nasties and col-
two-player Thrust but frustrating and dull. lect the crystals to finish eadh level... 

RrsrTTcont KOBOT LfFT f> DD OT MIGHT PLdNFT EMERGV CTM. 

Public Domain is fun, but up until now we have 
neglected the nice chaps (and chapesses) who 
run 'homegrown' software libraries. 
Homegrown software is just like PD (except in 
most cases it is of higher quality), but is just a 
tad more expensive, not to mention subject to 
copyright (i.e. you can't pass copies around or 
include them in a PD library). 

Pipeline Software, run by Robin Gilbert, 
has the slogan 'A crashing wave on the beach 
of originality". Hmm, catchy! 

Not only does he supply software (split up 
into arcade, adventures, strategy, compila-
tions and utilities categories), but there is also 
a wide range of assembly language tutorials 
and firmware guides (amounting to a total of 
388 pages!), all from as little as £3 each, 
going to a maximum price of £4! 

Robin Gilbert is situated at: 9 Brynglas 
Terrace, Bridgend. Mid Glamorgan, South 
Wales CF33 6AG. 

Yorlcie closes 
down 
Yorkie PD, run by Daniel York, has been 
forced to close due to pressures of GCSE's. 
No word has been said about it re-opening 
after the exams. Terrible shame... 

Robert Masson, the man behind the forthcom-
ing fanzine Extreme, has closed it down 
before the advent of the first issue. 

The reason for this somewhat severe deci-
sion is the fact that the team he assembled 
dropped out. taking all the clip art with them! 
However, he has now got together a new band 
of merry CPC folk and is renaming the maga-
zine 'Progware'. 

The new name doesn't have the same ring 
as 'Extreme' if you ask me. 

"K*s a new 
library, Bryan, 
and it looks 
like a good 
one!" 
Who's heard of Derek Hyland? (I'm sure I know 
that name - ed) Somebody must have as he 
appears to be Ireland's most ardent CPC user. 
To labour this point, Derek has just opened 
what is apparently Ireland's FIRST Public 
Domain library, Amsof PD. 

He's already sent me a total of three disks 
containing material not yet seen by myself. So 
the question on the world's lips: "Is he a 
lamer?". No, I don't think so: The catalogue 
looks very promising! 
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You are the little round thing, t ip right. The 
purple things are the crystals you need. 

(Uo nasties for the moment... grab all those 
crystals then nip out of the portal (bottom). 

drones that wander around minding their own 
business to these annoying cross-shaped gets 
that have an amazing knack of barricading you in 
with electric fences. 

Fortunately, you are not unarmed. You, have 
an infinite number of bullets that can be shot in 
eight diections and five smart bombs that kill 
every nasty on the screen. It is worth noting how-
ever that shooting or bombing an alien does not 
kill it. It simply returns to its starting position and 
waits a few seconds before starting off again. 

There are a total of 30 levels, starting off with 
a couple of easy starter stages and gradually 
getting to the point of anarchy. The only flaw is 
the lack of a password system. Having to go 
through each level again when you die can get 
quite tedious. Just a small glitch, noth-
ing to really get stressed about - Quality 
with a capital Q, U, A, L, I, T and Y. 

Balls codes! 
From someone who has completed Zap T Balls (i.e. me), here are just a few level codes to get you 
going, should you find yourself not up to the standard of those who are just born to be good at games 
(ahem). 

Incidentally, it is recommended that you fork out money for the Advanced Edition. Disappointed is 
not a word that can be associated with such a game. 

Level Code Level Identifier Difficulty 

01 ??? Look Carefully! Easy 
02 OOUUPPS! Another Ball Easy 
03 EGS Get 'Em Out! Easy 
04 They Are Trapped. Go And Get 'Em Medium 
05 GCS The Death Chain Easy 
06 The Bomb Medium 
07 DJH A Timing Problem Easy 
08 It Is Bumpy Popcorn Medium 
09 BSC Attack Of The Aztecs Hard 
10 The Big Chase Medium 
11 BMC Save Your Path Hard 
12 The New York Rusting Corp. Medium 
13 GPA Golden Gate Bridge Hard 
14 This Time, You Are Trapped! Medium 
15 OAS Who Dares Go First? Hard 
16 The Big Bumps But Do Not Worry Easy 
17 CBS Trapped In A Pyramid Medium 
18 Someone Has To Enter The Turf First Medium 
19 GOS The Ball Trap Easy 
20 Tho Shop - Buy Whatever You Want! Hard 
21 MT1 ; The Small Zap Hard 
22 Your Head Is The Achilles Heel Medium 

m 

I I shall refrain from giving you the codes for the last few levels. Sorry an' all but what's the point of a 
^j;ame if you take the challenge out of it? There are another eight to go through - and they are not e a s y ^ J 

Directory. Modify File Status, Format Disk, Copy 
Disk and Exit To Basic. The first option, Examine 
Directory just displays every file on the disk, 
including those in different user areas and hidden 
system files. 

Modify Filestatus has a display exactly like 
Examine Directory, except that you can rename 
files, hide them, set the user area and delete 
them to name just a few of the exciting features 
available. 

Both Copy and Format disk, incidentally, do 
just as they suggest at a reasonable speed. The 
only problem is that this package works only with 
drive A. For those with second drives wanting to 
transfer data from A to B (or vice versa) will need 
to find another package. 

If you have only one drive, though, there 
are no worries whatsoever: Toolbox is 
an excellent utility, being fast, user 
friendly and useful. Smashing. 

By E. Pfarr • Sheepsoft 
PD Disk 52 
Ahoy disk drive owners! Do you find that 
having to go through the tedious CP/M 
operating system when wanting to 
organise your disk a pain in the neck? 
NewSweep allows you to set the file sta 

^ tus of disks quickly and easily, but not 
quite as quick or easily as Toolbox. 

The main menu offers five options: Examine 

1KI C 

© 

Watchcat 
These days, there are more and more programs 
in the public domain that should not be there, tf 
you have owned your computer for over five 
years, you may remember Cascade Software's 
appalling collection of Fifty 'Great' Games On One 
Cassette. All but three of these programs were 
written in BASIC, they could be easily broken into 
and were of quite low quality (with a few excep-
tions. I can remember being addicted to Evasive 
Action, using the popular ever-growing snake 
concept, and Dragona Maze). 

Now a lot of games from this collection have 
found their way into a number of libraries, even 
after the trouble in Caroline Lamb's hayday with a 
certain author's's infamous 'Change-the-copy-
right-to-my-name-and-sell-it' technique. For 
example, Nemesis IV and Draughts are available 
from your freindly neighbourhood library. 

Other once-commercial games to nip into the 
Domain are Roland Takes A Running Jump and 
Slatch! from the old Amstrad Computer User (Eek 
- a swearword!) cassettes. 

1th Lynn Folds-Cardboard 

More recently. Karl's Treasure Hunt, believe it 
or not, used to be a commercial game from 
Software Projects (the people who brought us 
Manic Miner). Despite its plugging in an interna-
tional, top quality magazine (i.e. this one), the 
Software Projects guys have said nothing on the 
matter. 

The big question is, do the software houses 
care? I dont think so. With the games scene on 
the CPC slowly dying out we may soon see a time 
when you can get Final Fight exclusively from 
Dingely-Dong PD. 

I mean think about it, it's a thought! However 
with games such as Power Tetris and Zap T Balls, 
Public Domain may even take over the commer-
cial scene. I think it already has. 

(Er, just one word of warning to PD librarians 
everywhere. If a software house decided to move 
in on a PD library distributing its stuff, the library 
owner will be hit for more cash than they could 
ever repay in a lifetime. Just thought I'd mention 
that - ed.) 

month 
As you may have noticed, there is no Rogues 
Gallery this issue. Fear not, though, 
Personality-Lovers, it shalt returneth next 
month, along with a review of the forthcoming 
fanzine, Extreme (hopefully), together with all 
the usual regulars. 

Thanks for the letters. I will find space for 
them as soon as I can, but keep them coming! 
You know the address! 
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A 3.5-inch dislc drive is now one of the most 

popular CPC peripherals. But to achieve 

their full potential — 800K storage per dislc 

— these drives need special Disk Operating 

System software. Richard Fairhurst 

explains what's involved, and why some 

packages are better than others... 

The most popular peripheral available for the 
CPC today is undoubtedly a second 3.5-inch disk 
drive. After all, with supplies of 3-inch disks 
scarce and expensive, it makes sense to hedge 
your bets and save money too by going for the 
well-established 3.5-inch size. But what else are 
they useful for? Well, here's a few examples: 
• Bulletin boards 

If you've ever owned a modem, you'll have used 
a bulletin board (BBS). These are user bases on 
a phone line that can be accessed by anyone and 
everyone, leaving messages, grabbing free soft-
ware, and being linked to every other 
modem-owning CPC user in the country. 

As you can probably guess, though, these 
things aren't easy to set up. If you plan to do it 
on a CPC. you'll NEED a high capacity drive. The 
simple fact is that with hundreds of messages, 
programs, and data, you'll have no chance trying 
to store everything on two normal drives (giving 
360K maximum). Rumour has it that a certain 
Chris Smith, who runs WACCI BBS, has several 
drives as a B-drive, with a special switching wot-
sit. He has several Mb on his machine! 

Incidentally, Richard 'Available from Robot PD' 

KGffiRB WSSS5B 

There are lots to choose from... 
ROMDOS XL 
ROM £19.99 • Siren Software 

• 061 724- 7572 

ROMDOS XL is a development of the most well-
known second drive operating system, 
ROMDOS, with a whole host of extra utilities 
glued onto the ROM. A file copier, a directory 
editor... too good to miss? 

Two things made the original ROMDOS so 
popular: the ability to deal with disks as one 
large 800K disk, rather than two 400K sides 
(which ROMDOS XL still does admirably) and the 
fact that it automatically detected formats. Here 
lies a problem. It doesn't do that any more. Or 
rather, it does... partially. It can differentiate 
between Dl, DIO, D2 and D20 formats (which 
are variants on the 700800K disk theme), but 
place a normal format disk in and it complains 
loudly. This is a real shame, because you're only 
likely to use one of the four ROMDOS XL for-
mats (two ROMDOS formats, D40 and D80, 
have disappeared), but compatibility problems 
will mean that you'll probably need to use nor-
mal format B: disks with certain programs. 
That's not to say that you can't use normal for-
mat disks - you can, but like other DOSses, you 
have to switch the extended formats off first. 

The disk utilities, accessed by IXL, include a 
fairly standard copier - like most of the others 
reviewed here, it won't copy with over-long files 

nor those that are located in strange places in 
memory. At present, there are quite a few bugs 
in this part of the program, but Simon Cobb is 
at pains to point out that they will be removed 
shortly. 

The other major utility is a directory editor, 
which includes the very useful facility to set files 
to Read Only, System (invisible) and other such 
attributes. However, one problem is that it only 
edits the first 64 files on a disk - not much use 
when all the formats support at least 128 files. 

ROMDOS XL isn't a bad program by any 
means, but ifs not as good it could be. There 
are a few worryingly rough edges that need to 
be sorted, and the loss of automatic detection 
of normal formats eliminates one of its major 
advantages. 

an "XL" version, either, for file copying you'll 
need to buy Maxidos (Avatar, 0442 251705) on 
top of this. So if you're dead set on going with 
the RAMD0S/R0MD0S family, then, ROMDOS 
XL works out cheaper. 

Disk £9.99 • Siren Software 
• 061 724- 7572 

In a way, RAMDOS is ROMDOS's little brother. It 
sits in RAM and eats up a small chunk of mem-
ory (unless you have 128K. when it can relocate 
itself in the extra memory). This means that ifs 
compatible with precious few programs, which 
limits its effectiveness a great deal. As ifs not 

Free with SD Micros drives • 
SD Microsystems • PO Box 
24, Holbeach, Lines PE12 7JF 

Steve Denson, proprietor of SD Micros, sug-
gests that the greatest virtue of 400K/S (400K 
per side) is its simplicity. He has a point - all it 
does is set up the B-drive to the 400K format, 
and disappear. (Incidentally, the format is the 
same as S-DOS and ROMDOS D80 formats -
not present on ROMDOS XL! - which makes for 
easy compatibility). The program also comes 
with a simple file copier and disk formatter, 
which works well enough. The two main prob-
lems with 400K/S are that of convenience (as 
with all disk-based systems, many people will 
find it annoying having to load the program man-
ually after every reset) and that relating to use 
under CP/M. or rather, non-use - the two just 
don't get on. 

A fine little DOS for light use, but for serious 
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Fairhurst is thinking of setting up a board called 
Real World BBS, though more news on that else-
where. 
• Backing up software 

Be it your software or someone else's (naughty 
naughty), you can effectively fit four disk sides 
worth of software on to one high capacity disk. 
This would be handy for DTP pages, massive text 
files, or even disk archives. There is software 
around to let you save one normal disk onto a 
high capacity disk, fitting several archives onto 
one disk (one package we've seen offers incredi-
ble compression as well, allowing even more 
archives per disk). Not only will this save money 
on expensive 3-inch disks, it provides a very easy 
method of backing up important stuff. 
• Saving money! 

If you're one of those people who doesn't enjoy 
paying about £25 for ten disks. GET A 3.5-inch 
DRIVE. You'll pick up a box of ten (DSDD) disks 
for around a fiver, and as you'll store so much 
more on them, you'll have soon made a saving 
equal to the cost of a high capacity drive. 
• Compatibility 

With a 3.5-inch drive you now have much greater 

compatibility with IBM PCs and compatibles -
important if you use one at work, or you want to 
send your novel off to a major publisher (you 
should be so lucky!). You need the right software, 
but once you've got that and a 3.5-inch drive 
that's ALL you need. 
• Availability 

All Amstrad owners must have noticed by now 
that 3-inch disks are getting hard to come by -
never mind expensive to buy. The days are gone 
when you could just pop into town and buy a box 
of disks when you needed one. On the other 
hand, you can get 3.5-inch disks all over the 
place, and they're just getting cheaper and 
cheaper... 

What you need to 
ftcnow 
Choosing a disk drive isn't too difficult - choos-
ing the software is. Each drive comes with its 
own DOS - Disk Operating System - as well as a 
possible host of extra goodies. And naturally, 
each manufacturer claims that their DOS is the 
best. This is where the AA comparison chart 
comes in! 

But why do you need a DOS anyway? Well, to 
be honest, you don't. If you just use your external 
3.5-inch drive as a normal Bdrive, you can fit 
178K on each disk - or 356K if you have a side 
switch. A DOS, though, enables you to use twice 
that amount of space on each disk, which, con-
sidering the modest outlay on the DOS itself, will 
work out at a considerable saving. 

One question sure to confuse prospective 
buyers is that of switches. At times it seems as if 
rival manufacturers have been close to a shoot-
out over whether you need a side switch or not, 
and as for the ABBA switch - well, thafs a differ-
ent kettle of fish entirely. Perhaps an impartial 
observer might throw some light on the situa-
tion... anyone? No? Oh well, I'll have to explain it 
myself then. 

Side to side 
Like a 3-inch disk, a 3.5-inch disk has two sides 
as well. Unlike 3-inch disks, though, 3.5-inch 
disks aren't "flippy". This means that you don't 
access the other side by turning the disk over, 
but rather by sending a signal to the disk drive. 

Here's where the confusion starts. Some 

...but which DOS is best? 
usage, you'll probably want to upgrade to a 
more powerful DOS. 

MS800 
Disk £9.95 • Avatar 0442 
2S1705 • CVL Microform • 
0772 701248 • ROM £9.95 • 
Avatar 0442 251705 

MS800 works on a different principle to every 
other DOS. The idea is that RUNning a program 
on an MS800 disk sets up the format for that 
disk. (The claim that this program takes up no 
storage space on the disk is a bit naughty - all 
programs take up storage space. MS800 just 
fools the computer into thinking that it hasn't 
done!) As with other disk-based systems, load-
ing the initialisation program can become a bit 
tiresome after every reset. A ROM version is 
available which cuts out half the aggro (having 
to type RU^DISC"), but you still have to wait for 
it to load the initialisation program. This, of 
course, is a real pain should you want to 
change format in the middle of writing a pro-
gram. as you'd have to save your program, run 
the. initialisation program, and reload your pro-
gram again. 

MS800 offers six formats, the last of which 

is the most interesting: it splits the disk into 
four, so that any program which copes with 
standard B-drives can access two of these 
areas. The other two are available for use with 
co-operative programs like BASIC. A pretty 
smart idea, except that you might find mixing 
(say) Stop Press files and BASIC programs on 
the same disk confusing. It's a matter of per-
sonal taste, really. 

A copier and a formatter are included, as is 
a utility that lets some awkward programs which 
don't usually co-operate with large format 
DOSses work. It lets you use large format disks 
in the A-drive, which is good news, too. 
Altogether not a bad little DOS at all. However, 
it does suffer the general inconvenience of disk-
based systems. 

S-DOS 
ROM £12.95 • STS Software 
5c Robert Street, Plumstead, 
London SE18 

S-DOS, as a ROM-based DOS, automatically 
sets the computer up after every reset. Like 
ROMDOS XL, you can turn the extended format 
off if you want to use normal format disks. 
Unlike ROMDOS XL, it also lets you use the 

extended format in the A-drive, and turn the 
extended format back on again without having 
to reset. 

The copying utility is the best of any of the 
DOSses reviewed, as although the normal 
copier handles the same range of programs as 
any other, a special copier is included to trans-
fer any file from one drive to another. In 
general, the "disk utilities" section is extremely 
well-presented, bug-free and easy to use. 

Like MS800, S-DOS also provides a useful 
command to let you run awkward programs 
which don't usually cooperate with large format 
DOSses. 

Other extra commands include one to load a 
file at any address in memory, a BASIC pro-
gram de-protector and even a header reader. 
Finally, the format is compatible with ROMDOS 
(not XL) and 400K/S. 

S-OOS isn't perfect. As with all the other 
DOSses, it doesn't auto-detect between normal 
and extended formats. The fact that you are 
restricted to two 400K sides, rather than a 
large 800K side a la ROMDOS XL, is a shame. 
But ifs friendly, easy to use, and provides the 
best overall range of features offered by any of 
the DOSses. 
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HARDWARE 
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DOSses - notably the ROMDOS/RAMDOS family 
- will send this signal themselves. Instead of 
offering you two sides of 400K each, they com-
bine the two into what seems like one big side of 
800K. However, most won't, and simply let you 
access each side of 400K. (See "K accessible at 
once" in the chart). To get at the other side, you 
flip a "side switch" - so, in fact, it's nothing to do 
with "inferior drives', but different DOSses. 

Whether it's an advantage not to bother with a 
side-switch is debatable. Sure, it's nice to have 
one side of 800K - it makes for better organisa-
tion. However, many people find it easier to 
handle two large sides rather than one extremely 
large disk, especially when the catalogue threat-
ens to go scrolling off the bottom of the screen. 
And, with a side switch, you have the advantage 
that you can use two 178K sides if needs be: 
very useful for programs that steadfastly refuse 
to acknowledge any kind of DOS. 

It can't B! 
Oh yes, compatibility. This is always a problem, 
as many programs have trouble with even a stan-
dard drive B-drive. Trying to run one with 
extended directories and much more space to 
play about with confuses many utilities (for exam-
ple, Advanced Art Studio). Before you buy a DOS, 
remember that you are bound to make compro-
mises in the interests of compatibility. 

This is where the ABBA switch comes in. What 
this does is swap the drives around, so that your 
A: drive is the 3.5-inch drive and the B: drive the 
3-inch drive. This is great if you have a DOS that 
can read large-format disks in drive A. Of course, 
some don't... 

ROM for 
improvement 
Convenience, of course, is of major importance. 
You will probably want to switch on and be able 

Back-up beefs 
Life with a high capacity drive isn't always a bed 
of roses, though, as the odds are you won't be 
able to transfer your commercial software onto a 
high capacity drive, and you certainly won't be 
able to buy it on high capacity. 

Most commercial software is heavily pro-
tected, to prevent people copying it willy-nilly and 
either distributing it to their mates or even - en 
extreme circumstances - selling it themselves. 
Commercial software is designed specifically NOT 
to be copyable. Which also means it can't be 
transferred, even to another disk. Ifs a pain in the 
neck, but we're stuck with it. 

And why can't you buy Amstrad software on 
3.5-inch disk? Basically, because not enough 
Amstrad owners have them. It would not be worth 
a software publisher's while producing 3.5-inch 
disk versions of programs. Especially since many 
are now shying away from producing disk ver-
sions of their programs at all... 

Although 3.5-inch drives are now very popular 
amongst CPC owners, unless just about everyone 
had one, it's hard to imagine publishers taking it 
seriously. 

However, all is not lost. No. you can't buy CPC 
software on 3.5-inch disk, and no, you can't copy 
much commercial software on to 3.5-inch disk 
either. But... 

That's right, there may be a way after all. 
There are a number of special utilities around 
(see the main article) which do allow you to trans-
fer stuff over, and run it on a high capacity 
3.5-inch drive... 

The law is distinctly vague here. Most people 
accept a user's legitimate desire to make a back-
up of important - and expensive - software. But 
backing-up is not the same as making another 
copy! And the letter of the law is that it is still ille-
gal to transfer commercial software on to another 
disk, be it 3.5-inch or otherwise. 

to use your B-drive straight away. This is fine if 
you have a ROM-based DOS which initialises at 
every reset, but if your DOS is disk-based, it can 
become a real pain to have to type IB:RUN"DISC" 
and wait for a program to load after every reset. 
This is labelled "initialisation" in the chart. 

Finally, although it may seem obvious, if you 
buy a ROM-based DOS you need a ROM-box. If 
you don't already have one, consider buying one 
- it's worth it just to be able to access Protext on 
ROM! Avatar now sell the deservedly popular 
ROMBO for the very reasonable price of £25 
(0442 251705). Several other excellent pro-
grams can also be obtained in ROM form. 

So, to be honest, finding the perfect DOS is a 
bit of a tall order! However, a glance at our 
reviews of each DOS and the comparison table 
should see you right... 

Switch 

There are two extremely useful gadgets on 
the market which may be just what a 3.5-inch 
drive owner needs (depending on their soft-
ware and set-up). These are a side-switch (lets 
you access both sides of a disk) and an ABBA 
switch (Swaps A and B-drives): 

SIDE SWITCH £3.00 kit, £5.95 plug-
in version • Avatar • 0442 251705 

ABBA SWITCH £12.95 • Avatar • 
0442 241705 

COIVII 

I 
^ | Supplied on 

ROMDOS XL RAMDOS S-DOS 400K/S MS800 MSBOO 

ROM disk ROM disk ROM disk 

K accessible 
at once 

K accessible 

I 
I 
IK acc« 

(max) 

| Initialisation 

i 
| In drive A 

ICP/M 
compatibility 

796 

796 

auto 

no 

796 

796 

manual 

396 

792 

auto 

396 

792 

396 

792 

396 

792 

manual auto/manual manual 

yes 

yes no yes 

Runs awkward 
programs? 

yes yes yes 

VERDI 73% 53% 82% 56% 65% 65% 
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A / i / / ^ COMPUTER 
' V [ J S U P P L I E S 
Sup/fliers of Discount Software since 1984 

HOW TO ORDER: 
All prices Include VAT & delivery 
Ptease allow 5 days for cheque ctearanee. 

Send cheques or postal orders made payable to: 

MJC SUPPLIES (AA) 
Unit 2, The Arches, Icknield Way, Letchworth. 

Herts, SG6 1UJ 

Or telephone with Access or Visa debit 
and credit cards on: 

0 4 6 2 - 4 8 1 1 6 6 

Overseas Customers: write for quotation 
Educational Bodies, Local Authorities, Govt. 

Departments: send written order 
FAX US ON 0462 670301 

EDUCATIONAL DISKS 

LCL SOFTWARE 

Primary Maths (3-12 years) 19.95 
Micro Maths (11-GCSE) 19.95 
Micro English (8-GCSE) 19.95 
Mega Maths (A-Level) 19.95 

KOSMOS SOFTWARE 

French Mistress (12 to adult)....15.95 

German Master (12 to adult) 15.95 

Italian Tutor (12 to adult) 15.95 

Spanish Tutor (12 to adult) 15.95 

Answerback Junior Quiz (6-1 i years}.10.95 

Factfile Arithmetic (6-11 years)... 7.95 

Factfile Spelling (6-1J years) 7.95 

(Factfiles require Answerback 

Junior Quiz) 

THE FUN SCHOOL RANGE 

Fun School 3 6 programs per disk 
For 2 to 5 years 11.95 
For 5 to 7 years 11.95 
For 7 to 11 years 11.95 

Fun School 4 6 programs per disk 
For 2 to 5 years 11.95 
For 5 to 7 years 11.95 
For 7 to 11 years 11.95 

" N E W - MICRODESIGN 
PLUS ** 

This superb Desktop Publishing 
program is now available from MJC 
Supplies. MD+ offers superb page 

layout features along with probably the 
best printouts you will see on a CPC. 
MD+ can import Stop Press pages & 

cut-outs along with the cut-outs on Extra 
Extra. MD+ files are also compatible 

with MD2 on the PCW and PC. The pro-
gram is also compatible with the AMX 
mouse. Contains too many features to 

list here! 

REQUIRES 128K AND A DISK DRIVE 

MJC PRICE ONLY £28.95 

MICRODESIGN PLUS & 
AMX MOUSE 

Buy the Microdesign+ program 
together with the AMX Mouse 

MJC PRICE ONLY £59.95 

GOLDMARK PAGE 
PRINTER 

Contains printer drivers to enable you to 
print out your Microdesign Plus pages 
on your 24 pin or Bubble Jet printer 

MJC PRICE ONLY £9.95 

ADVANCED ART STUDIO 

AMX MICE & INTERFACE 

We now have CPC mice and 
Interfaces back in stock. 

CPC MOUSE & INTERFACE £34.95 
('Plus' owners please call before ordering) 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
X1 X2 X5 

DMP 2000/3000 3.00...5.50 ..12.00 
Panasonic KXP1081/11&D 3.95 .7.00 ..15.00 
Citizen 120-0 3.95...7.00..15.00 
Star IC-10 Mono 3.95... 7.00.. 15.00 
Star LC2410 Mono....4.95...9.00..20.00 
Panasoiw: KXP-1124 ..3.95... 7.00.. 15.00 
Star LC-10 Colour. 5.95.11.00....-
Star LC200 Mono 5.50.10.00 ....-
Star LC200 Cotour...10.95.19.95....-
Star LC24-200 Mono.. 4.95.. .9.00...-

CF2 DISKS 
5 for £8.95 

10 lor £15.95 
20 for £29.95 

SERIOUS DISKS 
NIRVANA 

Various disk utilities including Copy 
Format and Un-Erase. Also includes 

a Sector Editor & File Archiver 
MJC PRICE £14.95 

Protext 19.95 
Protype 21.95 
Prospell 17.95 
Promerge 17.95 
Matrix Spreadsheet Plus 29.95 
Masterfile 3 29.95 
Mastercalc 128 25.95 
Stardump 14.95 
Stockmarket 29.95 
Extra Extra (Fonts & Clip Art) 14.95 
Money Manager 21.95 
Maxam Assembler 19.95 
Mm. Office 2 14.95 

COLOURDUMP 3 
After a sot of feedback ai CoSourDump 2, 
we are now pleased to avowee the latest 
version of the best colOLf screen printing 
program for the CPC range. Requires Star 
LC-200 or compatible 9 pen colour printer. 

Improved use with Advanced Art 
Studio. Will automatically read in palette file 
and set sc-'een mode to ensure your page 

is the same as your screen. Uses 
compressed or uncompressed files. 

Bigger printouts. In addition to the original 
13 cm x 9 cm image, a large print out at 
22cm x 15cm ;s available at single or 

double density. 
Use Muftifacc screons. A conversion 

routine <s supplied to allow most 
Nultiface screens to be used. 

NO OTHER COLOUR SCREEN DUMP 
OFFERS SO MANY FEATURES. 

COLOURDUMP 3 £15.95 DISK ONLY 

GAMES DISKS 

THIS MONTH S SPECIAL 
HERO QUEST - DOUBLE PACK 
(Hero Quest & Return of the Witch Lord} 
M J C PRICE ONLY £ 1 1 . 9 5 
(Price valid until 28th February 1993) 

Football Manager 3 CALL 
Hero Quest Double Pack 11.95 
Lemmings 15.95 
Manchester United Europe ....10.95 
North & South 12.95 
Outrun Europa 11.95 
Sim City CALL 
Smash TV 11.95 
Space Crusade 11.95 
Street Fighter 2 CALL 
Titus The Fox 11.95 

COMPILATIONS 
Classic Games 4 12.95 
Capcom Collection CALL 
The Dream Team 15.95 
Gary Lineker Collection CALL 
Max Pack 17.95 
Super Fighter 15.95 
Super Sega Collection CALL 
Super Sim Pack CALL 

ACCESSORIES 

DKT 64K Memory Expansion 39.95 
8 bit printer port line, lead) 24.95 
CPC to parallel printer lead 9.95 
CPC PLUS to parallel printer lead 6.95 
464 keyboard-monitor ext leads 7.95 

6128 keyboarcknonitor ext leads 8.95 
6128+ keyboard-monitor ext leads...7.95 
FD1 Disk Drive lead (664/61281 7.95 
464/6128 Dust Covers 7.95 
464/6128 PLUS Dust Covers 8.95 
Quickjoy Python Joystick 9.95 
Competition Pro 5000 Joystick 13.95 
Zip Stick 14.95 
Topstar Joystick 19.95 

CPM BASED 
Protext C P M 39 . 9 5 

At Last Plus 2 4 . 9 5 

Superca lc 2 39 . 9 5 

lankey Crash Course Typing . 18 .95 

lankey Two Fingers Typing.. 18 .95 

Hisoft Nevada Cobo l 3 6 . 9 5 

PRINTERS 
All prices include a cable, ribbon, VAT, 
postage & packing. A courier delivery 
service is available, just add £5.00. 

Using a colour printer with the 
Amstrad CPC requires 
additional software. 

FEEL FREE TO CALL FOR ADVICE 

THE MJC COLOUR 
PRINTING PACK 

All you need to start designing and 
printing colour pictures on your 

Amstrad CPC 6128. 
This is a complete package and does 
not require any additional cables or 
software. The software supplied will 

only run on the 6128 or 6128+ 

PACKAGE CONTAINS: 
Star LC-100 Colour Printer 

Colourdump 3, 
Advanced Art Studio 
Parallel Printer Lead 

NORMAL PRICE £223.89 

M J C PRICE £ 1 9 9 . 9 5 

9 PIN PRINTERS 

STAR L C - 2 0 
Star's new replacement for the 

popular LC-10 is sure to be a winner 
M J C Price £ 1 5 9 . 9 5 

PANASONIC K X P - 1 1 7 0 
Replacement for the very popular 
KXP-1180. Still offers 4 NLQ fonts 
and fast printing. Very good quality 

text for a 9 pin printer 
MJC PRICE £159.95 

NEW - STAR LC-100 COLOUR 
The new budget 9 pin printer from 
Star. 8 NLQ fonts, 180 cps in draft 
mode and 45 cps in NLQ. Paper 
parking with push feed tractor. 

Excellent value for money. 
MJC PRICE £189.95 

2 4 PIN PRINTERS 

When printing graphics from a 24 
pin printer fne results will be 
distorted without using some 

extra software. 
Please call for advice before 

ordering. 

STAR L C 2 4 - 1 0 0 
Star's new 24 pin mono printer. 
192 cps draft and 64 cps LQ. 

10 Letter Quality Fonts 
MJC Price Only £199.95 

PANASONIC KXP-1123 
Panasonic's entry 'evei 24-p;n printer. 
Offering a better print quality than the 
Star models, but with 4 LQ fonts and 

fewer effects 
MJC Price £219.95 

Probably the best graphics package for the 
CPC. Contains lots of features such as:-

Cut and Paste, Zoom In & Out 16 Pens. 
8 Sprays, 16 Brushes. Rotate, Copy and 
many more, tt is also compatible with 

the AMX Mouse. (Reqiares 128k} 
ADVANCED ART STUDIO CASSETTE .15.95 

ADVANCED ART STUDIO WSK 17.95 

ADVANCED ART STUDIO & MOUSE ....49.95 

Card holders can order now on: 0462 481 1 66 JE 
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To ensure you receive your magazine and tape quickly and undamaged, all overseas subscriptions are sent Air Mail 

If you are an existing subscriber please quote your subscription reference number here - you will find this on your address label 

M Y M E T H O D OF P A Y M E N T IS IKim(HM TOTAL PAYMENT £ 

when you subscribe 
(or resubscribe!) 

of your favourite 
magazine, every month 

Free Club 
All subscribers 
automatically get a 
monthly Subs Club 
newsletter 

you get 
complete INFLATION 
PROTECTION for a 
year AND you 
GUARANTEE never 
missing a copy of 
Amstrad Action! 
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S U B S C R I P T I O N S 

when you 

the Cheat 
Mode 
book! 

1 games -for ext ra 
lives, energy, t ime etc 

CHEAT your w a y through 
dozens of classic Amstrad 
games 

EXPLORE uncharted gam-
ing terr i tory w i t h specially 
d r a w n game maps 

First released three years 
ago, this book contains 
countless hints, cheats, 
tips, pokes and solutions 
for hundreds of CPC games. 

Originally costing £9 .99 , 
this book is now available 
FREE to subscribers! 

mpletc 
n and i 
Jterna 
it Card 

58 7< 

YOUR 
RIO-QUIBBLE, 

IUO-RISK 

Vou can cancel your 

subscript ion a t any t i m e in 

t h e f u t u r e and w e w i l l 

re fund you in fu l l f o r a l l 

unmai led Issues. 

You Just can't lose out! 

— the magazine that brings you 

• A superb covertape 
Packed w i t h so f tware including complete games, 
demos of new releases, serious utilities, readers 
programs and game cheats 

• Top game reviews 
W e don't Just give you an opinion, w e give you 
FACTS — plus maps, annotated diagrams, t ips and 
more info than you'll get anywhere else 

M a n y top games are now being re-released a t 
budget prices. W e m a k e sure you don't miss any 

Stuck In a game? Every month w e pr int pages o f 
tips, hints, help, cheats, passwords, maps and 
solutions sent in by our readers 

Mew products, game previews. Industry 
Interviews, reader opinions and show news 

• Technical help 
Pages and pages of help, t ips and Info for those 
w h o w a n t to do more than just play games.. . 
PLUS reviews of all the latest serious products 

• Top features 
On music, desktop publishing, games, a r t and more 
- all the background you need to gett ing the very 
best f r o m your 

• BASIC programming 
Learn how t o use your machine's built-in pro 
grammlng system t o w r i t e your o w n programs 
AJUD see w h a t our readers can do in our Type- I 
section 

...and there's much, much more! 

IF YOU'VE GOT A CPC OR A 
PLUS, GET AMSTRAD ACTION! 



The latest CPC demos will leave you gobs-

macked. They get -the CPC doing things it 

simply shouldn't he able to do! But who 

writes demos, why do they never give their 

real names, and why do they have a vocab-

ulary all their own? Richard Fairhurst 

investigates the European CPC revolution... 

and happy Amstrad owners everywhere going 
along with this. Dig a little deeper, though, and 
you'll find that what seems right and proper 
superficially is quite different underneath. All over 
Europe, the CPC underground is challenging the 
state of play in the CPC market as we know it. 

Ironically, most of the interesting work is 
being done in France and Germany. Britain, the 
home of the CPC, is very much the poor sister of 
the Continental countries in terms of a thriving 
underground. However, that may not be for much 
longer... 

Flick through a typical AA and the world of the 
CPC looks very cosy. Software houses selling 
games for £10 a time, PD libraries dispensing 
cheap and simple programs for a few pennies, 

As with most demos. Face Hugger starts 
with a scrolly and loads of raster bars. Demos, in their underground sense, are pro-

This 3D object is manipulated at speeds that 
should be impossible on the CPC. 

grams designed to push back the frontiers of 
CPC coding, and show just how good the 
machine (and the programmer!) is. Ranging from 
short 10K routines to epic productions taking up 
a whole disk, demos are now produced by teams 
of CPC users all over Europe. Each demo-writer 
has a pseudonym - demo 'teams' have their own 
names too. With a few teams setting up in 
Britain, the signs are that ifs taking off over 
here, too. 

The earliest demos, which appeared around 
1988. were simple affairs with perhaps a simple 
scrolling message, some music (usually ripped 
out of a game: after all, few people can compose 
a decent tune, let alone code sound routines for 

iroiii • the' - horse's mouth 
Iff there's one person who 
knows about demo-writing, 
it's Longshot — leader off 
Logon System (the French 
group whose demos are the 
envy off everyone) and him-
selff a real mean coder. Your 
correspondent hoped to Jet 
over to Paris and interview 
him. Rod wasn't so keen, 
but (courtesy off the Royal 
Mail and La Poste) here's 
the interview, anyway: 

Why did you start writing demos? 
"Because when I was working at Ubi Soft's castle, 
the C64 owners said that the CPC wasn't capable 
of running a demo." 

Are demos difficult to write? 
"The first demos, in 1988, were very easy and 
quick to develop, but in 1992 they have a very 
high technical standard." 

What advice would you give to someone hoping to 
write demos? 
"The best advice is to work a lot. be patient and 
persevere." 

What equipment and programs do you need? 

"You must have a good assembler (I use DAMS, 
which is the best CPC utility [only available in 
France, unfortunately!]), an art package (Advanced 
Art Studio is the standard), 128k of RAM, and a 
hardware reset button." 

In your opinion, who are the best demo-writers? 
"The best demo-writers are those who keep detail 
and perfection in mind. The technical, graphical 

The man himself - Longshot 

and audio quality of a demo are judged by the 
public, and ifs they who decide." 

What about British coders? 
"I've not seen many demos from Britain because 
British people are not used to demos. Most coders 
are French and German guys." 

What are your favourite demos? 
"My favourite demo is 5KKB demo 3. I also like 
KKB First and the Ultimate Megademo by Face 
Hugger (although it lacks polish somewhat)." 

Do you think that writing demos is easier than writ-
ing games, utilities etc.? 
"Definitely! It's much more difficult to write a game 
than a demo. Not many demo-writers are able to 
code a game because it demands more work, time 
and co-operation within a team. However, demo-
writers are at home writing utilities (for example, 
graphics and sound utilities) because they use 
them for their demos." 

Do you intend to stay on the CPC? 
"For some time yet, yes!" 

Can you give us any info about Logon System? 
"Overflow is a member of Logon, like Duncan and 
LBB (ex-5KB). There are 13 of us now! We won't 
have a project for a long time because we all have 
too much work!" 
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M A I N F E A T U R E 

How to 
d c 

1 There's only one choice for a language to 
write demos in, and thafs machine code. No 

other language gives you quite the same speed, 
which is paramount in demo coding: you want to 
get as many impressive things done in as little 
processor time as possible. So, the first thing you 
need is a working knowledge of machine code 
and a decent assembler (JVfaxam, not Oevpad). If 
you have a tape-only system, now*s the time to 
upgrade: waiting five minutes for your source 
code to load every time that you want to "tweak" 
the routines would try the patience of a saint. 

2The next thing to do is find out how the popu-
lar effects in demos work. Simply looking at 

a few can be helpful. And, if observation doesnt 
do the trick, take a peek at the demo code. 
(Warning: many demo coders protect their work 
against unscrupulous ripping-off, making innocent 
examination impossible.) What may seem like a 
mind-bogglingly difficult idea can often prove to 
be surprisingly easy to code. 

3To get you started, a disk containing details 
of how to write your own demos - the nitty-

gritty we didn't have space for in this article - is 
available. It includes helpful instructions, a few 
example demos, and even real demo code for 
you to play about with! You can get a copy from 
Artificial Intelligence. Robot PD, Dartsma PD and 
probably quite a few other libraries too (see 
Public Image for addresses). 

Aaah... coffee and keyboards. I t brings 
back such sweet memories... 

a computer), and a picture. Over the years, 
though, the standard of demos has become pro-
gressively higher. Today's demos include 
graphics taking up the whole monitor- no border!, 
27 colours on screen at once, fast-moving graph-
ics with huge, complex scrolls, and perhaps even 
specially-written music. These are things the 
machine simply shouldn't be able to do! And yet 
the latest generation of CPC coders are 
doing it... 

Undoubtedly, the last few years has seen a 
gaint leap in quality in what's emerged from 
Europe's demo-writers. It's interesting, though, 
that these amazing new programming techniques 
are coming from the computing 'underground', 
not software publishers. 

KKB's First Demo, released in 1990, was a 
hugely impressive demo from a German duo: the 
amount of things happening on screen at once 
impressed everyone who saw it. In early 1991, 
Cadjo Clan's Terrific Demo (by another German 
twosome) arrived with some excellent coding and 

More image manipulation, this t ime a dog 
that walks whilst it's spinning - w o w ! 

A wavy blanket of balls (?) is something you 
only usually see on a 16-bit. 

fantastic music, but its thunder was largely stolen 
by the release shortly afterwards of the simply-
named The Demo, by French mega-group Logon 
System. This orgy of coding talent, taking up a 
whole disk, took the underground by storm with 
its uniformly high quality: it remains THE classic 
CPC demo. Rumours of a follow-up are, sadly, 
unfounded. 

More recent productions have included the 
Paradise Demo (by French group Paradox) and 
excellent megademos by German coders BSC 
and Alien. One demo to appear in late 1992 was 
The Ultimate Megademo by German coder Face 
Hugger (author of Power Tetris), the only demo 
he ever intends to produce - and it's a good one. 
Stunning solid 3D shape rotation marks this 
demo out from others: in addition, one part of 
the demo based on Lemmings adds a touch of 
humour to the program (and makes you wonder 
just how much better the game would have been 
in MODE 1...) 

So what's to come on the demo scene? Ace 

French coder Overflow, of Logon System, is 
working on his fourth demo. As his third demo 
was one of the best ever released, this one is 
eagerly anticipated, and the previews don't disap-
point! Unix (including Danish, Swiss and French 
members!) promises a revolutionary megademo 
called Unique Demo. As Unix includes a line-up of 
renowned coders, this is one to look out for. 

Meanwhile, on this side of the Channel, British 
group Discovery promises its first productions in 
1993... perhaps it's asking a bit much to expect 
Continental-style slickness, but the results should 
be interesting, at least! 

Freak: any demo-writer, cracker or gener-
ally someone heavily involved with the CPC. 
Hardware effect: a smart effect produced 
by playing around with the control chips inside 
your CPC (its hardware!). Examples include 
overscan and rasters. 
Lamer: this is not something you want to be 
called. The ultimate insult, often used to 
describe someone dismissive with ideas above 
their station. 
Overscan: a technique that allows graphics 
to fill the whole monitor, including where the 
border usually sits. Easy to do but looks great. 
Raster: another hardware trick, the raster 
principle lets you mix loads of colours and 
modes on screen at the same time. The idea 
is that you synchronise the program to the 
electron beam that displays the picture on the 
monitor, and change inks or mode when it 
reaches a particular point, with the change 
being shown on that part of the screen 
instantly. Responsible for many of the best 
effects in demos. 
Scroll: every demo should have one. A mes-
sage that whizzes across the screen (usually 
from left to right, but upwards is also com-
mon), in the same vein as those red light 
displays you sec in shop windows - except a 
lot more spectacular. Gives the programmer 
a chance to say hi to his mates ("the greet-
ings") and generally make his views known. 
Great fun! 
Software effect: the opposite to a hard-
ware effect, produced by messing around with 
the contents of your CPC's memory (RAM). 
Examples include small scrolls and shape-
manipulation (e.g. 3D) routines. 
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The motion here Is a little hard to describe -
the shape kind of swims along... 

Although you may not be ready to commit 
yourself to a high-profile life of demo-coding, ifs 
worth taking a look at what other people have 
come up with: after all, thafs what demos are 
for. The easiest way is to write to a few PD 
libraries: since Robot PD imported the first 
demos into Britain, almost every other library has 
caught on and many now boast impressive lists 
of demos (Dartsma, Domain, Presto and Robot 
are good places to look). As many librarians have 
built up extensive European contacts, you can be 
sure to get a taste of what's around. 

Or why not go the whole hog and swap 
demos with other people yourself? A (free!) advert 
in AA Small Ads. asking for like-minded readers 

to swap demos and PD with (either in Britain or 
on the Continent), is a great way to get yourself 
the latest demos. Whafs more, ifs also a good 
way of becoming a part of the whole under-
ground scene, picking up on news and gossip, 
seeing Continental fanzines (the quality of French 
and German disk fanzines, in particular, is incred-
ible - almost like demos in themselves!). Just 
make sure you speak the language... 

Cracking under 

But demo-writing is intertwined with another, 
much shadier, underground activity - cracking. 
Crackers live on the edge: arrests by the police 
(particularly in Germany) are not unknown, and 
feuds between games programmers and crack-
ers have been noted. To some, they're heroes: to 
others, the scum of the earth. What makes them 
so notorious? 

Crackers take original games - either on tape 
or disk - strip off all the protection, and 
rearrange them into a couple of easily-copyable 
disk files. This process is known as "cracking". 
As software houses' protections get better and 
better, so do the crackers'. There's hardly a 
game released on the CPC that hasn't been 

cracked! An intro is usually placed on the front of 
each game, which is a short demo to give details 
on the game and whoever cracked it. 

These 'cracks' are then illegally copied 
between swappers, who hoard thousands (no 
exaggeration) of cracked games in their collec-
tion. Very few of these games actually get more 
than a cursory glance, but if they decide that 
they do like the game in question, no way are 
they going to buy the original, legal version... 

Cracking has always been a controversial 
area. The crackers would argue that with soft-
ware prices so high (most CPCs on the Continent 

If only the real Lemmings had been as beau-
tiful as this demo version ... 

International lor 
The CF*C underground is 
alive and kicking all over 
Europe. Here's a run-down 
off what's going down 
where... 

France 
The French scene is the most active in Europe at 
present. Two factors encourage it: a magazine 
[Amstrad Cent Pour Cent) which takes an active 
interest in demos, and the wonderful Minitel sys-
tem. Minitel is an electronic communication 
system owned by almost every household in 
France, and an ideal way for demo-coders to 
debate the latest productions, swap coding tips, 
and generally get to know each other. Some 
important groups... 

CPA: a well-established French group, also with 
one German member (BMC). Led by Syntax Error, 
the group contains some impressive coding tal-
ents, but their promised megademo ("Cuddly 
Demo") has been a long time in the pipeline and 
still hasn't appeared. Something to look forward 
to...! 
Logon System: the ultimate demo-group. 
Founded by Longshot, it includes the best French 
coders and artists. Since the historic The Demo, 
further releases have been sporadic (and usually 

limited to one or two of the coders), but a Logon 
demo is always a major event. They write an 
advanced coding column for Amstrad Cent Pour 
Cent. too. 

Germany 
Although Germany's technical superiority over 
France has slipped back recently, there's still a lot 
of interesting stuff going on. As well as a whole 
host of top demos, games and utilities have 
emerged from Germany recently. A few groups to 
note from Germany are: 

BENG!: a very large and varied group, including 
demo-writers, swappers and crackers. Officially a 
"European" group (Beng stands for Bad European 
News Group), most of its members are German, 
including Crown and Alien. 
Cadjo Clan: although only composed of two peo-
ple (Thriller and Weee!), the Clan are an important 
group. Their Terrific Demo was one of the best of 
recent years, and Weee! is accepted as the best 
musician on the CPC. 
CCS!: another abbreviation (Godless Cracking 
Satans - good grief!), GCS! includes BSC, writer of 
the music utility Soundtrakker, Weee! (once 
again!), and Elmsoft (Austrian, and coder of the 
great Pang clone Zap't'Balls as well as a host of 
smart demos). 

Britain 
Unfortunately, we don't yet have as active an 
underground as France or Germany. However, in 
the last year there has been a growth in interest in 
demo-writing: these are the most well-known 
British groups... 

Bitmap Vandals: the quality of their first demo 
(Demoware) was highly ropey, it must be said! 
However, their team has undergone a shake-up 
recently, and their next release is awaited with 
curiousity... 
Conspiracy: previously a much larger group, its 
two members (artist Pixel and coder Doc) have 
come up with a few good demos recently. 
Discovery: this recently established group is 
made up of Boo the Ghost, XceL, Wild Thang and 
CRTC. Although no demos have been released yet. 
the results could be interesting... 
The Equalizing Crew: The Equalizor is Britain's 
only cracker, whose intros are written by Doctor 
Fegg. This pair have the (dubious?) honour of being 
well up with the best European crackers... 
STS: is it a software house? Is it a coding group? 
Is it another three-letter abbreviation? Well, all 
three really, if you must know. STS is made up of 
the following: Hangman, Roo-Dolph and Ratz 
(whose latest demo is a candidate for the best 
British demo ever). 
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A 
CPC 

I 
Though It looks strange in colour, the ani-
mation here has to be seen to be believed. 

are disk-based), they can't afford to buy the 
games they want. Besides, in most cases, they 
wouldn't want the game anyway. So an illegal 
copy won't make any difference, when all ifs 
going to do is sit in a disk collection simply as an 
"achievement" (the prestige of being the first to 
crack a game, particularly one with a tricky pro-
tection system, is enormous). They would point 
out the beneficial effects of cracks, such as infi-
nite lives options and bug fixes, whilst suggesting 
- and ifs hard to disagree - that if the cracking 
scene died, a lot of good coding talent would be 
lost to the CPC forever. 

Opponents of cracking, though, see it as little 
more than theft. As some people who could buy 
a game will turn to the (free) cracked version as 
an alternative, if available, this loses the program-
mers money for their work. Although in these 
days of salaried programmers in development 
houses this is often not strictly true, the principle 
remains: depriving people of just rewards for 
their hard work isn't on, and for many this argu-
ment outweighs any other. 

As the majority of games come from Britain, 
whereas most crackers live across the Channel, 
this makes anti-piracy enforcement tricky and 
consequently very limited. The software houses 
seem resigned to the fact that their games will 
always be cracked - all they can do is put better 
protection systems on to stop Joe Public from 
copying the games easily. 

Can cracking be 
justified? 
When is cracking not cracking? When ifs tape-to-
disk transfer - depending on who you ask. After 
all, disk loading is infinitely preferable to tape 
loading, as ifs so much faster: and if you have a 
collection of tape games (or if your favourite 

games, such as most budget ones, are available 
on tape only), you're likely to want to transfer 
them to disk. Of course, when they're on disk in a 
series of files, they're easily copyable, like a 
crack... 

The software houses would rather you didn't 
copy from tape to disk. They'd prefer you to buy 
the original disk version, or stick to loading from 
tape. But there are a number of programs out 
there designed to copy your tapes to disk: the 
cult Bonzo suite, of course, as well as STS's 
Soft-Lok (for Speedlock protections) and Dizzy 
Utility (which transfers the popular, usually tape-
only Dizzy games to disk). 

On the hardware front, the Multiface ll's main 
purpose in life is to copy tape games to disk. 
And although this might be seen as a harmless 
little piece of kit, as you need it plugged in to re-
run the game, there are PD programs to get 
around this... 

More obviously useful for cracking - some-
thing picked up by many French crackers - is 
Siren Software's Hackit (or its French incarnation, 
Le Hackeri), a cartridge that plugs into the back 
of your CPC and lets you mess around with the 
contents of memory, save it out to disk, etc. A 
simple crack with this would involve loading the 
game, interrupting with Hackit, finding (by trial 
and error) where you should CALL to start the 
game, and saving it out again. Obviously, with 
mulWoad games, things get much more tricky: 
Lemmings proved a difficult game to crack, but 
in the end, the protection succumbed. 

Disk copiers are available in varying degrees 
of sophistication. You'd be hard-pushed to find a 
game that can be copied with Disckit, free with 
6128s, but French program Discology can cope 
with everything except the dreaded 8K sectors 
(and, in an interesting twist of fate, Discology 
itself has been cracked and widely copied...). 

Spin-off benefits 
Demos take an immense amount of program-
ming expertise. If only that expertise was 
transferred to more constructive uses... 

Well, after making their name as a demo-
coder, some people add more strings to their 
bow by programming in other areas - while 
remaining eager demo-writers. Two of the best 
games in recent years, Xyphoes Fantasy (which, 
unfortunately, never reached Britain) and 

8K sectors: possibly the best method of disK 
protection employed by software houses. The 
CPC can read program code stored on an "8K 
sector" (normal CPC disk sectors are only 
0.5K large), but it's physically incapable of 
writing it to another disk in the same way. An 
effective protection, safe against anything 
except a good cracker or an Amiga with a 3-
inch drive attached! 
Intro: the mini-demo loaded up before a 
crack, to say who cracked it, give details 
about the game, and say a few hellos to fellow 
crackers. 
Loader: either another name for an intro 
(which loads the crack into memory), or (on a 
game) the program that loads the rest of the 
game - which the aspiring header needs to 
get his head around before he can go on to 
the program code. 
Speedlock: engineered by Dave Looker 
(who puts AA's covertapes together), and pos-
sibly the most common protection. Tape 
Speedlocks come in a variety of flavours, 
being constantly updated to beat the crackers 
(and the tape-to-disk utilities). There are also 
disk Speedlocks. using the infamous 8k sec-
tors. These are very nasty. 

Zap't'Balls were programmed by demo-writers. 
Utilities have always been a strong point, too -
the commercial music utility Soundtrakker was 
written by demo-writer BSC, with many PD utili-
ties (such as B-ASIC, the revolutionary program 
which uses the Plus's extra features) being pro-
grammed by demo-writers too. 

In fact, as major software houses and profes-
sional programmers leave the Amstrad scene, 
they're being replaced by a whole new generation 
of self-taught coders who know the machine 
inside out - better even than its designers. The 
Amstrad's best commercial years may be gone, 
but maybe its best software is yet to come...? 

Hands up all those who can spot our very own Mr Fairhurst In a CRTC T-shirt! 

teams! 
The traditional form of meeting is a "copy party", 
where the latest cracks and demos are brought 
along and copied by everyone present. However, 
these are less popular now, as large-scale meet-
ings take over - the ultimate of which are the 
Euro-Meetings, featuring the best coders from all 
over Europe. 

The first of these, in August 1991, was held in 
Germany: 1992's took place in France. This year's 
will be held much closer to (our) home - in Britain. 
Make yourself known as an aspiring demo-coder, 
and you could be invited - along with Europe's elite 
of CPC programmers! 

Meet the 
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The second issue of GamesMaster is in the 
shops on Thursday January 21st , and it's 
incredible! Guiding you swif t ly , gently and 
accurately through the storm of post-
Christmas software releases for every major 
enterta inment system, GamesMaster is the 
essential purchase for today's video gamer. 
Particularly excellent highlights this month 
include: 

I A F R E E pair of 3 D glasses, w i th which 
i you can view the thril l ing GamesMaster 3 D 
I TV Spectacular! 

I A G I A I V T Chaos Engine poster w i th 3 D 
i bits on it f rom the TV Show. 

1 The chance for 10 winners to collect 
1 A Y E A R ' S W O R T H O F F R E E 
1 G A M E S ! 

SECOND ISSUE IS OI\l SALE 
THURSDAY 21 ST JANUARY 

MEGA DRIVE, SUPER INIES, AMIGA, IMEO GEO, PC ENGINE, 
MEGA CD, GAME BOY, GAME GEAR AND LYNX! 
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l5t Division Manager £3 99 

Player Scccer Squad £399 
3-D Pool £399 
3-D Terns £399 
Action fighter £399 
Airborne Ranger £3 99 
AJtered Beast - £3.99 
Arachnaphoba New £3 99 
Badlands £399 
Bangers And Mash £3.99 
Batman The Coped Crusader £3.99 
Batman The Movie. . £3.99 
Boxing Manager . £3.99 
BJObieBobbfe £3.99 
Bubble Dizzy £3.99 
Bully's Sporting Darts New £3.99 
California Games £3.99 
Castfemasler £3.99 
Cavemania £3.99 
Championship Golf £3.99 
Chase H Q £3.99 
Oxxkie Egg 1 or 2 £3.99 
Colossus Bridge £3.99 
Colossus 8ridge(DisK) £7.99 
Colossus Chess 4 £3.99 
Colossus Chess 4 (Dsk) £7 99 
Commando £299 
Count Duckula £299 
Count Duckula 2 £399 
Crazy Cars 2 New £3 99 
Cricket Captain £399 
Cup Football £399 
Daley Thompsons Decathlon £3 99 
Daley Thompsons Olympic Chal lenge £3 .99 
Dizzy Prince of the yolk Folk £3.99 
Double Oare £3 99 
Double Dragon 1 or 2 £3 99 
Dragon Ninja £399 
Emlyn Hughes Int Soccer £399 
F-15 Strike Eagle New £3 99 
F-16 Combat Pilot £3.99 
F-16 Combat Pilot (Disk) £7.99 
Fantasy Wtxlo'Dizzy £3.99 
Fire And Forget 1 Or 2 New £3.99 
Fireman Sam £2.99 
First Past The Post £3.99 
Flimbo's Quest £3.99 
Football BOSS New £3.99 
Football Director £3.99 
Fun Sctooi 2 (U6 cr 6-8 or 8+) £3.99 
Gauntfet 1,2 & Deeper Dungeons £4.99 
Gazza's Super Soccer Mew £3 99 
Golden Axe £3.99 
Graham Gocch Vatch Cricket £2.99 
Gurship £3.99 
Hideous £3.99 
Indiana Jones last Crusade £3.99 
International Karate £3.99 
intemationdi Tennis £3.99 
ita'a 1990 £3.99 
Jimmy's Soccer Manager £3.99 
Jimmy's Superleague Manager £3.99 
Kenny Dalglish Soccer Manager £299 
Last Ninja 2 £399 
League football £399 
Lotus Esprit £3.99 
Magidand Dizzy £3.99 
Man Utd £3 99 
The Match £3 99 
Micrcprose Soccer £3.99 
Midnight Resistance £3.99 
Mini Office £299 
Multiplayer Soccer Manager £3 99 
The Munsters £299 
Myth .£3 99 
The National £399 
New Zealand Story £3 99 
Off-Store Warrior New £3.99 
On The Bendi £3 99 
Cperaticr Thunderbolt £3 99 
Operation Wblf £3.99 
Outiui £399 
Pegasus Bi dge (Wdr Geme) £3 99 
Pictiorwry £3.99 
Pipemania New £399 
Pftfighter New £3 99 
Popeye 1 or 2 £2.99 
Popeye3 New £3.99 
Postman Pat 1 or 2 £2.99 
Postman Pat 3 £3.99 
Pro Tennis Tour £3.99 
Professional Footballer £399 
Quattro Adventure (Dizzy etc) £3 99 
Qujttro Cartoon (little Puff) £3 99 
Quattro Con Ops (Fast Food etc) £3.99 

Quattro Combat £399 
Quattro Fantastic (Pub Trivia etc) £3 99 
Quattro Skills <mt Rugby Sim etc) £3 99 
Quettro Sports £399 
Rainbow Island £3.99 
Reckless Rufus £3.99 
Rick Dangerous £3 99 
Rob>n Hood - legend Of Quest Mew £3 99 
Robocop £3.99 
Rugby Coach £3.99 
Scottish League Football New £3.99 
Seymour Gees to Hollywood £3.99 
Shadow of the 8east £3.99 
Shadow Wamors £3.99 
Silent Service £3.99 
Skate Wars £3.99 
Slicks New £3.99 
Smash TV New £3 99 
Snare New £3.99 
Snooker .Management £3.99 
Soccer Rivals £3.99 
Sooty and Sweep £299 
Sooty and Sweep 2 New £3 99 
Spellbound Dizzy £399 
Spitfire 4(b'Harrier Attack New £4 99 
Steve Srocter £299 
Streetfighter New £3 99 
Striker vanager £399 
Stryker in Crypt of Trogan £3 99 
Stun Runner £3.99 
Stunt Car Race' £3.99 
Stuntman Seymour £3 99 
Super C ars £399 
Super Monaco G P. £399 
Super Off Road Racer £3.99 
Super Seymour £3.99 
Switchblade £399 
Swv New £3.99 
Sword and Sorcery £399 
Sword of Samuro £3 99 
Tes-master Cricket £399 
Thomas The Tank Engme £2.99 
Thomas The Tar* Engne 2 New £3.99 
Toyota Celica £3.99 
Trapdoor 1 arid 2 £2.99 
Treasure Island Dizzy £3.99 
Treble Champions £3.99 
Trivial Pursuit £3.99 
Turbo Outrw £3.99 
Turbo Tortoise £3.99 
Tumcan 1 c< 2 £3.99 
Wild Streets New £3 99 
Wild West Seymour £3 99 
Wbrdertx* £3 99 
Wcxid Class Leodctoard S Tournament iA 99 
World Championship Boxing Manager...... £3 99 
Wtrld Cup £399 
Wcrld Cup Glory £399 

SOFTWARE CITY SPECIALS 

Back to the Future 2 & 3 £3 99 
Cisco Hes: New £2 99 
Dewerance (Stccmlc<d 2) New £3 99 
European Supe'league (128K) £399 
European Super league (Disk) £4 99 
Galaxy Force New £2.99 
loopz New £2.99 
Ninja Remix £3.99 
Seek 'N' Roll (Disk) New £1.99 
Snowstrike New £2.99 
Spherical (Oisk) New £2.99 
Tusker New £3.99 
Wcrtd Class Rugby £3 99 

FULL PRICE CASS DISK 

COMPILATIONS 
SUPER FIGHTER 

Fine Fight, W.W.F. & Pit-Fighter 
Disk only £13.99 

THE DREAM TEAM 
The Simpsons, W.W.f. & Terminator 2 

Cass £10.99 Disk £13.99 

THE R.T. SMITH COMPENDIUM (CCS> 
Ancient Battles, Vulcan & Amhem 

Cass £12.99 Disk £14.99 

MAGNUM 4 
Turto Boat, BMX Kidz, Skateboard Joust & 

Pogostick CHympics Cass 2.99 

CLASSIC ARCADIA 
Invaders. Muncher & Ax»ens Cass £2.99 

SUPREME CHALLENGE 
Tetre,Eite,Stagltier,SeitnzJ&Ace2 Cass £5.50 

SUPER ALL-STARS 
Steg, D.J. Puff, Magicland D;zzy 
& Captain Dynamo Cass £8.99 

MEGA SPORTS 
Summer Games 1&2, Winter Games, Games 
Summer and Winter Editions Disk £14.99 

MULTIMIX 5 
Monty on the Run, Jack The Nipper 2 & 
AufW.edersehen Monty Cass £4.99 

SUPER HEROES 
last Ninja 2, Spy Who Loved Me, Indiana 

Janes Last Crusade & Strider 2 Cass £5.50 

KIDS PACK 2 
Fireman Sam, Huxley Pig, Postman Pat 2, 

Bangers & Mash, Popeye & Count Duckuia 2 
Cass £9.99 

LINEKER COLLECTION 
G L. Super Skills, G.L Hotshots, 

G L. Sucerstar Soccer & Italy 1990 
Cass. £7.99 Disk £10.99 

4 MOST WORLD SPORTS 
Grid Iron 2, Baseball, Uchi Mata Judo & 

Basketball Cass £3.99 

SMASH 16 
Poltergeist, MJG 29, S.AS. Ccmbat, Kamikazes. 

K.G.8. Super Spy, Super Hero, Ghost Hunters, Sky 
High Stuntman, Super Robin Hood, Lazer Force, 
Frankenstein Jrr, Terra Cognite, Nin>a Massacre, 

Arcade Flight Sm & Super G Man Cass £13.99 

CLASSIC ARCADIA 1/2 
invaders, Muncher, Axiens, Grebst, Crazy 

Erbert & Missile Cass £4.99 

SOCCER f> 
Treble Champions, European Champions, 
World Soccer League, Euro Boss, World 

Champions & Trevor Brooking Cass £5.99 

4 MOST BALLS, BOOTS AND BRAINS 
Soccer Challenge, Soccer Boss. Rugby Boss 

& Australian Rules Football Cass £3.99 

SOCCER STARS 
Kick Off 2, Gazza 2, Microprose Soccer & 

Emtyn Hughes Internationa • Soccer 
Cass £8.99 Disk £12.99 

DIZZY'S EXCELLENT ADVENTURE 
Dizzy Down The Rapids, Kwik Snax, Bubble 
Dizzy, Dizzy Panic & Dizzy and the Yolk Foftc 

Cass £7.99 

AIR/SEA SUPREMACY 
Silent Service, Carrier Command, Gunship, 

P47 Thunderbolt & F15 Strike Eagle. 
Cass 13.99 Disk 17.99 

CHART ATTACK 
Shadow Of The Beast, Supercars, Lotus 

Esprit, Impossamole, & Ghouls and Ghosts 
Cass 7.99 

ADDICTED TO FUN 
Bubble Bobble, Rainbow islands & 

New Zealand Story Cass £7.99 

DIZZY COLLECTION 
Dizzy, Fast Food, Fantasy World Dizzy, 

Treasure Isiand Dizzy & Maq'»c Land Dizzy 
Cass £7.99 

HIT PACK VOL. 1 
Kenny Dalgltsh Soccer Manager, Mazie, Rally 

Sim & Para Assault Course Cass £3.99 

Addams Family £899 £12 99 
Avalanche (CCS) £9 99 £10 99 
Batte erf the 3uige (CCS) £9 99 £10.99 
Crete 1941 (CCS) £999 £10.99 
Crystal Kingdom Dizzy £7.99 N'A 
Dalek Aftadc £7.99 N-A 
Desert Rats (CCS) £9.99 £10.99 
Dynabtesters New £8.99 N-A 
Football Director 2 (128K) N/A £7.99 
Football Manager 3 £7.99 £10.99 
Fjn SchOO* 4 (U5 or 5-7 or 7+) £8.99 £11.99 
Indiana Jones - Atiants(Action)...£8.99 £12 99 
Lemmings £10.99 £13.99 
Lrveipool £7.99 £1399 
Never End.ng Story 2 New £7 99 £1099 
Space Crusade £7.99 £10.99 
Street Fighter 2 New £8.99 £12.99 
Super Cetftfon New £7.99 £10.99 
Titus Ihe Fox £7.99 £10.99 
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A D V E N T U R E S 

Danger! Balrog at 

work! Yet again the 

Balg slaves doggedly 

over another issue to 

provide as much 

adventuring as will 

-fit in a two page 

spread! So get read-

ing the only Amstrad 

specific adventure 

column left... 

This month's strong sniff of clues comes from 
two frequent cluepot contributors - Laurence 
Boyce from Leeds and Thomas Christie from 
Grangemouth. Thanks Laurence and Thomas! 

. ' - K n a p p e d 

The key is in the painting of Ormskirk Quay and 
is used to unlock the cupboard door. 

Red Herring 
Whilst at the Adventure Convention the Balg was 
impressed by a fanzine called Red Herring and 
decided to write to the editor for more details. 

Red Herring has, it appears, been going for 
seven months now and has to be one of the most 
professionally written and laid out fanzines that 
the Balrog has seen. 

Although expensive at £2.95 a throw, you get 
over 80 pages of spiral-bound adventure text 
which is often printed in a small font to cram as 
much as possible on each page! 

The mag covers both 8-bit and 16-bit and, to 

Mystery of the 
Indus Valley 
• Get the knife and cut rope. 
• Go to part of cliff with tree stump and go down 

(you must have the rope). 

• Use pancake to cover camera lens. 
• Iron the crumpled foil. 
• Use mast to lever cannon. 

Subsunk 
• To open the tatty packing case, fire the gun. 

• Examine washing line to find swimming trunks. 
• Examine the tardis for the bucket and spade. 
• Open the drawer to find the red hanky. 
• Examine the settee to find the passport. 
• Examine the brochure to find the tickets. 

Videoworld 
• To make night fall, close the curtains. 
• If, however, you find the room is full of smoke 
then pull them immediately. 

be honest, the Amstrad coverage is quite low, but 
over a third of the magazine is dedicated to gen-
eral adventurish articles that are applicable to 
everyone. 

The editor, Marion Taylor, has a special offer 
for AA readers.- buy six issues at £17.70 and get 
one free. Marion also tells me that the next issue 
has a special 8-bit crossword competition so if 
you fancy a go why not buy a copy and have a 
look for yourself! 

For more details write to Marion at: 504 Ben 
Jonson House, Barbican, London EC2Y 8DL. 

Werewolf 
Simulator 
•Give some money to wino. 
•Sell your watch and buy the silver. 

Wizbiz 
•If you have the short rod. "fish" at the river. 
•Kiss frog. 

Help! 
Stuck in an adventure? Or desperately trying to find 
one - the helpline is the place for you! Just send a 
postcard to Balrog's Helpline at the usual Balrog 
address. 

HOW DO YOU GET the holy water from friar Kane 
without killing him and how are you meant to enter 
Hedric's Fortress in Ganestor in Times of Lore? 
Brian "Brains" Caulfield, Mullamurphy, 
Monaghan, Co. Monaghan, Eire 

WANTED: HELP IN DIZZY, PRINCE of the Yolk Folk -
where is Seamus the Leprechaun and how many 
cherries do you need to complete the game? 

GAC Programming Clinic 
• Send all your GAC queries in to: GAC 
Programming Clinic, Amstrad Action, Beauford 
Court, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. 

I was reading through AA82 last night when I 
came to your hallowed pages (why only two?) and 
saw the plea for a GAC routine to move a charac-
ter around. Here is my own routing; the character 
moves around at random. 

f 
moving routine 
By the Dwarrow (The character that's going to be 
moved will be referred to as *.) 

HIGH: part, and change the RAND ( 4 ) bit to RAND ( x ) 
where x is the number of possible movement 
verbs). 1) CTR < 4 ) : ROOM END 

2) FIND * END 
3) IF ( CONN ( 1 ) AND RAND < 4 ) AND RES? ( 7) GOTO CIR < 4 ) RESE ( S ) END 

S ) ) * TO n SET ( 5 ) END 
4) IF ( CONN ( 2 ) AND RAND ( 4 ) AND RES? ( 

S ) ) * TO n SEI ( S ) END 
5) IF ( CONN ( 3 ) AND RAND ( 4 ) AND RES? ( 

S ) > * TO li SEI ( S > END 
6) IF ( CONN < 4 ) AND RAND ( 4 ) AND RES? ( 

S ) ) * TO n SET < S ) END 

(This routine only moves one character as it stands 
but it could very easily be expanded by repeating 
lines 2-6 before line 7 with a different object num-
ber instead of *). Character movement can also 
be restricted by adding conditions to the local list: 

(If you have more movement vorbs (such as up 
and down), add similar lines on the end of this 

LOCAL (ROOA 1?) 

i) IF < VERB i ) G0I0 7 END 

••••••••':•>•/.•>:: 98t8&i JWWS-! •:••. •>.-.<: ••>•-;.-;:- 'tftfe-S Pi «Stm jHSROK 
I I Wm 

I 
I 

Heluira — Mistress 
of the Park 
• Lie on the bed, press film, get up, lie under 

bed, press play, crawl out from under bed, 
crawl out of the door. 

Imagi-
nation 
• Give the satellite 

maps of earth to 
Gayle If you have 
done the above and 
have got the chips 
you will be able to 
divert the dogs. 

• Give stale bread to 
the bat. 
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ADVENTURES [37 
r 
i Adventurer at Work! 2 

£2 tape, £4 disk # WoW Software, Joan 

P a n c o t t HPilg, 78 Radipole Lane, 

Weymouth, Dorset DT4 9RS 

DAAW2 continues from the last location of the 
first game. Having finally found a peaceful haven 
to play adventures, you settle down only to be 
interrupted by a power cut - in the excitement of 
the first game you forgot to pay the 'leccy bill! So, 
off you pop through the portal, to travel between 
planes of existence to pay off your account as 
well as meeting strange people and recovering 
weird objects that could only have been thought 
up by Simon Avery. 

The parser is good, as long as you are aware 
of die Quill two-word input restriction (although 
Simon has managed to implement Look Behind 
(as LOBE) and other look commands that add to 
the game). The INFO command also brings up a 
list of useful commands. 

The game is actually very well written, with 
humour and devious puzzles thrown in for good 
measure. Oh, and look our for a friendly slug who 
slurps and squidges his way after you... 

The only problem with the game is that it is 
J short, but for only £2 it is still very good value. , — 

A T M O S P H E R E 
Well devised characters and 
good descriptions h 

72s 
Ik 

IIUTERACTIOINl 
The parser's limited to two 
words but this isn't a problem 

CHALLENGE 
Not as big as some games but 
then what do you expect for £2? 

A well-crafted game that proves 
Simon deserves his recent award 

RATING 78% 
good value. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

Helen Yeo, 11 Lear Drive, Wistaston, Crewe, 
Cheshire CW2 8DP 

WANTED: SEAS OF BLOOD (Adventure International). 
Martin Williams, 114 Florence Road, 
Parkstone, Poole, Dorset BH14 9JG 

HAS ANYONE GOT the AA42 Bards Tale poke on 
disk? I can't type it in correctly! Also will Amir 
Mansour please get in contact with me. 
Robert, 081 668 8525, 5-7pm 

WANTED: HELP IN TIR NA NOG - how do you get past 
the fire lizard, an-Lin, open the 'F and 'N' doors and 
where is the second half of the Tore buried. 
Phil T, 108 Enerdale Avenue. Botcherby, 
Carlisle 

HOW DO I REPAIR the golden sundial in Knight Tyme? 
How do I get the amulet from the aura of fire or get 
out of the swamp in Shard of Inovar? 
Steven Parker, 46 Woodgate Gardens, Bartley 
Green, Birmingham B32 3UW 

Just for Laughs 
This month's collection of bone-tickling amusing 
responses is thanks to the following fine adven-
turers; Shane O'Sullivan, Yannis Sariyannis, 
Daniel Argent and Katharyne Allen. 

Big Sleaze 
• Say to Velma "Hello". 
• Look in the toilet at the diner. 
• Go north, south or up at the bottom of the 

police station stairs. 
• Examine junk in "Mustah Wangs" back room 

in Chinatown. 
• Examine items in window of pawn shop. 
• Read grafitti in 21st Street. 
• Examine tea box at your home. 
• Examine statues in Brooklyn Heights. 

self a shave. 
Hit the policeman (get taken to jail), and then 
hit the guy in jail with you. 

After you have been in hospital, tell sergeant 
about what happened, e.g. the salvation army 
man and the BMW. 
Kiss people. 
Turn on televisions. 
While in the toilet, urinate in the urinal. 
Buy the razor from the chemist and give your-

• Try riding the adventurer's horse, and then kill 
it. (Doesn't sound very nico! - Ed) 

• Try killing the guru and Kronos. 

Worm in 

• Examine me 
• Go to the police station and type "GIVE ME" -

you'll now have access to every object in the 
game! 

I 

I 
I 

Adult 1 & 2 • Al-Strad • Big Sleaze • Boredom 
• Burlough Castle • Can I Cheat Death? • Case 
of the Mixed-up Shymer • Castle Blackstar • 
Cave Capers • Cursed be the City • 
Doomlords l-lll • Dracula • Druids Moon • 
Dungeon • Experience • Firestone • 
Frankenstein • Gnome Ranger • Gremlins • 
Jason & the Argonauts • Kobyashi Naru • 
Magicians Apprentice • Mystery Indus Valley • 
Price of Magik • Project X (Microman) • Roog 
• Scapeghost • Souls of Darkon • Spacy • 
Storm Mountain • Stryptiche 1 & 2 • Swamp 
Thing • Theseus • Venom • Welladay • 
Wolfman. 
Mark Wake. 2 Oatland Close, Little 
London, Leeds LS7 1SW 

Big Sleaze • Gremlins • Megabucks • Seabase 
Delta. 
Darren Sharp, 10 Alfred Road, 
Greatstone, Kent TN28 8SH 

Questprobe 3 
Rich Thomas, 85A St. Johns Road, 
Cannock, Staffs. WS11 3AL. Tel: (0543) 
503045 , Mon-Fri, 5-10pm 

Colour of Magic • Forest at World's End • 
Gnome Ranger • Heroes of Karn • Rebel 
Planet • Questprobe • Seabase Delta • 
Subsunk 
The Dragon Master, 12 Gretton 
Crescent, Aldridge, Walsall, West 
Midlands, WS9 ODY 

Knightmare • Rebel Planet 
Ross Younger, 3 Cammo Parkway, 
Edinburgh, EH4 8EP 

Bard's Tale • Hitchhiker's Guide • Hobbrt • 
Lord of the Rings • Pawn • Shadows of Mordor 
David Nicholas, 23 Houghton Lane, 
Sancton, East Yorkshire Y04 3QU 

I Adult II • Can I Cheat Death? • Doomlords • 
Firestone • Jason and the Argonauts • Roog • ISpacey • Tizpan 

Adam Maxwell, 9 Petti Green, Hetton-le-
^ o l e , Tyne & Wear DH5 OEY j 

Brass Lamp news 
Due to various technical problems, the first 
issue of The Brass Lamp has been delayed. 
However, we're told that it will now be out in 
the New Year, and everyone who's ordered a 
copy to date will get one then. 

the Ba lg 
Write to: The Balrog, Amstrad Action. Future 
Publishing Ltd. Beauford Court, 30 Monmouth 
Street, Bath, AVON BA1 2BW. 
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T Y P E - I N S 
W 

Do the listings look a little different this 

month? That's because we've completely 

redesigned our type-ins checking system to 

make it utterly, completely foolproof, once 

and for all. (See box for details). And now, 

on with the show... 

IVIumber Scoffer 
Written in only 2K, Number Scoffer by Dean 
Jackson of Fleetwood, is yet another variation of 
the venerable Pac-Man type game. As always 
however, there's a difference. In this game, 
you've got to eat numbers rather than power 
pills, and each that you manage to gobble is 
another value added to your total score. Of 
course, enemies in the form of ghosts are out to 
stop you and there are plenty of 'em to do it, too! 
You musn't touch the walls of the maze either. 
Joystick control only and there are no instruc-
tions - the game's simple. 

L AMN 5• ON• BREAK• CONT:BORDER-0:INK•0,0-.PAPER• 0 
:INM,24 

EAJJ 10-'NUMBER-SCOFFER 
FAGD 80-'DEAN-JACKSON-2.3,92 
CAPD 30-'AGED-13 
CAAM 40-GOSUB-480 
CABM S0-GOSUB-390 
EAHL 80-'****•MAIN-LOOP-**** 
CANM 70-A$=INKEYf 
KAII 80•IF•A$="t"- AND-X>3•THEN-X=X-1:Cf=CHR$( 

198):P=i 
KAGL 90 • IF• A$=V • AND-X<24 • THEN -X=X*1 :CI=CHRf 

(198):P=2 
KABL 100•IF•At="f•AND•¥>2•THEN•Y=Y-1:CI=CHR$ 

<197):P=3 

Mind those ghosts! There's no maze to work 
round, but lots of baddies to avoid... 

KALO 110•IF•Al="4"•AND•V<38•THEN•Y=Y*1:Cf:CHR 
1(199):P=4 

IAPK 120•IF•A$:""•AND-P=l- AND-X>3-THEN-XrX-1 
IAA0 130-IF-AI=""-AND-P=2-AND-X(24-THEN-X=X*1 
IAFL 140•IF•Af=""•AND-P=3•AND•Y>2-THEN-Y=Y-1 
IANO ISO•IF•A$=""•AND-P:4•AND•V<38•THEN•V=Y+1 
GAIE 160-LOCATE-YY,XX:PRINI"-" 
ABJN 170-IF-S(Y,X)>0-AND-S(Y,X)(10-IHEN-SC=SC 

•S(Y,X):SOUND-1,150,4,4:S(Y,X)=0 
JAE0 180•IF-S(y,X)>9-THEN-GOTO-260:'****.LOSE 

* MMMM 
FANL 190-LOCATE-Y,X:PRINI-CI 
FALJ 200-LOCATE-7,1:PRINT-SC 
DAKH 210-XX=X:YY=Y 
JBA0 220 - IF -RND>0.96 - THEN -A=INI(RND*36)+2:B=I 

NT(RND*21)*3:L0CATE-A-1,B:C=INT(RND*9)*1 
:S(A,B)=C:PEN-3:PRINT-C:PEN-1 

EBN0 230 - IF-RND>0.84 - THEN•F=INT(RND*36)*2:G=I 
NT(RND*21H3 :L0CATE-F,G: PRINT-CHR$(225): 
S(F,G)=10 

EAPA 240-SOUND'1,800,1,4 
CAGH 2S0-GOTO-6O 
DACK 260-'****-LOSE-**** 
FAGJ 270-S0UND-2,60€,16,7,1,12,2 
FAHK 280-SOUND-4,6Q8,8O,7,9,13,6 
FAIJ 290-SOUND-1,600,30,7,4,1,IS 
BAFJ 300-CLS 
DADI 310-LOCATE-17,12 
EAIB 320-PRINI"0UCH!!!" 
JAFD 330•PRINT sPRINT"YOUR- SCORE-HAS -";SC 
LAHA 340-PRINT:PRINI:PRINT"AN0THER-GANE-?-(V/ 

H)B 

GAKN 350-D$=INKEYI:IF-D$=""•THEN•3S0 
HABF 36Q-IF-D$="Y"-0R-D$="y"-IHEN-RUN 
NANK 370•IF-D$:"N"-OR-Df="n"•THEN-PRINT:PRINT 

:PRINT"0.K.":END 
EAHJ 38O-IF'D$O"'IHEN-3S0 
EAJA 396•'****-SCREEN-*** 
CAKC 400-NODE-1 
BAHJ 410•CLS 
KAHF 450-FOR-I=l-IO-24:PRINT"#B;IAB(39);"i":N 

EXT-T 
CALJ 470-RETURN 

GAEJ 480•'****-INITIALISATION-**** 
DACF 49O-DIM-S(40,2S) 
EANB SO0-X:20:V:13:SC:0 
DANH si0-xx=x:yy=y 
EAJC S20-F=0:G=0:A=0:B=0 
CAIJ S30-RETURN 

Height 
Just occasionally, we get something really differ-
ent in the Type-Ins mail bag and Height is that 
something. Written by James Ross of Ely, 
Cambs, Height is a little snippet which works out 
what you height will be when you're fully grown, 
given your age and height now. Fully prompt-dri-
ven, the program requires you to input your 
personal details and, quick as a flash, prints on 
screen your expected eventual height. A novel 
use is to ask your parents what height they were 
at age nine, say, and use the program to calcu-
late what their height should be now! 

CABP I-'-Height 
FABB 2-''(C)-Janes-Ross 
0AHK 3•'•THIS-PROGRAM-MAY•BE•FREELY-COPIED•AM 

OUNG-P.D-LIBARIES 
BAHP 10•NODE-1 
GAMC 20-PRINT" HEIGHT" 
KAKA 30-PRINT" •;CHRt(164);"-JAMES 

-ROSS-92" 
ABCI 40-HINDOH-l,40,12,lS:INPUT"Please-type-i 

iv your-age,-",age 
0BDD 50-IF-age(=7-OR-age>=20-THEN-PRINT"Sorry 

•this-program only-works-for-peopleaged-
8 • to • 19"-.GOTO-290 

BBJE 60-INPUT"Please-type-in-your-height-in-C 
M's.-",height 

LAKG 70 - PRINT"Are•you-na1e•or•fena1e•(N/F)" 
IAMJ 80•sexf=INKEYt:IF•sexf:""-GOTO-80 
KAIB 90 - IF -sexf="N"-OR -sexf=V - THEN-GOTO•120 
KAHD 10O-IF-sex$="F"-OR.sex$="P-THEN-GOTO-3S 

0 
CADH 110-GOTO-80 
EADB 120-'Nale-data 
LAMI 130•IF•age=8- THEN-LET•f inal=height*10O/7 

2 
LABJ 140-IF*age=9-THEN-LET-final=height*100/7 

S 
LANL ISO•IF-age:10•THEN-LET-fina1=height*lO0/ 

78 
MAIB 160•IF-age=ll•THEN•LET -f ina1=he i ght*100/ 

81.1 
MA0B 170 - IF-age=12•THEN-LET -f inal=hei ght*100/ 

Basic Tutorial... Basic Tutorial— Basic Tutorial— 
Last month, I told you all about the subroutine. Why 
and when you should use it, but we still haven't 
examined an actual routine in detail. Right, let's get 
to it. Lefs look at that password checking subroutine 
in our character counting code and examine the con-
struct in greater detail. For those who missed it, here 
it is again: 

S REM This is a progran to count the characters 
in a string 

10 UALIDIr-valid" 
IS ON BREAK GOSUB S0C 
20 FOR CNT=1 to S 
30 A*="" 
40 INPUT "Please type a string"; A$ 
50 IF A$n"" THEN 40 
60 IF ASC(A*><65 OR ASC(At»122 THEN PRINI 

"Invalid input. Try again '̂: GOTO 30 
70 PRINT "The string "Al"' is "LEN (AD 

"characters long," 

80 NEXT CNT 
90 END 
506 REM Ihis code checks for a valid code 

exanination 
S10 CLS: LOCATE IS,7 
S20 PRINT "ACCESS ATTEMPT - ENTER PASSWORD" 
530 LOCATE 20,10 
540 INPUT "Enter passwordPASSI 
550 IF PASSI="" THEN 540 
560 IF ASC(PASSf)OASC(VALID*) THEN CLS:L0CATE 

I 
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Coo, look at this, i f s the American flag... 

84.2 
MAEC 180•IF•age=13•THEN-LET•final:height*180/ 

87.3 
MADC 190 - IF•age=14• THEN-LET • f irial=hei ght*100/ 

91.S 
MANB 200•IF•age=15•THEN•LEI•fina1=height*100/ 

96.1 
HADC 210•IF-age=16•IHEN- LET -fina1=height*100/ 

98.3 
MAGC 220•IF•age=17•THEN - LEI -f ina1=he ight*108/ 

99.3 
MANC 230•IF-age=18•THEN•LET•f inal=he ight*108/ 

99.8 
KANG 240-IF-age=19-THEN-LET-final=height 
FAEL 245-WINDOW'l,40,12,18:CLS 
HAJH 250 -PRINrif•you-are-MALE.0 

HACM 260-PRINT-age;"years-old." 
IADI 2?0-PRINI-heightjHCM's-tall." 
GBOE 280-PRINT"Then-your-final-height-will-be 

-approx-";final;"CM's-tall." 
CAIE 290-PRINT 
HABE 300-PRINT"Another - go -Y/N" 
KAEF 310-againl:INKEYI:IF-again*:""-GOTO•310 
KAFM 320-IF-againl="Y"-OR-again$="y"-THEN-RUN 
MACE 330-IF-againl:"N"-OR-again$:"n"-THEW-NOD 

E-1:EHD 
CAEK 340-GOTO-310 
EADO 358-'Fenale-data 
LAJP 360 - IF - age=8•THEN - LET -f ina1rhe i ght*100/7 

7.5 
LAHP 370 - IF -age=9•THEN - LET•f ina1=he ight*100/8 

0.7 
HABC 380 - IF-age=10- THEN-LET•final=height*100/ 

84.4 
MALC 390•IF•age=ll•THEN-LET•final=height*180/ 

88.8 
MAAC 400 - IF•age=12- THEN-LEI•f inal=he ight*180/ 

92.9 
HACC 410 - IF-age=13-THEN-LET-final=height*100/ 

96.5 
MAEC 420 - IF -age=14- THEN - LET -f ina1=he ight*100/ 

98.3 
MAFC 430•IF•age=15•THEN - LET•f ina1=he i ght*10O/ 

99.1 
HANC 440 - IF -age=16•IHEN- LET -f ina1:he i ght*100/ 

99.6 
KAOG 450 - IF -age=17- THEN - LET -f ina1=he i ght 
KAAH 460•IF•age:18•THEN - LET•f ina1=he i ght 
KACH 470 - IF-age=19•THEN-LET•finalrheight 

...and now the Canadian national emblem... 

FAJL 475-WINDOW-1,40,12,18:CLS 
IAJA 480•PRINT'If- you-are•FEMALE." 
HAHM 490-PRINT-age;"years-old." 
IAPH 500-PRINT-height;"CM's-tall." 
GBKE S10-PRINT"Then-your-final-height-will-be 

-approx-M;finalj"CM's-tall." 
CAEE 520-PRINT 
HAGE 530-PRINT"Another•go -V/N" 
KAJF S40-again*=INKEYf:IF-again*=""-GOTO•310 
KAKM 5S0-IF-againl:"Y"-OR-again$:"y,,-THEN-RUN 
MAHE 560 • IF -again$="N" -OR • aga inf=V - THEN -MOD 

E-liEND 
CAJK 570-GOTO-310 

Flags produces, a screen at a time, full colour 
flags from around the world. Ross Riley of 
Bromsgrove's the man behind the program and 
he's managed to cram it into just 5K - a remark-
able achievement considering the complexity of 
some of the graphics. Full instructions contained 
within the program. 

EAKH 10-MODE-1:CALL-*BC02 
LAIG 20-L0CATE-lS,2:INK'l,24:PEN-l:PRINT-"FLA 

GS-DEMO" 
LAFP 30 -FOR - a=14- TO - 25:LOCATE - a,3:PRINI•CHRI( 

208):NEXT 
BEB0 40-PRINT:PRINT-"'This-is-a-deno-uhich-sh 

ous-various flags-of-countries-arou 
nd•the-world•The - flags - take - up-a-who 
le- screen-and•••-are-as•fol1ous-GREAI-BR 
ITAIN,-FRANCE,••-ITALY,-IRELAND,-GERMANY 
.•CZECHOSLO-" 

HBIG 50-PRINT "-VAKIA,-SWITZERLAND,-SPAIN 
,-THE-UNITED-•-STATES-OF-AMERICA,-JAMAIC 
A -and -CANADA.1" 

IBNM 60-PRINT:PRINT•"•After•you - have•vi ewed•e 
ach-flag-press••-a-key-to-continue." 

GCLH 70-PRINT'.PRINT-"-This-prograM -is-public-
domain-and-way • • -be-freelycopied, -but-i 
t-nust-not-be-•••changed-in-any-way." 

KBGB 80•INK•2,6:PEN - 2:PRINI;PRINT:PRINT•"-••-
WRITTEN-BY-ROSS-RILEY":PEN-1:L0CATE 

-14,25-.PRINT-"PRESS-SPACE" 
LAFH 90 -ON - BREAK•STOP:IF -INKE Y(47)zO•THEN -100 

•ELSE-90 
EAKK 100-CALL-«BBO3:MODE-1 
CAGP 110-BORDER-24 

...and, of course, the good old Union lack. 

MAAP 120-countryl="GREAI-BRITAIN":G0SUB-870:G 
OSUB-230 

GAGI 130-''FLAG-OF-GREAT-BRITAIN 
GCKA 140 •INK-0,26:M0VE- 300,1:DRAW•300,180:DRA 

W•1,180:DRAW -1,220:DRAW - 300,220:DRAW - 300 
,399:DRAW - 340,399:DRAW•340,220:DRAW•640, 
220:DRAW - 640,180:DRAW - 340,180:DRAW - 340,1 
:DRAW-300,1 

GAF0 158•HOVE•320,200:INK-3,8:FILL•3 
EBOF 160-MOUE-10,l:DRAW-639,389,3:MOUE-629,39 

9'.DRAW-l,ll,3:MOVE-2,9:FILL-3:NOVE-628,3 
88:FILL'3 

EBAF 170-MOVE-629,1:DRAW-1,389,3:MOVE-11,399: 
DRAW-639,ll,3:MOUE-632,5:FILL-3:MOUE'2,3 
90:FILL-3 

NBMM 180 - INK -0,26:MOVE - 360,1:DRAW•360,140:DRA 
W-609,l:HOVE-3?0,2:INK-2,l:FILL-2:MOVE-6 
39,41:DRAW-420,160:DRAW-639,160:MOVE-618 
,143:FILL•2• 

LBCH 130-MOVE - 639,240:DRAW-420,240:DRAW- 639,3 
69:MOUE-628,251:FILL-2:MOVE-360,399:DRAW 
• 360,250:DRAW•609,399:MOUE- 370f390:FILL -
2 

JBEL 280-MOVE-30,399:DRAW•280,240:DRAW•280,39 
9:MOVE - 80,390:FILL - 2:M0VE-1,240:DRAW - 220 
,240:DRAW -1,369:MOVE - 2,278:FILL- 2 

IBLB 210-MOVE-40,1:DRAW• £80,160:DRAW•280,1:M0 
VE-80,5:FILL-2:MOVE'1,3O:DRAW-22O,16O:DR 
AW -1,160:MOVE- 2,100:FILL - 2 

HAAN 220-CALL-*BB03:CALL-«BB18:G0T0-250• 
OAGN 230'MOVE-1,1:DRAW-639,1:DRAW-639,399:DRA 

W-1,399:DRAW-1,1:RETURN 
FAMJ 240 -'•THE•FLAG•OF - FRANCE 
CANC 250-MODE-1 
LAIA 260•country!="FRANCE":G0SUB•870:G0SUB- 23 

0 
FBOP 270-INK-0,26:MOVE-210,1:DRAW-210,399:MOV 

E-430,l:DRAW-430,399:MOVE-441,10:FILL-3: 
MOVE-10,10:FILL'2 

FAMI 280-CALL-&BB03:CALL-&BB18 
FAFH 290-'-THE-FLAG-OF-ITALY 
MAHI 300-MODE•1:countryJ="ITALY":G0SUB-870:G0 

SUB-230 
FBJN 310-MOVE-210,1:DRAW-210,399:M0VE-430,1:D 

RAW-43O,399:MOVE-10,10:INK-2,9:FILL'2:MO 
UE•600,10:FILL•3 

FAHI 320-CALL-«BB03:CALL-«BB18 
FAMO 330-'-THE-FLAG-OF-IRELAND 
NAHA 340'MODE•1:countryIr'IRELAND":G0SUB-870: 

Basic Tutorial Basic Tutorial... Basic Tutorial... 
1S,1S:PRINT "INVALID PASSWORD": NEW 
570 RETURN 

We've set up line 500 as the start of the subroutine, 
even though thaf s a long way from the consecutive 
{at least multiples of 10) line numbers of the earlier 
part of the program. This, if only in your own mind, 
will shove the routine out into the fringe of the pro-
gram and make it feel separate, at least. If we had 
several more routines to add, they might appear at 

1000. 1500, 2000 and so on. In this way, you can 
easily break up tasks into subroutines and have an 
overall controlling 'program' at the beginning which 
calls subroutine as and when they're needed. But 
back to our code-

Line ten sets up the actual password, in this case 
the word 'valid'. Obviously, any other word (or non-
sense word such as flurmspurgle - ifs all one to the 
machine) could be used. You can also use combina-
tions of letters, numbers, control codes and so on to 

add even greater protection (it's much easier to 
guess someone's middle name, car registration num-
ber or date of birth than it is to guess a collection of 
gobbledegook!). The password is assigned to a string 
variable called VALID$. 

Line 15 is our by now familiar ON BREAK con-
struct. This time however, instead of instructing the 
CPC to stop processing when escape is pressed, we 
want the machine to whizz off to the password rou-
tine. 
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¥ 

Ulew codes! 
In order to fix all those irritating hassles you 
all had with the previous Type-Writer routine, 
we've provided you with a better one! Aren't 
we kind? Anyway, the same rules apply as with 
the old routine, except that the codes will 
appear in highlighted text on your CPC 
screen. (Wow!) However, the new routine does 
produce different codes to the last one. You 
can find the new routine, "TypeChecker" on 
the covertape - under the filename "TYPE-
CHEK.BAS". Use it from now on, and consign 
your old "TWRITER.BAS" to the bin! 

IAIP 580'M0UE*201347:TAG:PRINT*"*'•*••*••*••* 
* i 

IAMI 590 -HOVE•40,324:TAG:PRINT•"*••*••*••*••* 

GOSUB-230 
FBHP 358-NOVE-210,l:DRAH'210,399:HOVE-430,l:D 

RAH-438,399:M0VE•10,10:FILL•2:M0VE•600,1 
0:INK•1j15:FILL•1 

FALI 360-CALL-&BB83:CALL-SBB18 
GAEA 378-THE-FLAG-OF-GERMANY 
NAPB 388•NODE•1:country*="GERMANY":G0SUB•870: 

G0SUB-230 
NBCP 390 - HO VE-1,130:DRAH•640,130:HOVE•1,278:D 

RAH - 640,270:MOVE-10,10:INK•1,IS:FILL•1:M 
OVE•10,150:INK•3,6:FILL•3:M0UE•18,280:IN 
K-2,0:FILL-2 

FAGI 400-CALL-$BB03:CALL-SBB18 
IACA 418•IHE-FLAG-OF-CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
PANB 428-NODE•1:country*="C2ECH0SL0VAKIA":G0S 

UB-870:GOSUB-23O 
KBLI 430-INKi0,l:MOVE-i,l:DRAH-320,20Q:DRAH-l 

,399:M0VE•328,288:DRAH•640,200:N0VE•100, 
20:FILL•3:N0VE-400,300:INK - 2,26:FILL - 2 

FAKI 449-CALL-&BB03:CALL-&BB18 
HAHE 458•THE-FLAG-OF•SHITCERLAND 
0ACG 468•NODE•1:country!="SHIT2ERLAND":G0SUB• 

870:GOSUB-230 
LCFP 470-INK'0,6:HOVE-290,70:DHAH-290,17O:DRA 

H•190,170:DRAU•190,230:DRAH•290,238:DRAH 
• 290,330:DRAH•358,338:DRAU•358,238:DRAH• 
458,238:DRAH-450,178:DRAH•3S0,170:DRAH•3 
SO,70:DRAH-290,70:HOVE-320,208:FILL-2 

FA0I 488•CALL «BB03:CALL &BB18 
FAPG 490•'•THE-FLAG-OF•SPAIN 
MABI S08-NODE•1:country*:"SPAIN":G0SUB•870:G0 

SUB>238 
IBLB S18- BORDER-0:INK-0,24:H0VE-1,100:DRAU-64 

0,100:M0VE•1,300:DRAH•640,300:M0VE•10,10 
:FILL•3:HO UE * 10 f 310:FILL•3 

FAJI S20-CALL-*BB03:CALL-*BB18 
GADG S30-'-IHE-FLAG-OF-THE-U.S.A. 
PAPH S40•NODE•1:country$="THE-U.S.A.":G0SUB•8 

70:GOSUB-230:INK-1,26 
LAJG S5Q'INK-Q,6:HOVE-1,187:DRAH-300,187,1:DR 

AH-380,399,1 
IAHP S60-NOVE-20,393:TAG:PRINT-"*-•*•-*--*••* 

• • 

IALI S70-MOVE-40,370:IAG:PRINT-"*--*-•*••*••* 

IAHO 600-MOVE•20,301:TAG:PRINT•"*••*••*••*••* 

IANI 610-MOVE•40,278:TAG:PRINT•"*••*••*••*••* 
H , 

IABP 620•MOVE•20,25S:TAG:PRINT•"*••*••*••*••* 

IAFI 630-MOVE-40,232:TAG:PRINI-"*--*••*••*••* n , 
IACP 640-MOVE•20,289:TAG:PRINT•"*•-*••*••*••* 

GAPK 6S0-MOVE•10,200:INK•2,1:FILL•2 
ABCO 660-MOVE•301,369:DRAH•640,369:MOVE•301,3 

39:DRAH•640,339:MOVE-630,350:FILL-1 
ABAO 670•MOVE•381,389:DRAH•648,309:MOVE•301,2 

79:DRAH•640,279:MOVE-630,290:FILL-1 
ABDN 680-MOVE-301,249:DRAH'640,249:MOVE'301,2 

18:DRAH•640,218:MOVE-630,230:FILL-1 
ABIH 690-MOVE•381,187:DRAH•648,187:M0VE-1,156 

: DRAH • 640,156:MOVE•630,170:FILL•1 
PAIJ 700•MOVE•1,12S:DRAH•640,125:MOVE•1,94:DR 

AH•640,94:M0VE•630,100:FILL•1 
OAOP 710•HOVE•1,63:DRAH'640,63:MOVE-1,32:DRAH 

-640,32:HOVE-630,40:FILL-1 
FALI 72O-CALL-*BB03:CALL-*BB18 
FAHN 730-'-THE-FLAG-OF-JAMAICA 
PALD 740 • MODE • 1: country*:"JAHAICA" :G0SUB • 870: 

GOSUB-230:BORDER*1 
ABAH 750-INK-0,24:MOVE-20,1:DRAH-320,180:DRAH 

• 619,1:N0VE•320,10:INK•2,9:FILL•2 
N ANL 768 • HO VE • 20,399: DR AH • 328,228: DR AH • 619,39 

9:MOVE-320,380:FILL-2 
OALG 770-MOVE•1,20:DRAH•280,200:DRAH•1,379:MO 

VE-lO,20O:INK-3,O:FILL-3 
NAJL 780•HOVE•639,20:DRAH•360,200:DRAH•639,37 

9:MOVE-620,200:FILL-3 
FACJ 790-CALL-SBB03:CALL-$BB18 
FAHI 800-'-THE-FLAG-OF-CANADA 
MACK 810-MODE•1:country*="CANADA":G0SUB•870:G 

OSUB-230 
HBPM 820•INK•0,26:MOVE•140,1:DRAH•140,399:MOV 

E•10,10:INK•3,6:FILL•3:M0VE•SO0,1:DRAH•S 
00,399:NOVE-600,20:FILL-3 

FCPK 830•HOVE•315,30:DRAH•315,100:DRAH•2S8,90 
:DRAU-260,100:DRAH-200,1S8:DRAH-21S,155: 
DRAH-205,200:DRAU•230,195:DRAH•240,210:D 
RAH•280,185:DRAU•270,245:DRAW-290,235:DR 
AH-320,290 

LCPO 840•DRAH•3S0,235:DRAH•370,24S:DRAH•360,1 
8S:DRAH-400,210:DRAU-410,195:DRAH-435,20 
0:DRAH-425,155:DRAU'440,1S0:DRAH'380,100 
:DRAH-390,90:DRAH-325,100:DRAH-32S,30:DR 
AU'315,30:MOVE'328,200:INK'3,6:FILL'3 

FAPI 850-CALL•ABB03:CALL•&BB18 
CAIH 860-GOTO-10 
HCNP 870•LOCATE•S,12:INK•1,6:INK-0,26:PRINT•" 

THE•FLAG•OF•";:PRINT•country!:FOR-b=4 • TO 
•30:LOCATE-b,13:PRINT'CHR$(208):NEXT:FOR 
-pause=l•TO•1000:NEXT:MODE•1:RETURN 

Describing himself as "...a determined 12 year 
old", Paul Turner of Cleethorpes, South 
Humberside's determination to succeed on the 
Type-Ins pages has paid off. We couldn't resist 
publishing his natty little 4K game, Swap. The 
game involves turning Xs into Os and vice versa 
by shoving them around on a grid and pressing 
copy when you've selected one you want to 
swap. The ultimate goal is to end up with a mir-
ror image of how the grid first started. Full 
instructions are contained within the program 
and there'a a high score table too. 

B e s t S c o r e 

USE THE CURSOR KEYS TO MOUE 
AKOllttD THE CRIJD AMD 

USE COPV TO SWAT IT AND 
SI IK ROUND INC SOUaKES 

In Swap you've got to... ouch... swap all the 
'x's to 'o's and... eek... vice versa. Tricky. 

IAGH 10-'Swap- -By-Paul-Turner 
IAED 20-'For-A«strad-Action-«-PD 
EADF 30-'Initalize 
IAOF 40-BORDER-0:INK-0,0:INK-1,26:INK-2,18 
CAMB SO-INK-3,6 
BAHP 60•MODE-1 
EAMA 70-CX=18:CY=9:P=l 
HAHL 80-DIM-GRID(9):DATA-1,0,1,1,0,1,1,0,1 
KAAG 90-RESI0RE:F0R-A=l'T0-9:READ'GRID(A):NEX 

T 
BBKL 100 - PEN - 2:LOCATE • 18,1 :PRINT - STRINGK5,15 

4).'LOCATE-18,2:PEN'1:PRINT-"SWAP!" 
JAPO 110-LOCATE-18,3:PEN-2:PRINT-STRING$(SI15 

4) 
HABD 120-DATA-ISO,1S4,1S8,154,1S8,154,156 
GANJ 130-DATA-149,32,149,32,149,32,149 
HAHD 140•DATA-1S1,154,159,154,159,1S4,157 
GAPJ 150-DATA-149,32,149,32,149,32,149 
HAJD 160-DATA-1S1,154,159,154,159,154,157 
GABK 170-DATA -149,32,149,32,149,32,149 
HAED 180-DATA-147,154,155,154,15S,154,153 
DAHN 190-F0R-Y=8-T0-14 
DAOP 200-F0R-X=17-I0-23 
IALH 210-READ-Z:L0CATE-X,y:PRINT-CHRI(Z) 
CAAP 220-NEXT-X,V 
CBFJ 230 - LOCATE•4,11:PRINT-"Moves•Taken":LOCA 

TE-27,ll:PRINT-"Best--Score" 
PAJA 240 -DATA -"USE•THE•CURSOR -KEYS-10 - HOVE"," 

AROUND-THE-GRID-AND" 
IALE 250-DATA -"USE-COPY- TO -SHAP- II - AND" 
HAKN 260-DATA-"SURROUNDING•SQUARES' 
GAOF 270-LOCATE-1,18:F0R-A=1-TO-4 

Basic Tutorial... Basic Tutorial... Basic Tutorial. .. 
And thaf s it until line 500, the start of the rou-

tine proper. Line 500 is simply a reminder of what 
this particular subroutine does. It isn't necessary, 
and many programmers advocate leaving out REMs 
all together. Fine. If you're comfortable with a large 
collection of not necessarily instantly recognisable 
routines, then take out the REMs. Otherwise-

Line 510, clears the screen ready for inputting 
the password. Oo you see that the line has more the 
one BASIC statement on it? That second part, 
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LOCATE, does exactly that, it tells BASIC to relocate 
the current cursor position (ie the point at which text 
will next appear) to a new place - in this case, the 
middle of the screen. 

Imagine the CPC's screen as a giant grid. Those 
numbers following the keyword LOCATE are x and y 
positions relative to that grid. Do bear in mind that 
you can't give grid references outside the valid 
range. At least, not without generating an error. 

Next, line 520 writes ACCESS ATTEMPT - ENTER 

PASSWORD' at the newly repositioned cursor point 
Clearing the screen like this and print upper-case 
text in the centre of it has the added bonus of carry-
ing authority, and that's important with program 
protection (when often, the protection is merely an 
illusion and a bit of lateral thinking will break it eas-
ily. Try, for example, printing the ACCESS ATTEMPT 
stuff in lower case at the next cursor location on 
screen, and without clearing it beforehand - looks 
pretty limp, right?). 
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Want to see your name in lights? (Well, on paper. rush off and program your masterpiece, note the 
actually). Then send us your BASIC programs! {No following requirements: 
longer than 5K.) The address is: 

1 All programs must be 5K or less 
T y p e - I n s 2 They must be all your own work (no nicking 

Amstrad Action stuff out of books and simply replacing the 
Beaufford Court REM statements) 

30 Monmouth Street 3 All programs must work on both the 464 and 
Bath 6128 

Avon BA1 2BW 4 We prefer disks, but tapes will do 
5 Allow four months (yes, four - sorry) for us to 

We're giving away £20 to the author of the BEST go through all the programs we're sent. It may 
type-in published each month. But before you not take that long, but we get busy spells 

6 Lastly, DONT forget to send a stamped SAE if you want your disk/tape returned to you! 

Basic Tutorial... Basic Tutorial... Basic Tutorial... 
So. We've warned the user of his/her access 

attempt and now we're going to demand a password. 
530 relocates the cursor position again, swiftly fol-
lowed by line 540 which demands a password (and 
this time, you can use lower case because in the 
right context, that can look pretty menacing too!) 

Line 550 simple checks for input and cycles back 
to line 540 to get some if there isn't any - such as if 
the return key only is pressed. 

Now a password has been typed into the machine 

and it must be checked. There are several ways to 
do that, but possibly the simplest is to check that its 
ASCII value (ie the sum of the ASCII values of each 
letter in the input) is the same as the password refer-
ence built into the program. This achieved with IF 
ASC, that is if the ASCII value of (PASSS), the input is 
not the same as (represented by <>) the ASCII value 
of the reference password ASC(VALID$) then clear 
the screen, relocate the cursor, print bog off or 
some such message and delete all traces of code 

(NEW). If it is the same, however, and the password 
Is valid, then the NEW will never be reached and pro-
gram progression falls to line 560, RETURN. Or in 
other words, go back to where you came from and 
continue processing as normal. 

Simple, right? Carry on playing with the subrou-
tine and, as always, have fun until next month. 
• Don't forget, one of the best ways of learning 
BASIC is by simply typing in other people's programs 
- you then build a picture of how the language works. 
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KAJK 280•REftD•Af:XP=<40-LEN(A«)>/2:PRINT•TAB< 
XP);A$ 

BAKP 290-NEXT 
IAAB 300-MT=0:IF•BEST=0•THEN•BEST=10C80 
KAHL 310-PEN• 3:LOCATE• 38,12:PRIHT• USIHG"WM» 

HjBEST 
IAPI 320•LOCATE-7,12:PRINT•USING"if#l«" ;NT 
EACH 330-DATA-18,9,20,9,22,9 
FACC 340-DATA-18,11,20,11,22,11 
FAJC 350-DATA-18,13,20,13,22,13 
GAPJ 360•RESTORE•330:F0R•A=1•TO•9 
JAKB 370'SVNt:MX":IF,GRID(A):0'THEN'SVM$:"O" 
KAFD 380-READ'X,Y:PEN'1:L0CAIE-X,Y:PRINI-SYH$ 
CAHF 390-NEXT-A 
FAJA 400-'Keypresses 
JAEC 410•SVM$="X":IF-GRID(P):0•THEN•SYMt="0" 
IAFG 420•LOCATE•CX,CY:PEN•3:PRINT•SYHI 
IALC 430•AI=INKEY$:IF•A$=""•THEN-GOTO-430 
GAPI 440-SOUND-1,45,2:SOUND-4,90,2 
HAEF 4S0•IF•A$=CHR$<240)•THEN•GOTO•550 
HAKF 4G0•IF'A$:CHRI(241)'THEN-GOTO-S90 
HAHF 470•IF•A$=CHRI<242)•THEN-GOTO•630 
HANF 480•IF•AI=CHRI(243)•THEN-GOTO•670 
HADE 490•IF•INKEY(9)=0•THEN'GOTO•710 
FACA S0O-DATA-0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0 
DAPI 510-RESTORE-500 
OACL S20'C=0:F0R'a:M0'9:READ-b:IF'grid(a)=b 

• THEN•c=c+i:NEXT 
FAIK 530•IF -c=9•THEN •G0I0•970 
CAJK 540-GOTO-430 
BAGK 558-'Up 
FALN 560•IF'CV=9*THEN-GOTO-430 
IAJG 570-LOCATE-CX,CV:PEN•1:PRINT•SYM 
GAED 580'CY=CV-2:P=P-3:GOTO-360 
CANH 590-'Doun 
GABA 600•IF-CY=13-THEN-GOTO-430 
IAEG 610•LOCATE•CX.CY:PEN•1:PRINT•SYNI 
GALC 620•CY=CV+2:P=P*3:G0T0•360 
CALG 630-'Left 
GAJA 640•IF'CX:18-THEN-GOTO-430 
IAIG 650•LOCATE•CX,C¥:PEN•1:PRINI•SVNt 
GAPC 660-CX=CX-2:P=P-1:G0T0•360 
CACO 670-'Right 
GAIA 680'IF'CX=22'IHEN'GOIO'430 
IANG 690•LOCATE•CX,CV:PEN•1:PRINT•SYMI 
GAGC ?00-CX=CX+2:P=P+1:G0T0•380 
FAAH 710-'Copy-Pressed 
IAGG 720•LOCATE-CX,CY:PEN•1:PRINT•SYM* 
GAKH 730•IF -P=1•THEN•RESTORE•880 
GANH 740- IF•P=2•THEN•RESTORE•890 
GAHH 750•IF-P=3-THEN-RESTORE-900 
GAKH 760•IF•P=4•THEN•RESTORE•910 
GANH 770•IF-P=5-THEN-RESTORE-920 
GAAI 780•IF-P=6•THEN•RESTORE•930 
GADI 790•IF-P=7-THEN-RESTORE-940 
GANH 800•IF-P=8•THEN RESTORE•950 
GAAI 810•IF'P=9-THEN'RESTORE'960 
FAAE 820-FOR'A:MO'5:READ'B 
KAFL 83O'IF'GRID(B)=0'THEN'GRID(B)=1'ELSE'GRI 

D(B)=0 
BALP 840-NEXI 
CBBK 850*NT=MT+1:PEN•3:L0CATE•7,12:PRINT•USIN 

G"li#t#HjHI:IF-HT=BEST•THEN'GOTO•1070 
CAAL 860-GOTO-360 
HAHF 870•'Change•Square•Data 
DABK 880-DATA•1,2,4,0,6 
DAGK 89O'DATA'2,1,3,5,0 
DA0J 900'DATA'3,2,6,0,0 
DAFK 91O-DAIA'4,1,7,S,0 
DA0K 920-DATA-5,2,8,4,6 
DANK 930-DATA'6,3,9,5,0 
DAKK 940-DATA-7,8,4,0,0 
DAFL 9S0'DATA'8,7,9,5,0 
DAAL 96O'DATA'9,8,6,0,0 
FALB 970•'Win-Routine 
NAAE 980-FOR.a=l•10•4:LOCATE•1,17#a:PRINT•SIR 

INGK39,"-") 
HAIB 990•NEXI:FOR•v=6•TO-0•STEP•-1 
GANE 1000-FOR't=100'TO-S0-STEP-2 
IAIF 1010•SOUND»l,t,2,v:NEXT-t:NEXT-U 
FBEI 1020'FOR•P=1•TO•500:NEXT:a*="YOU-C0MPLEI 

ED•THE-GANE":B»="AND•SET•A-NEW•HIGH•SC0R 
E":PEN-2 

IAEH 103O-TA:(4O-LEN(AJ))/2:TB:(40-LEN(B$))/2 
CBLH 1040•LOCATE-1,17:PRINT•TAB(TA)j At:IF•MT< 

BEST • THEN • PRINMAB (IB) j Bl: BEST:MI 
PAJF 1050-LOCATE•3,24:PRINI•"PRESS•ANY•KEY•IF 

• YOU-WANT-ANOTHER-GO" 
KABP 1060-WHILE•INKEYt:"":WEND:ERASE-GRID:G0T 

0-10 

FAIK 10?0''Lose'Routine 
NAIG 1080-FOR-a=l•TO•4:LOCATE•1,17+a:PRINI•ST 

RINGt(39,"•u) 
CAJC 1090-NEXT 
NAAG 1100-FOR•t=50•TO•100:SOUND•1,t,2:NEXT:SO 

UND-1,100,50 
FALL 1110-FOR-p=M0'250 :NEXT 
LADK 1120-at="YOU-FAILED - TO-FINISH•THE - GAME -B 

ECAUSE" 
JAHJ 1130-B$="Y0U-DIDN'T-BEAT•THE•HIGH•SCORE" 
IAGH 114O'IA=(40-LEN(AI))/2:TB=(4O-LEN(B$))/2 
NAAB llS0-PEN-3:L0CAIE-l,17:PRINMAB(IA);At: 

LOCATE-1,18 
IAML 1160-PRINT•TAB(TB);BI:PEN-2:G0T0-1050 

: 



For Sale 

CPC 6128+, 5 cartridges, joy pad/stick, 
loads of disks/books, DMP2000. £300 
the lot. Portable computer desk, excel-
lent condition £50. Large bundle of soft-
ware, £100 o.n.o. Please nng for details 
(0865) 863177 evenings, and ask for 
Brian. 
ADVENTURES DISK only Infocom 
Hollywood Hijinx £12. Infocom Suspect 
£12. Infocom Stationfall £12. Level 9 
Lancelot £10, Tolkien Trilogy £10, 
Rainbird Knight Ore £10, Dungeons and 
Dragons £10, Guild of Thieves £10. Tel 
(0293)517369. 
COMPLETE COMPUTER SYSTEM, 
CPC6128 with monctor, printer and new 
drive fitted. Modulator, joysticks. 
Utilities, software. Price including soft-
ware. over £2300. Only serious offers 
considered. Phone John Walsh on 
(0232) 352571. 
AMSTRAD CPC464 computer. 128K 
memory, Lightpen. colour monitor, over 
£300 worth of games. Computer cost 
almost £500 when new. Total kit cost 
almost £900, selling for only £250 o.n.o. 
Tel (0877) 30744. 
AMSTRAD GAMES, all originals. £1 
each. Buyer pays postage. Spectrum 
joysticks. Lightgun, loads of games £90 
o.n.o. All games on tape only. Ring 
(0222) 795161 evenings only (Cardiff). 
GAMES, SERIOUS SOFTWARE, 
books, manuals, and accessories for 
sate. For full list send SAE to: LK 
Chapman, 37 Avondale Road. Gelli. 
Pentre. Mid Glamorgan. CF41 7TW. 
AMSTRAD CPC464 with mono monitor, 
manual, joystick, magazines and 
games. VGC, bargain £95. TV 
Modulator MPI £15. Amstrad DMP3000 
printer (PC Compatible) £45. Phone 
(0276) 22693 (Cambertey. Suney). 
CPC464, colour monitor, joystick, dust 
covers, handbook, ten manuals, sixteen 
magazines, about £500 of software. 
Cost around £900 - £950. Will sell for 
£230. Phone Andrew on (0592) 757044 
after 6pm. 

MASTER SYSTEM 2 with Alex Kid boilt 
in, plus 6 other games. Boxed, not even 
6 months old. Excellent condition, worth 
£190, will sell for £120 o.n.o. Contact 
the Swan Inn (0460) 73302 after 6pm. 
AMSTRAD CPC464, green screen, 
modulator. Lightpen, 1 joystick, over 
£200 worth of games including: 
RoboCop, Sega Mastermix, Movie 
Premier, etc. AA magazines (AA66+), 
and covertapes, manuals. quick sale at 
£300 o.n.o! Contact Paul (0492) 512915 
(Clwyd). 
SPECTRUM 128K +2, 2 joysticks, over 
£80 worth of games including: 
Untouchables, Final Fight. Batman etc. 
Crash magazines, manuals, printer, 
quick sale £110 o.n.o. Contact David G 
(0492) 512915 (Clwyd. North Wales). 
CPC464 colour monitor, includes joy 
stick, lightpen, 50+ games, mags, manu-
al. £160. Phone Chns (0277) 363610 
(Ongar. Essex). 
DD-1, £90. Multiface II+, £20. KOS 
modem for 6128 (no RS232 required) 
£50. 464 keyboard (tape broken) £15, 
464 Firmware manual £15. Lightpen £5. 
AMX mouse £20. Maurice Homan. 
Eernewoudewfcg 30, 6835JG. Amhem. 
Holland 
AMSTRAD 6128 mono complete with 
Mini Office II, Music Machine F16 plus 
more disk and tape software, maga-
zines, manual, tape recorder, joysticks. 
Phone Dunfermline (0383) 880880. 
OVER 50 GAMES for sale, including 
Dizzy Collection and RoboCop. All orig-
inals. £50. Tel (0253) 396039 and ask 
for Sam. 
AMSTRAD CPC6128K 100 games 
worth £600, mags, disks, tapes, tape 
recorder, leads, runs through telly. Sell 
for £200 to collect. Plus mono monitor 
for serious programs. Tel: Wayne 071-
700 0715. 
AMSTRAD CPC464 with colour monitor, 
and over 200 games (worth over £750), 
over 20 AA mags, instruction manual 
and joystick. A bargain at only £175. 
Tel (0252) 615969 after 6pm (Hants). 

CPC6128 COLOUR MONITOR, 
MultiFace 2. printer. tape-<ieck, games 
on tape and disk, Mini Office 2, all 
leads, ail cheats and book of cheats 
from mag No.55. Original manual + 
games disks and Utilities disks. 
Joystick. Can be seen working £350. 
Tel: Jim. 081-848 7493 anytime (Hayes. 
Middlesex). 
CPC464, INCLUDES £400+ games, 
Lightpen, Lightgun, printer, manuals, 
magazines. Needs monitor or modula-
tor. Total £170, will split. Tel (0462) 
850787 (Beds). 
GAMES TO SELL AND SWAP. Inc 
Gunship (disk), RoboCop (disk), T2 
(tape), AFT (tape), and a few compila-
tions. I'm looking for Pirates and Final 
Fight (disk). Phone Roland 031-
6541443 (Edinburgh). 
CPC464 WITH MODULATOR, stereo 
speakers. Speech Synth. £250 games, 
magazines etc. £100 o.n.o. Also 
Amstrad Action, 1 - 87 with tapes, sold 
as a set. Excellent, offers. Phone 
(0925) 227359 (Merseyside). 
CPC6128 colour monitor, manuals, dust 
covers, loads'a games. Stop Press. 
Word Processor. AA Mags. AOCP Art 
Studio. Excellent condition, £150 o.n.o. 
Please buy my computer!!!! Free tape 
recorder. Phone Jonathan (0727) 
867107 (St Albans, Hertfordshire). 
AMSTRAD 464 plus paper white moni-
tor. loads of games. RoboCop 2. 
Cartridge, Sim City, Man Utd 2, many 
others. No offers. £150. Tel: Scon 
(0493)843666. 

AMSTRAD 6128+, colour monitor, along 
with 3.5* disk drive and cassette player. 
Over £120 worth of software, £295 
o.n.o. Also Seikosha 1900 plus printer. 
3 months old, only £65 o.n.o. Tel: 081-
653 9403. 
AA 5-71 AND ACU Feb 86 to Aug 89. 
From £1 to £1.50. All in as new condi-
tion. with cover tapes. Call Des (0554) 
752038 after 7pm. Buyer pays postage. 
PANASONIC KXP-1081. Going cheap, 
needs printer cable. Cannot be deliv-
ered. £10. Ring Ian 081-874 7372. 
FOR SALE: AMSTRAD CPC464 plus 
with 2 joysticks, games, magazines etc. 
Colour monitor and user manual. All 
mint condition £250 o.n.o. Tel (0553) 
761109 anytime. 
AMSTRAD CPC464 computer, boxed. 
Green monitor. Games worth approxi-
mately £170, joystick, all very good con-
dition. Two years old. will sell for £100. 
Tel (0444) 881291 (Sussex). 
CPC464 green screen, modulator. 2 joy-
sticks, manual, Lightgun, hundreds of 
games. Amstrad Action since 3 years 
ago, £225. All offers considered. Tel 
(0389) 397452. 

CPC464 WITH COLOUR MONITOR. 
Manual, joystick and over 140 games, 
also included over 30 AA magazines. 
Everything in excellent condition, will 
sell for £120. May deliver. Tel: 
Cambridge (0223) 892561 evenings 
best. 
AMSTRAD CPC464 with GT 65 moni-
tor. It has around 140 games. Will sell 
all for £150 - includes all issues of 
Amstrad Action. Ring Leigh on (0262) 
671948 after 4pm. 
DK' TRONICS 256K RAM expansion for 
Amstrad CPC6128. Upgrade your 
Amstrads' memory. Includes switching 
software on disk. Full working order. 
Absolute bargain at £25. Tel (0444) 
450454 and ask for Matt. 
AMSTRAD CPC464 games for sale. 
£60 o.n.o. the lot. 33 games hits like 
RoboCop, Rambo 3 and many more. 
Phone Richard between 5pm and 9pm. 
Tel: 021-476 1226. 
CPC6128 WITH COLOUR monitor, 
complete with manual, joystick, 
Lightgun, Multiface, tape lead, maga-
zines and over £800 worth of tapes and 
disks. Excellent condition. £285 o.n.o. 
Tel: Neal (0602) 734438 (Nottingham). 
CPC464, GREEN SCREEN literally 
hundreds of games, Multiface 2. joy-
sticks. tons of mags, other extras. 
Excellent condition, absolute bargain 
£150 o.n.o. Phone Andy (0452) 502095 
(Glos). 
AMSTRAD CPC6128 WITH colour 
monitor, DMP2160 printer, tape deck, 
100+ games, educational, DTP, all leads 
and manuals, lots of AA and ACU mag-
azines, £250. Phone Mel (0952) 
660284 after 5pm. 
128K DATABASE from Enterprise 
Public Domain. Normal features and 
disk Utilities. £1.50 • SAE to: Enterprise 
PD, Castle Hotel, Castle Square, 
Caernarton, Gwynedd LL55 2NN. 
464 PLUS UPGRADED to 128K. with 
colour monitor, joystick. Lightpen. soft-
ware and magazines £120. DDI-1 and 
FD1 disk drives and disks. £80. Serial 
Interface and modem. £30. Phone 
(0235) 529160. 
CPC1628. GT65 MONITOR, over 60 
tape games (tape lead included), over 
10 disk games, manual, system disks 
including: Opwolf. Untouchables, Tetris, 
T-Outrum. Forgotten Worlds. Gryzor, 
£199. Tel: Eman (0932) 344665. 

AA ADS CONTINUED ON 
PAGE 45 
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Please place the following advertisement in the next available issue of Amstrad Action 

Name 

Address 

Telephone 

READER ADS! 
It's true - f r o m n o w on you can advert ise 
in A m s t r a d A c t i o n fo r NOTHING! It's a l l 

part o f our cont inuing ef forts t o prov ide 
you wi th the best va lue magaz ine 

possible . 

Classif ication. Tick box: J For sale J Wanted Q Services Q User Groups I—I Other 

Write your advertisement here, one word per box. Include your name and phone number if you want them 



GAMES SECTION [43 

A C T I O N T E S T p a g e s 4 4 - 4 9 • A C T I O N R E P L A Y p a g e s 5 6 - 5 7 • C H E A T M O D E p a g e s 5 1 - 5 4 

Okay, so maybe we Haven't managed to get 

Hold of Nigel Mansell's Grand Rrix yet, but 

there's still plenty Here to keep you Happy 

and occupied. Dive in and wallow! 

this month 

THIS MONTH'S 
RE-RELEASES 

PIPEMANIA 85% 
VENDETTA 30% 
ST DRAGON 35% 
HUDSON HAWK 90% 
TRIVIAL PURSUIT 80% 

Simon Forrester 
"Aargh, help, help!" Oh sorry, we forgot to warn 
you about our new staff writer! He's called Simon 
and he comes to AA Towers fresh from the far-
away climes (well, it's quite far from Bath) of 
Leicester. Simon's lived there all his life and 
describes it as "a fun place that gets a bit too 
intense at times." Simon spook fact number 362: 
He can't blow his nose. 

Linda Barker 
Linda hasn't actually written any reviews for AA C R A 2 V C A R S 3 

this month, but she has been hanging around the 
office. Y'see, Linda's taking over the Ed's chair 
next month and she kept coming in to try it out 
for size. Poor Rod! Every time he turned his back 
Linda had nipped in to the swishest swivel chair 
this side of the throne room in Buckingham 
Palace. Linda spook fact number 581: She has 
just plain broccoli for dinner five days a week. 

Jonathan lUash 
This is Jonathan, you might remember him from a 
few issues back. In those days he was called Jon 
Pillar, but he's since changed his name to 
Jonathan Nash. He's keeping his motives well hid-
den and nobody can even guess why he's done 
such a patently ridiculous thing. Take a good look 
at his visage though, you'll be seeing quite a bit of 
him in the months to come. Jonathan spook fact 
number 38: He hates three inch disks. Hmmm. 

.85% 

.88% 

.71% 

ZAPT'BALLS.. . . 

THE ENFORCER 

SKEET SHOOT . 

NEW ZEALAND STORY 
Hit Squad • 76% (AA73) 

2 RAINBOW ISLANDS 11 USA TT WRESTLING • Zeppelin ..74% (AA85) 

Hit Squad 89% (AA78) 12 KIDS PACK 2 • Alternative Not reviewed 

3 STREET FIGHTER • Kixx Not reviewed 13 FUN SCHOOL 8+ • Hit Squad Not reviewed 

4 DIZZY DT RAPIDS • C/Masters..74% (AA76) 14 TRIVIAL PURSUIT • Hit Squad 80% (AA89) 

5 CRYSTAL K DIZZY • C/Masters..72% (AA88) 15 DOUBLE DRAGON 2 • Kixx Not reviewed 

6 MAGICLAND DIZZY • C/Masters.85% (AA64) 16 4 GAME PACK • Atlantis Not reviewed 

7 PITFIGHTER • Hit Squad Not reviewed 17 ROBOCOP • Hit Squad 84%(AA78) 

8 FUN SCHOOL 2 U 6 • Hit Squad .N/reviewed 18 ITALIA '90 • Tronix Not reviewed 

9 FUN SCHOOL 2 6-8-Hit Squad .N/reviewed 19 F16 COMBAT PILOT • Action 16 90% 

10 QUATTRO SKILLS • C/M Not reviewed 20 SUPER MONACO GP • Kixx 65% 
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VERDICT 

Sentinel • 4-1 Enmore Gardens, East Sheen, London SW14 8RF 

£16.99 • 128K disk only (may not work on some machines) 

Who needs a Plus? 

Simon Forrester 

plays a CPC Pang 

clone from Austria 

that will blow your 

mind — ifs stunning! 

Compatibility probi 
The one thing that we were warned about by 
Sentinel was a slight problem of compatibility on 
some machines, depending on the CRTC chip 
type. The basic situation is as follows; Zap Y Balls 
runs on MOST normal CPCs, though the Plus 
machines could have problems. 

After further investigation it appears that, 

according to the author, some disk drives may 
run into difficulty loading the game as well. On 
the 6128 Plus in the office, the only problem we 
had was that we couldn't bypass one of the parts 
of the loader, which maybe suggests that this is 
quite a bit of a grey area. But If you do have 
problems, Sentinel promise to refund you fully. 

The backgrounds are all highly colourful 
and very well drawn. 

the mind-numbing, spine-tingling, ball-crunching 
special effects you saw when you first loaded the 
game, they don't stop at the loader. The options 
menu (toggling music and such) is a myriad of 
colour and wavy lines... er,though that does 
make it a little difficult to actually read. 

But with a game as expertly written as this, 
why is it distributed by a homegrown group 
instead of a major distributor? As it was written 
specifically with the CPC in mind (now there's 
something new!) and by an almost underground 
author, it has no conversion prospects, and 
wouldn't be attractive to a major software house. 

Some games are just flashy demos with some 
gameplay tacked on. Some are dull efforts with a 
jazzy loader. Zap T Balls is neither. It has both 
amazing graphics and real gameplay. 

Part of the amazing Intro sequence. The 
programmer is also a demo-writer... 

unheard of team headed by ex-CPC Attack! writer 
Richard Wildey, under the name of Sentinel. 

The first thing that hits you is the loading 
sequence. Ifs a treat to watch, featuring a 
scrolling message, a 3D chess board, a stunning 
logo, and some truly stunning men made up of 
bubbles (in keeping with the theme) waving their 
various bits around (er, limbs, that is - ed). The 
worlds (sections to us uneducated serfs) are 
selected from this part, which serves as the main 
game menu, though codes are needed to access 
all but the first world (And we've got every single 
code and you can't have them - hardehardehar!). 

Once you've picked your jaw off the floor, you 
can get down to playing the game - and you'll 
want to! Anyone who's ever fed their week's gob-
stopper allowance into a hungry arcade machine 
to play Pang will not be disappointed with this 
game, as it's just as fast, fustrating, furious, and 
flabbergasting (getting desperate for alliteration 
here!) as its commercial Capcom counterpart. 

The game is based around the idea of a 
blokey with a sort of sproingy gun thing shooting 
bubbles bouncing overhead, which split, and 
split, and split, getting smaller each time until 
finally, they vanish completely - and that means a 
completed level! Oh, and needless to say, if any 
one of these bubbles touches you, you're dead... 

Why is it that all the really good games are 
based on a really simple idea? Each level is, of 
course, more challenging than the last, with plat-
forms, ladders, shootable blocks, snowballs (wait 
and see!) and other such hazards. 

In case you're wondering what happened to all 

One of the main influ-
ences on the CPC these 
days is the foreign demo 

scene (see the special fea-
ture this issue), with teams such as Logon 
producing little sideshows that continue to amaze 
everyone as to just what Arnie (Uzi!) can really 
do. So, how do these pretty (but essentially, 
pointless) effects work when used in a game? 

Well with Zap t Balls, here's our chance to find 
out! The game is a Pang clone written by Elmar 
Krieger, and introduced to Britain by a previously 

Some of the puzzles are fiendishly difficult 
to tackle. Yes, those are ladders... 

Look at all those balls! You've got about 
O.OOOOI of a second to live! 

If you've got the right machine (see 
the box on compatibility problems), 
prepare to be blown away! 

A nice opening tune that can admit-
tedly be repetitive at times, and 
some nice in-game effects. 

The first few levels are introductions 
so that you don't get put off by an 
unbelievably awkward game. 

s m Y U M e M M A R m 
An ingenious code system means 
you won't get bored by having to 
repeat early levels. 

Compatibility problems let this game 
down, but if you do get i t working, 
you'll be playing it 'til you drop! 

MQBflfiOQflflOfiatafluyBa 
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For Sale 

TAPE GAMES FOR SALE. All excel-
lent condition, from £3. North and 
Sooth. Heroquest and Wrestle Mania 
etc. For list, send SAE to: Paul 
Williams. 117 Pinehurst Avenue. 
Liverpool. 
PROTYPE DISK and manual, £15. 
Stop Press disk and manual, £17. 
Teletext receiver and software, £60. All 
in original casing. Write first: Jan 
Balling. Baunevej 139. DK-2630 
Taastrup, Denmark. 
BARGAINS! Stop Press and mouse. 
£30. 3.5" second disk drive and soft-
ware £40. DK Tronics Speech 
Synthesizer £10. Phone (0582) 609533 
and ask for Andrew. 
AMSTRAD CPC464 colour monitor, dot 
matix printer, joystick, extra 64K memo-
ry, Multiface 2. Over 120+ games, 
mouse. Interface, all for £200 o.n.o. 
Tel: Alex on 081-660 2752. 
AMSTRAD 464 plus over 60 games. 
Fast, efficient printer, colour monitor, joy 
pad. Still with guarantee, box and man-
ual. Worth £400, pnce £250. Phone 
Andrew on (0698) 882987 between 6 
and 9. 
AMSTRAD DDI-1 disk drive for 
CPC464 computer. Complete with 
Interface, CP.'M 2.2. and instructions. 
Boxed as new. only £65. Tel (0666) 
825558. 
AMSTRAD USER magazines. Every 
issue except first issue 88 issues in 
total, with 6 binders. Also every issue 
of Computing with the Amstrad, 48 
issues all in binders. Offers, buyer col-
lects. Tel (0742) 455458. 
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE quiz. 
Hundreds of questions on tots of differ-
ent subjects. For your copy send a 
blank formatted 3" disk, stamped SAE 
and £2 to: Carlton Young, 189 
Westgate, Almondbury, Huddersfieid 
HD5 8XN. 
CPC464 COLOUR, Multiface 2, Emu, 
Lightpen, 2 joysticks, Maxam manuals, 
10* books, joystick splitter, over 200+ 
games, AA 4-86, plus 50 other mags, 
cover tapes. £275 o.n.o. Phone (0602) 
289059 after 6pm. 
6128 PLUS COLOUR monitor. Matrix 
S p r e a d s h e e t . M u 11 i f a c e 2 
Wordprocessor. over £100 worth of 
games. Including Lemmings. Titus the 
Fox, F-16, Sim City, Prince of Persia. 
Less than 1 year old £350 o.n.o. Tel: 
Bath (0225) 333016. 
CPC464 COLOUR and mono monitor. 
6128 ROM upgrade. DDI Multiface. 50+ 
disks. 20+ taped games, Simulators 
and Utilities. Three years of Amstrad 
Action magazines, manuals, plus lots 
more. Ring Chris on (0522) 790435. 
DJ BASIC ON THE TURNTABLES. 
Scratches, samples and drawing. All 
Hip-Hop. Send SAE, tape and £2 for all 
you homeboys and fiygiris. Simon 
Peters. 41 Bedford Road. Yeovil, 
Somerset BA21 5UG. 
AMSTRAD 6128, needs slight atten-
tion. Multiface, joystick, tape recorder, 
all leads, green screen monitor, and 
300* games. 60+ magazines and mod-
ulator. All for £300 o.n.o Tel (0484) 
851158. 
DISK DRIVE, DDI pfus CPM only £70. 
Also games for sale. £5 each, such as 
Prince of Persia, Dizzy Collection, 
Lords of Chaos. For £7. Hollywood 
Collection. Cruiser Joystick. Phone 
(0994)484508. 
LOTS OF AMSTRAD games (tape and 
disk) including Cyberball, Lotus 
Challenge. California Games and many 
others. All original, no copied. From 
£1.00. Phone George on 081-560 
2557. 

AMSTRAD CPC6128 plus colour moni-
tor. Multiface 2, numerous games and 
spare disks, and joystick. £250 o.n.o. 
Tel:081-330 3945 (Surrey). 
AMSTRAD CPC464 disk drive with 
colour monitor. Manual, master disk 
and Quick Shot II, Turbo joystick, also 
tape deck. Over 70 games, £285 o.n.o. 
Phone Jimbo on (0823) 277256 
(Taunton). 
AMSTRAD CPC464 with colour moni-
tor. instruction manual, joystick, over 75 
games and 18+ issues of Amstrad 
Action. Worth in excess of £650. bar-
gain at only £200 o.n.o. Phone Paul 
(0908)542771. 
AMSTRAD CPC464 with colour moni-
tor. 40-50 games. All boxed, demo 
tape, instruction books, two joysticks. 
Good condition, £100 o.n.o. Tel: 081-
856 0703. 
COLOUR MONITOR 464 6128. 6128 
Guaranteed complete with 120+ games 
(tape). Lead, joystick, cassette 
recorder, guaranteed. Worth £900+, 
will sell for £250. Quick sale, excellent 
condition. Tel: Stu (0602) 460455. 
MASSIVE AMSTRAD CPC sale. 
Hundreds of magazines, listings, soft-
ware. hardware, peripherals and 
Amstrad Action memorabilia. All must 
go. Write to: Adrian Sill, 19 Sherwood 
Drive. Skelfow, Doncaster, South 
Yorkshire DN6 8NY. 

AMSTRAD CPC464. Over 300 games 
including Soccer Stars, Turtles 2. 
Smash TV. etc, all tape. 2 joysticks. 
100's of magazines. Alitor £160 o.n.o. 
Ring: 051-924 4358 after 5pm. and ask 
for lan. 
DDI-1 FIRST D/DRIVE for CPC464 with 
instruction manual and CPM 2.2 
System Disk. £95 including postage. 
Almost unused, boxed. Ring Bill (0493) 
720277 (Norfolk) 2pm - 8pm any day. 
AMSTRAD 464 PLUS with colour 
montotr, manual, games worth £100. 
one paddle controller. One year old. 
excellent condition, selling for £200. 
Contact Himanshu on (0582) 25300 
(Luton). 
AMSTRAD LIGHT PHAZER for sale, or 
swap for games (tape). Only £25 or 
send games on tape to: Julie 
Groombridge. 31 Oriel House. Blackcat 
Close, Cheimsley Wood B37 5DG. 
AMSTRAD CPC464. Colour monitor. 
app*ox £200 games. Excellent condi-
ton £225 o.n.o. Phone Nuneaton 
(0203) 349247. 
AMSTRAD CPC6128 colour monitor, 
over 200 games. Second disk drive, 
tape machine, joystick. Speech 
Synthesizer, magazines, manuals, all 
leads including printer lead. VGC, £250 
o.n.o. Tel: Workington (0900)65509. 
CPC464 COLOUR monitor, 50+ games, 
including AA cover tapes (some 
unboxed). AA mags, pnnter lead, manu-
al, cassette carousel. Ughtoen. all good 
condition for £180. Ring Russell (0203) 
715654. 
AMSTRAD 464 mono monitor, user 
manuals, basic tutorial books, games. 
Two joysticks, excellent condition, seller 
upgrading. £180 o.n.o. buyer collects. 
SJX years Computing with Amstrad, 
bound £60 o.n.o. Tel: 081-898 2989. 
CPC464 MONO plus TV Modulator. 
DDI disk drive including system disk, 
manuals and software. Will sell for 
£175 o.n.o. Phone (0625) 619266 
(Cheshire). 

AMSTRAD SOFTWARE for sale. Disk, 
tape, and ROM. Send for list: Stuart 
Whyte, 189 Cardigan Road, Leeds LS6 
1 G L . Tel (0532) 747113. 

AMSTRAD CPC464 mono monitor, 
manuals, joystick, over 30 games 
including Rainbow Islands, Golden Axe 
etc. Also included, a number of maga-
zines and cover tapes, all for £100. Tel 
(0869)320690. No offers. 
AMSTRAD 6128+ WITH over £200 
software (3 Early Learning packs. Mini 
Office 2), 3 joysticks. 10 blank disks, all 
AA's from April, all for £250 o.n.o. Ring 
Darryll on (0628) 664766. 
CPC464, GREEN SCREEN, two joy-
sticks. plus games (Lemmings, Tolkein, 
Big Box) and loadsa games worth 
£80+. Also Mini Office 2, Multiface 2, 
only £1001 Phone Tim after 5.30 (0544) 
231161. 

54 GAMES INCLUDING 5 compila 
tions, 24 budgets, 5 full price, 3 disk. 
Also 23+ coverlapes, 4 blank disks with 
type-ins etc. Bought for £250, £100 
o.n.o. All originals. Tel (0943) 465680 
(Otloy). 
AMSTRAD CPC6128 colour monitor 
CPM, Masters manual. Protext. 
Prospell. Utopia. ROM 5. Multiface 2. 
Maxam 968, Firmware manual. Max 
desktop and mouse. 44 disks. 9 Bonzo 
disks, £395, will split. Tel: 081-688 
3950 (Croydon). 

Wanted 

BARDS TALE wanted. Must be on 
disk. Will pay. Phone (0232) 622967 
and ask for Barry, anytime after 5pm. 
HAS ANYONE GOT a copy of Turtles 
2. I will give you two of my games if 
you can find it on tape. Send your 
address to me for a list. Ryan 
Stephenson. 49A Trowley Rise. Abbots 
Langley. Herts WD5 0LN. 
CPC6128 SOFTWARE on disk. 
Educational and games. Tel (0404) 
813085. 
DESPERATELY NEED WWF 464 tape 
only, willing to swap Super Monaco, GP, 
or others. Please call (0623) 748558 
anytime. Also looking for a penfriend. 
age belween 12-16. Must have a 464. 
WANTED: BUY OR BORROW 
Instruction book for DK'Tronics Speech 
Synthesizer. Please phone Stephen on 
(0842) 878766. 
WANTED: INSTRUCTION manual for 
Vulcan War game. I have a CPC464. 
Send to: Aidan Banks, 12 Cranford 
Gardens. Chandlers Ford, Hampshire 
SQ5 1PU. Tel (0703) 270565. 
LONG LOST GAMES wanted urgently. 
Rack-it, Hewsons" Ocean Conquerer, 
Firebirds' Viking Raiders. Micromegas" 
Codename Mat II. Phone (0803) 
663515, or write to: 43 Langs Road. 
Preston. Paignton. Devon TQ3 2HH. 
WANTED: AMSTRAD Action maga-
zines. Issues 70 • 74 inclusive, com-
plete with covertapes. Reasonable 
prices paid. Tel (0582) 660652 
evenings. 
WANTED DESPERATELY on disk, for 
the Amstrad CPC6128. Tetris. and a 
good cheat for Skweek and The Pawn. 
Thank you. David Ledsham. 20 
Belgrave Road, Hounslow. Middlesex. 
Tel: 081-570 7124. 
HAS ANY PERSON got a copy or 
spare version of CP/M on 3.5" disk. I 
will pay for disk, postage and packing. 
Richard Hall. 52 Vernon Road, 
Brampton. Chesterfield, Derbyshire S40 
1EP. 
JET SET WILLY and Manic Miner for 
Amstrad CPC464. Cassette only, will 
swap from list. Please send SAE. Tel 
(0489) 578298. 
WANTED: STRIDER and Target 
Renegade (both disk). Will swap for 
Prince of Persia, Vindicators. Ruff and 
Reddy and Top Cat (all disk). Send 
SAE and games to: Keith Scanton, 
Carrigans, Lower Bally mote. Co. Sligo, 
Ireland. 
WILL SOMEONE SWAP Prince of 
Persia, Hitchhikers Guide, Sim City, 
disks for various tape games including 
Turrican 2. Switchblade, Simpsons. 
Others available. Ring Rachael (0222) 
530332. 

WANTED DESPERATELY Dead Star 
SG10 or SG15 printer, D7810G 
Microprocessor chip needed. All 
expenses will be paid for trouble taken. 
Phone Steve(0326) 319284. 
WANTED: ELITE on disk. Will pay 
cash. Phone (0247) 812089 and ask 
for David between 5-6pm Mon-Sat. 
WANTED: DDM disk drive with 
Interface. Also DKTronics 64K RAM 
pack and software required. All must 
be in good condition. Phone Mr Butler 
on (0642)487888 
CPC6128 - Driller game wanted. 
Preferably disk but tape will do. Will 
pay a reasonable price. Tel (0264) 
365895. 
WANTED: INTERFACE for 464 A drive 
disk. Must be working order. Phone 
(0705) 382956 early evenings. 
WANTED: LEMMINGS, Sim City, and 
Mini Office II or Multiface II for CPC464. 
Will swap for 120 original tape games 
or AA's No.40 to present, with all tapes 
Phone Jeff (0684) 275476 anytime 

TUCK PD - for a stock list and more 
details send an SAE to: Matthew Tuck, 
15 Ravencar Road, Eckington, Sheffield 
S31 9GS. Now with over 50 disks full! 
CPC, C64, software, books, mags, 
hardware. Also, free game finder ser-
vice. Send wants list plus maximum 
price. Include telephone and SAE for 
lists. Simon. 15 Norcott Road. London 
N16 2BJ. 

User Groups 

COMING SOON! Progware Fanzine is 
to hit the streets in 1993! Originally to 
be called Extreme. Look out review in 
Public Image. Phone Robert Masson 
(0602) 631051 for information. 
FREE - A COPY of our disk based CPC 
Magazine, for serious CPC users. 
Send blank disk plus SAE to CPC 
Domain. 20 Montague Road. Saltford, 
Bristol BS18 3LA. Tel (0225) 873988. 

Other 
WILL SWAP Terminator 2 and F-16 
Combat Pilot (boxed) for Turtles 2, 
Smash TV or Hudson Hawk. All must 
be on disk. Phone (07687) 73961 and 
ask for Sam between 5pm and 9pm. 

SIGNAL SOFTWARE PD now has over 
50 selections. For catalogue send SAE 
to: Signal Software PD, 83 Longleat, 
Great Barr, Birmingham B43 6PY. Only 
25p per disk side. Hurrah!!! 
COULD ANYONE out there transfer a 
dnving school accounts program written 
in Commodore 64 Basic to run on 
CPC6128? Geoffrey Greenway, 45 
Oakfield Road, Matvern, Worcs. Tel 
(0684)573751. 
HEX HEROES PD Library. An ever 
growing selection of PD software at 50p 
per s»de. Send an SAE to: 24 Woodend 
Lane, Stalybridge, Cheshire SK15 2SR 
for a free catalogue. 
POWER PD - 50p per disk. Send 
stamp to address below for catalogue. 
Bi-monthly fanzine, CPC Power at 
same address, £1 per issue. Write for 
details: 33 East Lane, Sandiway, 
Northwfch, Cheshire CW8 2QQ. 
SWAP 6' X 1' X 1' fish tank complete 
running set-up including £30 of fish. 
Wants Amstrad Computer with colour 
monitor. Bigger the better. Contact 
Steve, 32 Brooklans, Brinkworth, 
Chippenham, Wiltshire SN15 5BA 
Phone(0666) 510786. 

V 
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Titus Tel 071 700 2119 • £10.99 cassf £15.99 disk 

Old racing games never die, they Just turn 

Into sequels... Simon Forrester puts on his 

Momex overalls and goes for a test drive 

"Life in the fast lane can be crazy". Thats what it 
says on the nice glossy box. And the nice glossy 
poster. And on the tape. And in the manual, in 
English, French, German, and Italian... 

Oh no! It's the cops! And pretty ugly cops by 
the looks of the pkcy (top left). 

Racing would be no fun without some nice rough competi-
tors and believe me, these are the roughest you'll find... 

Turns out ifs a quote from this guy called 
"Terror of the Tarmac". The question is, does 
this apply to Crazy Cars IIP 

Lef s start from the beginning. On the back of 
the box, there are loads of screen shots of vari-
ous courses, cities, tunnels, chasms, deserts, 
etc. Though it should be held in mind at all times 
that these shots BEAR NO RELATION WHATSO-
EVER TO THE CPC VERSION OF THIS GAME. 

Though passable, you won't be jumping out 
of your seat in joy at this one. The sonics leave a 
bit to be desired, and the graphics are the same 
throughout the game. 

And another thing... when racing different 
poeple, it would be nice if they didn't have identi-
cal cars. And why, when you prang another car, 

IMax Steel, or Mad Max1 

(eek) is the meanest 
racer on the track. Legend 
has it he has a habit of 
bumping other racers off ! 

2Richard 'Haircut' Cooper 
is second hardest. Nick-

named 'The Road Runner', 
he allegedly knows all the 
races by heart. 

3'Tricky Frankie' alias 
Frank Torrino is the 

shifty one. He'll either trick 
you into crashing, or try to 
sell you a dodgy car radio. 

4 
'Ferocious Felicia' cer-
tainly lives up to her 

name. She's won 73 races, 
and probably killed an 
equal number of racers. 

5No, not Uncle Fester, 
it's Joe Spencer, the 

biggest cheat around. You 
won't see him much; he's 
always taking short-cuts. 

6Sal Capone (that rings 
a bell) has a strange 

affinity wi th the police, as 
they always seem to arrest 
his opponents... 

7'Hairy' Mary Wilbur 
isn't much of a prob-

lem. If you can even find 
the joystick, she'll be chok-
ing on your dust. 

8If you're wondering 
why this guy doesn't 

look quite as hard as the 
rest it's because he's you. 
N k e shades, though... 

Oh no! It's the cops! And pretty ugly cops by 
the looks of the piccy (top left). 

can you hear this radio interference type noise? 
We dream of more than one variety of tree. A 
tear forms in the eye when we remember driving 
at 300km/h (Are you sure about all this? - ed) 
toward a city AND I ACTUALLY GOT THERE. And 
have you ever noticed how the roads on these 
games are always stripey? How else could you 
tell that you're moving? (Oh, you cynical old pro-
grammer, you! - ed) 

Gameplay wise, this is a standard racing 
game with a little more besides. You have lots of 
nice little accessories to save up for, though 
these ARE NOTHING LIKE THE MANUAL 
DESCRIBES. AARGH! DONT YOU JUST HATE 
THAT? OK. Throw the manual away. Ifs not going 
to help you. 

Extra features to drag this above your aver-
age game include super tyres {whatever they 
are), radar detectors (to help avoid the fuzz), 
speed-ups (go on, have a guess), snow tyres 
(with some mean spikes), super brakes (for flat-
tening your nose on a windscreen), a roadster 
(aerodynamic road holding of course), night 
vision goggles, radar jammers, nitrous oxide 
booster, and a turbo boost (apparently your 

DIVISION 

RACE 

SHOP J ,PASS OUIT 

The main menu, showing the billions of dol-
lars, points, and dents in your car. 
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Canny drivers always check the SP before 
starting a potentially hazardous race... 

It 's quite nice t o place a little wager on a 
friendly little jag... 

Quite a nice array of extras for an over-
keen boy-racer. They'll cost you, though 

You've been driving for hours, and you're 
still no nearer than city on the horizon... 

adrenalin will pump for a stomach-churning 10 
seconds). 

As well as your own car's features, there is a 
heavy money element involved, as it costs money 
to enter a race, to repair your car, to rise 
through the divisions, scratch your nose, etc. 
This does tend to add a touch more realism to 
the game, as instead of just being dropped onto 
a race course, you do get to go for the courses 
you want (and scream in frustration as you 
realise you can't afford to enter them). 

There's also a nice betting system in which 
you get forced into giving all your money away 
knowing full well that you are going to loose 
hideously anyway. When you've finished betting, 
somebody says "Let's go!" (probably in an 

American accent - gah! - ed) and you then start 
racing. 

The cops, as mentioned earlier, don't exactly 
like people topping 300km/h on public roads on 
a Saturday night, and therefore try their hardest 
to stop you. Their methods of detection are 
threefold. They use speed traps, highway patrols, 
and radar cameras. There are two things you can 
do when being nobbled. You can either stop and 
forfeit the race, or have a police car desperately 
trying to destroy your car before you cross the 
line (by smashing into you until you blow up). 

On top of the other features, there are also 
different opponents who you will end up racing 
with at some point or other, each with different 
tactics, and character traits. It helps if you learn 
their tricks - even if you don't avoid them, you 
can still use them on other people. 

At first glance, Crazy Cars III seems to be 
patched together well, although the collision 
detection is quite poor (try driving through a bush 
sometime). The game does move very smoothly, 
and seems a definite improvement over previous 
versions. 

So how does this game measure up? It's sim-
ple. The betting sequences, race prices, division 
rises, and cash crises do not a good game 
make. It either grabs you by the short and curlies 

OK OK, so my steering needs a little work ! 'Herbie Goes Bananas' springs to mind. But then 
this car doesn't exactly handle like a Testarossa ( thaf s an expensive Ferrari, by the way). 

Time to blast past the com petit ion, who all 
drive identical-looking cars... booooring! 

or it doesn't. You either go back to play it time 
and time again or you don't (where's this man's 
contract? - ed). 

Admittedly, it does hold up as a standard race 
game, but thafs about all, and that format is 
more than a little tired these days. However, 
being smooth and playable, it could find a nice lit-
tle niche in your collection as a damned good 
racing game - but don't expect anything more. 

Nice to start with, but a little repeti-
tive, with absolutely no change from 
course to course. 

These aren't all that effective, and 
end up detracting from the game 
quite a lot. 

When you start, CC3 does seem 
quite fun, with mastery of driving 
skills keeping you playing. 

s n m v a i w s zzmsmm 
But after you realise that's all there 
is to it, you'll probably play for 
about five more minutes. 

Frankly, despite initial appear-
ances, CC3 is no more than a 
distinctly average race game. 

I 
D H M H D E 
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Remember -the old Amstrad 

lightgun? Well forget It again 

straight away, because Trojan's 

Phazer is miles better. What's 

more, the company is also com-

mitted to the Amstrad cartridge 

format. It should be — it makes 

them! Simon Forrester sets his 

sights on two new — and afford-

able! — cart games 

\Omm 

[ Futuristic Styling Trojan 's Phazer 
looks remarkab le 
similar t o tho o ld 
A m s t r a d I fghtun, 
but I f s been 
vastly Improved 
and Is n o w much E 
more accurate. 

n u J 

Strong Micro-Switch 
Trigger 

7.5 metres of lead 

298 mm 

Remember your old Atari consoles? Amongst those 
cheap joysticks and paddles, you probably had a 
lightgun hidden away in the comer. Remember 
skeet-shootmg? Well, this technologyhas been 
hauled forward into 1993 by Trojan Software, who 
have produced their own lightgun - the Phazer -
plus two games. And they're on cartridge...! 

The whole light revolution started with the early 
light pens, which were a barrel with a light sensi-
tive wotsit at one end, and a hole at the other. The 
location of the pointer is worked out by detecting 
to a split second when the photon beam passes 
under the tip of the pen. 

One such pen was distributed by Trojan, and it 
must be said that it was completely crap. Lack of 

Amstradian forsight (or even care) when the CPC 
was produced meant the Trojan pen had to resort 
to a hideously slow form of detection, making 
movement of the pen jerky, and hideously slow. 

For some reason, they have managed to over-
come these problems with the Plus Machines (and 
GX4000). This may have something to do with the 
analogue port (the phone socket-style, er, socket 
next to the joystick ports), as it would allow 
greater accuracy, etc. Add this to a nifty lens in 
the tip of the pen, and you should have a light pen 
that is infinitely better already. However, 
strengthen the lens, add a trigger and a handle, 
and change the shape a little, and you should have 
a light gun extraordinaire! Enter the Phazer. 

It fits neatly in the hand (even in your clumsy 
slabs - ed) and has a reasonable sight on the top 
(if you've never seen a real gun sight before, you'll 
do just fine). The cable is about two metres long, 
allowing you to sit a fair way away from your 
machine, and it seems that distance does not 
affect the gun's operational accuracy. 

You can obtain the gun, bundled with Skeet 
Shoot, exclusively from Trade-in-Post (find the ad 
in AA), for a price below £34.99 (TIP are planning 
to sell below the RRP). You can also obtain The 
Enforcer, a second cart game designed for a gun 
(but not bundled with it) for a hideously low price, 
plus any other cart games you care to mention at 
varying prices. 

Aligned sights 

t 
V7/ i 

Advanced Opto-
Electronic 
Circuitry 

Tapered Barrel 
to improve 
balance 
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Trojan (comes with Phazer) • 0554 777993 

Having said that, there's plenty of nice little 
features within this rather limiting format, the first 
being bonuses. On all levels, every now and 
again, a little goose flies along the top of the 
screen, releasing eggs when shot. These eggs, 
when they in turn are shot, give special bonuses, 
the most useful of which is extra time. Extra point 
bonus coins fly up from the ground occasionally, 
so we'd shoot those too if we were you. 

Skeet Shoot consists of six levels, each bro-
ken up into two normal rounds, and one bonus 
round. The bonus round sees the geese (the 
ones you tried to horribly maim - remember?) fly-
ing overhead, dropping more eggs which must 
be shot - though you'd better learn to discrimi-
nate between gold and silver ones, as the latter 
detract from your score. 

On top of these extras, some thought has 
obviously gone into entertaining (distracting) you 
from the main objective. On some levels, this 
chuffing great spaceship flies through Monument 
Valley, or people are busy duffing each other up 
at Mount Fuji. 

One final thing that may or may not impress 
you with is the way you enter your name on the 
high score table (Oh, you saw it then, did you 
Simon? - ed). It involves shooting one of four 
icons to scroll the letters left or right, select 
them, and finish. You that you might have trouble 
entering your name if you're crap, but if that's the 
case, you won't ever get the chance to enter it! 

This game is the perfect companion for your 
light gun. The graphics are nice, the sonix aren't 

Watch the birdie! More to the point, shoot intrusive, the difficulty is pitched just right, and all 
those eggs (but not the silver ones). in all ifs a gOOd "un! 

We call H clay pi; 
ing. It's -the Americans; that 
call It 'sheet-shooting'. Oh, 
and Trojan software. It's dis-
graceful what's happening to 
the English language... 

"Pull!" What the hell is that? 
"Pull!" The tug-of war solo practices? 
"Pull!" Someone having a tapeworm removed? 
"Pull!" Oh. It's Rod in a deerstalker. Well, you 

know what they say, he with the biggest gun has 
the quietest bullets. 

Seriously though, Skeet Shoot is good. It has 
no plot, no goal other than to visit all of the loca-
tions (which, incidentally, are represented by 
some beautifully drawn backdrops), and no spe-
cial effects. It is plain and simple skill, practice, 
and fun. The aim of the game is to shoot the 
skeets. You have a time limit in which to shoot 
the required amount, and a limited supply of bul-
lets per skeet. Thats it. 

Skeet-shooting in Monument Valley. Cool! 

Nice backdrops and the skeets, 
birds, bonus coins etc all move 
really smoothly 

Very good gunshot-style sound 
effects, but not too much else. But 
then what do you need? 

You'll pick it up in an instant yet 
play it for hours. Ifs simple, but ifs 
also dead addictive 

OK, so ifs not long on gameplay. 
Simple arcade fun can still keep 
you happy for a long time, though 

A simple game that's brilliantly 
executed - excellent 

Trading Post • 0952 462135 • £TBA cart 

Dying for a drink? (Uh oh. 
Joke coming up). You will in 
this game!. (Thought so) It's 
Chicago, ifs 1932, and you're 
right in the middle of a 
Prohibition gang fight... 

Your job is to gun down dozens of bad guys as 
they pop up from beind trash cans (that's 
American dustbins), peer out of windows and 
generally hide like cowards. 

<>r»r ftrtfio-nn out i rr 

Shoot! Shoot them all! Great fun, but hard. 

Unfortunately, these gangsters also carry 
guns. If you happen to shoot any civillians (you 
dirty dog you!) all you will loose is points (/ like to 
see morals in games - ed), and this is extremely 
inadvisable as in this game points aren't all that 
easy to come by... 

The game is played Operation Wolf style, 
though the screen won't move - you have to kill a 
pre-determined number of goons before you can 
progress any further down the street. There are 
also nice little bonus levels in between locations, 
involving loads of bottles of booze and some 
blokeys trying frantically to pack it. Your job here 
is to shoot the whiskey before it gats packed. 
Missing one bottle means the end of the bonus 
level (a tad harsh), as does shooting a (legitimate) 
bottle of water. 

The Enforcer is hideously difficult. Getting on to 
a bonus level is damned near impossible, and 
these levels do not last for long anyway.This is a 
nicely presented game, with nice sonics (what lit-
tle there are) and nice graphics, but marred 
horribly by the fact that it is way too difficult. 

Good, but nothing special given that 
the extra hardware of the cartridge 
machines is being used 

Again, nothing especially riveting 
here. Lots of shooty noises, but then 
you'd kind of expect them... 

Fast and (initially) addictive game-
play gets you hooked at the start, 
even if you don't get very far... 

...and you never will, either, 
because this game is seriously diffi-
cult. Those bad guys are too fast 

Quite a nice-looking game, but 
there's not a lot of depth to it and 
it really is rather difficult 
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464 PLUS 1 St DRIVE -ROMBO 
DISCOUNTS 

R O M B O R O M B O A R D 
N o w only £ 2 5 . 0 0 

The most widely uicd of all Romboords. 8 
lockets; on/otf switch for each; high 8 or 
low 8 ROM ilon selectable; facility for a ZIF 
sock* or 16k RAMROM 

DISCOUNTS 
20% • with the Dual-Mode Drive 
10% - with R O M software valued 

of £ 2 0 or more. 

EPROM PROGRAMMER 
with eject socket - £30 
with ZIF socket - £35 

Programs 8k. 16k. 32k, 12.5v, 21 v. CMOS, 
non-CMOS eproms; all or port eprom 
copying; supplied with its software on ROM 
and o disc, a PD gomes ROM file, utility to 
turn Basic ond m/code programs into ROM 
programs, instructions on ROM layout and 
using 32k opromi to double a rombcord's 
copocity. 

32k RAMROM -£13.95 
32k of RAM in two 16k blocks. Each 
behave* like o ROM. surviving resets, wtien 
loaded with ROM software. Ideal for testing 
ROM programs without the need to blow/ 
erase epromr 

R O M B O 

VIDEO DIGITISER 
N o w only £ 6 5 . 0 0 

Captures video pictures from a video recorder, 
camera or TV with 'video out" to computer 

memory Manipulate pictures, save to disc, use 
in programs, print out, e*c. 

3s" DUAL-MODE DDIVE 
Includes:-

* MS800 on disc # MS800 on ROM 
* 10 blank discs # carriage 

O u r superior dr ives d o everyth ing 
3 .5" dr ives do • a n d more besides! 

that all other 

CHECK OUT THESE FEATURES: 
MODE 2: Full, unimpeded use wiih Rodos, Ramdos, Romc'os ond 
Rorndos XI giving up to 8C0k per disc without the need to use the 
SIDE SWITCH. The statement elsewhere that 'albor drives. . . 
witl only allow you to access 4001c al a lime" is a lie as many 
who have resoned to adding their own side switch to inferior 
drives can confirm. Fuii use of MS8CO. the no.l h>gh capocify 
formatter - 800k per disc at 400k per side. MOW 1: works as a 
complete ohernativo to the FD1 B drive - 180k per side. Without 
the side switch, mode I is not possible. 
OVERALL: Ultra quiet TEAC mechanism, the type used in most 
professional computers; super small; separate power supply; 
sleek mete case. You rw«d to buy no'h.ng else to use your drive 
immediately. MS800 is supplied on disc end ROM w+iethe' or 
not you have a Romboord JCO the KOMBO DISCOUNTS. 

464 PLUS 1 st drive - see this ad. 
Old 464 ljt drive not suitable. 

Please state your computer model 
when ordering. 

£79.95 
complete 

DUAL 
CHANNEL 

RS-232 

ROMONOff SWITCH £7.95 
Connects to tho expansion port to turn all 
external ROMs OFF or ON as needed. Not 
suitabie for a 464 with disc drivo. 

fW/ATKR 
Phone: 0442 251705 

M S 8 0 0 is rhe number one high capacity formatter, a'owing up 
to 8COk storage per 3.5' disc. It is the ONLY one that doesn't 
need to be present for its dues to be usod, the ONLY one that is 
compatible with all software including CPM, the ONLY one that 
uses no memory whatsoever, the ONLY one that can use its d;scs 
in drive A |AB8A switch users, pleas* note), the ONLY one that 
works with the Plus mochines. It is supplied wi»h its own copying 
utility ond a menu program (hot ollows mony tope to disc 
transferred games to run from drive B Check these features cgoinst 
any alternative ard you'I see why MS800 is simply the best 

MS8C0 disc or ROM 9.95 
MS8C0 disc and ROM 14.95 

3 9 C R O S S F E L L R O A D , L E V E R S T O C K G R E E N , 
H E M E L H E M P S T E A D , H E R T S . H P 3 8 R G 

BONZO SUPER MEDDLER 
Exceptionally good tape to disc transfer utility, ve-y 
lorge on-disc database of verified transfers. 
Produces standalone transfers. 

BONZO BUTZ 
Transfers all varieties of SPEEDLOCK tapes onto 
disc, producing stand-alone transfers. On-disc 
database of verified transfers. Includes 4 adventure 
gomes • FREE I 

BONZO'S FLASHPACK 
Over 60 additions to Basic, some very powerful. 
Flosh Basic's commands can bo used within your 
own Bosic programs but 
it does not need to be 
present for the programs 
to ainl 

MAXIDOS 
The most comprehensive 
and effective general 
disc utility available for 
the CPC. Al! features work 
with Amsdos, CPM, Romdos and Romdos. 
Includes disc/file copy, disc optimise, CAT inc. 
erased files, restore erased files, disc editor and 
much much more. 

BONZO'S BIG BATCH 
Fast, flexible Database; superb pools prcdictor; 
screen arvd sprite designer. 
SUPER MEDDLER 13.95 
BUTZ 13.95 
FLASHPACK 9 95 
BIG BATCH 9.95 
MAXIDOS 13.95 

ROM SOFTWARE 
PROTEXT £30 UTOPIA £25 
PROSPELL £25 MAXAM £30 
PROMERGE £25 MAXAM 1.5 £25 
PD GAMES ROM |2 games! £3 50 
6128 UPGRADE ROM 
Supplied with full fitting instructions £24 .95 

3rd DRIVE SWITCH 12.95 
ABBA SWITCH 12.95 
SIDE SWITCH (kit) 3.00 
SIDE SWITCH (plugon) 5.95 
ABBA & SIDE combined 14.95 
DRIVE ADAPTERS various 
SOMDOS (ROM only) 9.95 
Amstrad FD1 3r B drive 79.95 
3" Amsoft discs (10) 20.00 
3.5" discs (10) 7,50 
3" individual disc case (10) 5.95 
3.5" locking disc box (40) 7.95 
The switches, which can be daisy-chained, 
plug onto the 6128 or 664 drive port and the 
drivels) plug onto the switches. The 3rd DRIVE 

SWITCH allows 2 

£39.95 
w i t h s o f t w a r e 

M o n d a y to F r iday 

M A J O R C R E D I T 

C A R D S T A K E N 

N o callers 
please 

external drives to 
bo connected ond 
selocted at will B 
to B copying is 
OK. The ABBA 
switch logically 
swaps tho internal 
ana extornal 
drives around so 

that A becomes B ond vice verso. The SIDE 
SWITCH gives the Dual-Mode feature to a 
double headed drive. DRIVE ADAPTERS allow 
CPC drives to bo used on other machines, 
e.g. PC, PCW, ST, Amiga. 

464/6128 PLUS 
Low cost INTERNAL 

disc/memory upgrades 
Done D.I.Y. 

kit 

15.00 
30.00 

18.00 

by us 

25.00 
40.00 

30.00 

4 6 4 P L U S 
Extra 64k 
Disc interface* 

6 1 2 8 P L U S 
Tape with remote 

(tape recorder not included) 

* Together with the 3.5" drive, this 
is the lowest costing 1 st drive b y 
a very w i d e margin . 

Please write or phone for details 
before sending your computer. 

(0257) 
421915 O . J . SOFTWARE 

Fast Friendly Service 421915 

ADVENTURE 
CASS DISK 

Acbefon £11.95 
Avon (with Murdac | £11.95 
Countdown to Doom £ 11.95 
P.oturn lo Doom £11.95 
tail Days of Doom £ 15.95 
Kingdom of Homil £11.95 
Philosophers Qjest CI 1.95 
HeroOuwl • Re1 WAo<d..£10.95.£U.95 
Wat m Middle Earth £6.95 
Famous Five on Tr. Island...£9.50 £11.95 
Giant KiSer Moths Adventure £15.95 

ARCADE 
CASS DISK 

Addoms family (128K| £14.95 
Ccptam Blood £11.95 
F16 Combo-Pilot £3.75 £7.95 
Final Fight (123IQ £13.95 
GLoc (T2BK) £13.95 
Gauntet III £13.95 
lemmings £12.95 £15.95 
Monty Python £11.95 
Outrun Europe £9.50 £13.95 
Paperboy II £9.50 £12.95 
R extend £12.95 
SpoceCrusode £12.95 
Simpsons £9.50. £12,95 
Smash TV £9.50 £12.95 
Sfreet Fighter II £14.95 
S S o o c e 'waders £9.50 £14.95 
Terminator II £9.50 £12.95 
Tiftjs the Fox £9.50 £12.95 
WWF Wresllemoivb £10.95 £12.95 

SPECIALS 
Mystical £6.99 
New York Worrioa C6.99 
Super OR-Rood £6.99 
Off-Shore Worrier £6.99 
W.ld Streets £6.99 
light Corridor £6.99 
FULL RANGE BUDGET SOFTWARE STOCKED 

COMPILATIONS CASS 
Jut 2,95 2 HOT 2 HANOI: Odder. Axe, $ot>. Off Re To* Ifecail, Shod. VXttxI 

flSTS Of SVircbi, Double Drsgon B, Ninja Warrkws, Dyn. Dux 
HCUYWOOC COUEC1K>N: B<ranMao*. Robcccp.G, b.Vcr-.II, I Jomwl.C. £11.95 
C*£AV. TEAM: Terminator II, Simpsws. WWF Wresll««oiw» 
V£GA SPCFTTS: 30+ Sporting Events 
MNDS1«*TCH£R$: W«nopcly. Scrohtoo. Cbado 
SUfeUflGHlER: Finol Fight, WWF Wr-ssHeirorb.. Pit-Fighter. 
SCCCK STAS-!.: Kick Off II. Gozza II, Emlyn Hughes. Mkroprt.se Sotcer £H .95 

DISK 
..£15.95 
...£9.99 
-XI 5.95 
..£15.95 
..£15.95 
..£12.95 
..£15.95 
..£15.95 

STRATEGY/S IMULATION 

CASS DISK 
COIOMU* -8.0 Che$» £375 £7.95 
Cokssw 4.0 Br-dge £3.75 £7.95 
Hynt Red October £6.99 
Monopoly -£6.99 
5crofcfeieDeluxe612S £12.95 
Tofee 3 Sporti £7.95 
F16 Combat Pib* £3.75. ... £7.95 
Manchester Uri Europe £12.95 

W A R G A M E S 
Avotorxhe (holy WW2) £10 95...£11.95 
Battle cf Bulge £10.95 ..£11.95 
Crete 1941 £10.95...£11.95 
Desert Ro<% £10 95...£11.95 
R_T.Smi!h Ccrnoendium £12.95. ...CI 3.95 

(Ancient Bott'os » Arnhem + VUcon) 

BUSINESS/UTILITIES 
Advanced Art Studio 6128 £ 19.95 
Colour Domp 3 |Col S<r Dump} £15.95 
Crash Cojrie Typing Tut 6128 £20.95 
Maxam lAuemblerj £23.95 
Masttrfi:© III £29.95 
Mini Cfrice II £12.95 ....£16.95 
Money Manager (+PCW) £24.95 
Prctew £16.95 ....£21.95 
Praipel £20.95 
Protype (Print Enhancer) £23.95 
fasword 6128 £24.95 
fc*Spall (For lojword) £20.95 
fasDiary £20.95 

ACCESSORIES 

AMX Mail* & Irĥ -feco £34.95 
AMX Mouse * Adv Art * MoOlo Mat. £54.95 
A-nirad M P IF 1464 to Sea* TV) £25.9.5 
Amstrod MP2F(6128 to Scort TV)...... £29.95 

» Aisove require RGB inptf 
Ca>«-He leod (not 6128f) . £3.95 
CdteeHe Rec * Leads (rot 6128*) £23.95 
Cover Se» |:tate modi & mon) £8.95 
Diik Drive Clooner 34 £5.95 
G«nlu» M«us« & Adr Art £49.95 
Mwrory Exponslon 64K for 464 £44.95 
Printer Cable 1 Mtr £8 95, 2 Mr £10.95 
Prirrlw Cable 464+/612-2Mlr £7.95 
Joystick Splitter £8.95 
Kboard ExHoods 464 £7.95, 6128 £8.95 
Kboord Exticwdi 464-»/6?28* £8.95 

AMSTRAD MP3 TV TUNER £29.95 
USE YOUR MONITOR AS A COLOUR 

T.V. WORKS WITH CTM644 MONITOR 
MP3 TV Toner fcr 464+/6128+ £36.95 
MP3 + P/S for CTM 640 M . . . £37.95 

JOYSTICKS 
AMSTRAD JV2 . £7.95 
CHEETAH Sua £13.95 
CHEETAH Moch 1 CM .95 
POWERPIAY Terminator £14.95 
QUX:KSK)T python ! £10.95 
QUiCKSHOT Python I Micosw £11.95 
2PSIICK Super Pro £14.95 
404+/6128r/GX4i>CO Gows Podde £8.95 

EDUCATION 
CASS 

fun Schod icr W 5- £ !0.95. 
Fun School •? or W 57 £50.95 
taSefcfelHof W 7-H £10.95. 
The Shoe People 46 £8.95. 
Uw Way with Words 4$ £12.95.. 
Fun w.-:> V^rrf* 7- ..£8.50. 
Keorfl&hlAwey ' 5-8.........£9.95 . 
Rood Right Away 2 6-9 £9.95. 
Rood Rigl-i As«jy 3 7* £9.95.. 
Better Spelling 9+ £8.95. 
Ute Flay Nombors 43 £12.95. 
Uw P?cy Mofwy 4-e £52.95. 
Prirwy MflHi* 3-12 £24.95. 
Fun w * Numbers 7- £8 50. 
Target Widths 6-13 £50.95. 
Micro Matu 9-16 £24.95. 
Batter Mffhs 12-16 £8.95. 
Mego Moths £24.95 
Biology I 12-16 £8.95. 
Chemistry 5 12-16 £8.95. 
Physiol 12-16 £8.95. 
French Mistress U • 
Gsrmar. Master 11+. 
Italian Tutor 11+ j 
Spanish Tutor 11+ 
Micro English 8 Ad £24.95. 
Tho Threo Boars 5+ |6128) 
Five on Treasure Isiand £9.50. 
Gronn/s Gordon 6-10 16128] 
Dragon >A<orld 6-10 (6128) j 
Giant Killer Maths Adv 9-14 
Answer Bock Jnr Qua 6-11 | 

DISK 
£13.95 
£13.95 
£13,95 

.£12.95 
.£12.95 
£11 95 
.£12.95 
.£12.95 
.£12.95 
.£12.95 
.£12.95 
£12.95 
£24.95 
£11 95 
£12.95 
.£24.95 
£12.95 
£24.95 
.£12.95 
.£12.95 
£12 95 
.£15.95 
£15.95 
£15.95 
£15.95 
£24.95 
£12.95 
.£11.95 
.£16.95 
£20.95 
£15.95 
£11.95 

FACTFILE SERIES FOR A N S BACK 
JNR QUIZ 

Arithmetic 6-11 £7.95 
Spelling 6-11 C7.95 
World Geogrophy 6-11 £7.95 
Naturol History 6-11 £7.95 
English Words 6-11 £7.95 

PRINTERS 

All printers listed below are 
suitable for use with AMSTRAD 
CPC, ATARI ST, C O M M O D O R E 

AMIGA. IBM PC & 
COMPATIBLES 

W h e n ordering please state 
computer 

CITIZEN 1200 + 9 Pin Mono £139 95 
STAR LC20 9 Pin Mono £149.95 

STAR LC100 9 Rn Mono/Col ... £199 95 
STAR LC200 9 Rn Mono/Col £219 95 

STAR LC24-I0 24 Pin Mono £209.95 
STAR LC24-IOO 24 Mono £219.95 

STAR LC24-200 24 P.n Mono £259.95 
STAR IC24-200 24 Pin Men/Col. £289.95 

AJI prices include coble & deSivwy 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
Quantity: 
D M P 2000/3000. 
CITIZEN 1200 
IVMMOMC OP 10/1180. 
STAR LCI0/20 
STAR LC24-10/20. 
fiivwOHtc KXPl 124 
STAR LC200 tAono 
Star LC200 Colour 

1 2 
.£3.75 ...£7.00 
.£3 75 ...£7.00 
£3 75 £700 
£3 75 £7.0) 
.£3.95 ...£7.50 
£3 75 . £700 
.£4.95.. £9.50 
£9.95 .£18.95 

5 

£16.25 
.£16.25 
£16 25 
£1625 
.£17.50 
£16 25 

Other printer r ibbons p lease 
phone 

RIBBON REFRESH £8.95 

10% DISCOUNT O N CARTRIDGES 
FOR SEGA MASTER SYSTEM, 
MEGADRIVE & G A M E GEAR 

WITH RRP GREATER 
T H A N £ 1 5 . 0 0 

PRICtS INCLUDE POSTAGE & PACKING IN U .K . PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES & POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO: O J . SOFTWARE A N D SEND TO O J . SOFTWARE, 2 7 3 M O S S Y LEA R O A D , 
W R IGHT INGTON , N R . W I G A N , U N C S W N 6 9 R N (MOST ORDERS DESPATCHED BY RETURN). ACCESS & V ISA ORDERS TEL/FAX O N 0 2 5 7 4 2 1 9 1 5 MON-FRI 9 . 0 0 - 1 7 . 3 0 
( ANSWERPHONE /FAX OUTSIDE HOURS) . OVERSEAS ORDERS WELCOME (SOFTWARE ADD £ 1 PER ITEM POSTAGE; PAYMENT BY CREDIT CARD, EUROCHEQUE OR BANK ORAFT) 



Are you stuck: in a game? Tearing your kair 

out? Rhil Howard to tke rescue! He's kere 

witk a whole sackload of cheats, tips, maps 

and solutions for gamesters everywhere. 

Send YOUR tips to: Cheat Mode, Amstrad 

Action, Beauford Court, 30 Monmouth 

Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. Remember, 

the best ones win a tenner! 

quits the game, then press space or Fire on the 
joystick to restart the game, which transports 
you to a different level. 

Strylcer and the 
Crypts of Trogan 
Alex Cochrane of Wishaw has discovered some 
absolutely fabulous keypresses. The first nine 
(yes, nine!) are for Stryker and the Crypts of 
Trogan, and are entered into the hi-score table: 

SIMPLICITY Difficulty (Ueasy - I0=hard) 
SIMBURGER 30 lives 
SIMMERING Start on level two 
SHIMMER Start on level three 
SIMPER Start on level four 

£10 
i n H H B rm 

Stuntman 
Keypress king Paul Harper of 
Folkstone has surfaced .again with a 
couple more real crackers for the 

new year, the first is for Seymour Stuntman. On 
the title screen, hold down the keys SONJA then 
start the game while still holding them down -
you will get invulnerability (use this cheat and 
Sey-more - Paul suggests!) (Groan.). 

Reckless Rufus 
Alternative's Reckless Rufus is the second game 
to fall at the Harper hand. Hold down the keys 
VIRGO and start the game whilst holding them 
down for invulnerability. The down cursor arrow 

ZIMMER Start on level five 
SIMPOINTS 100,000 points 
SIMATERIAL Reset all cheats 
SIMMER OFF Start back at level 1 

Double Dragon 2 
Simon Lawrence of Troon has supplied an update 
to the Double Dragon 2 cheat that was in AA. 
Pause and type RUN LIKE HELL to initiate the 
cheat. Then if you press TAB you skip a level. 
Also, if you press CTRL you kill everyone on the 
screen. 

Should you be interested in getting extra honour 
badges in Space Crusade then David Ashley-
Smith of Worthing has the answer. Enter mission 
6 (purge and withdraw), move your commander 
out of the docking claw (only 1 space is neces-
sary) and click the End of Go icon. Keep ending 
your go without doing anything until you get the 
'master controls'. When you do, open the outer 
doors and escape, for doing this you will be 
awarded one honour badge. You may repeat this 
as many times as you like, but it is a good idea 
to save your chapter each time because if you 
don't manage to get the master controls you will 
be stripped of all honours. cont. on p53 

KEY 
Ifil ENTRANCE 

OPENS EXIT 

-OPENS DOOR 

POWER UP 

\ | / S P I K E S 

\ CHOPPERS 

LOOSE FLOOR 

J- SKELETON 

fiD exit DOOR 
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G A M E T I P S 

Tombestowne — complete solution 
Now here's an oddity!, over the last couple of 
months I've had two people requesting a cheat 
for the very old Amsoft game of Tombstowne 
(What is this, a revival?). 

Anyway deep in the recesses of my filing 
system (Big Box under the table) I just hap-
pened to have a solution to the said game 
which never actually found its way into print 
and was sent in by D. J. Castleton of Norwich. I 
know it is an incredibly old game, but who am I 
to go against the tide of popular demand? Well, 
at least 3 people are happy! 

1 Start in the castle of Tombstowne and walk 
right to the great hall. 

2 Jump through the door into Could this be a 
Trap. 

3 Walk over to the hole and jump over, take 
the mousetrap. 

4 Jump through the door into Down Under, go 
down the stairs into the Cellar. 

5 Go to the barrels, take the tap and go back 
to the Great Hall. 

6 Walk right to the next room and through the 
door to large. 

7 Take the stool, walk left to the Kitchen and 
drop the stool next to the table. 

8 Jump on the stool then on the table, take the 
cheese and drop it on the mousetrap. 

9 Go back to the Hall, and walk right, collect-
ing the 1st page, to the stairs. 

10 Jump up the stairs and walk right collecting 
the 2nd page. 

11 Jump through the door with the umbrella 
next to it. You are in the Library. 

1 2 Walk left and take the step, collect the 3rd 
page. 

13 Go back to the Hall with the umbrella next 
to the door. 

14 Walk right to the end of the Hall and jump 
through the door on your left (bedroom). 

15 Walk right to the table and take the yellow 
key. Walk right to the Bathroom, drop the 
tap and return to the end of the hall. 

16 Walk right to the broken stairway and drop 
the step. 

17 Go up the stairs to Beware of the Rats and 
drop the mousetrap. 

18 Walk right to Burning Hall and jump through 
the door (Master Bedroom). 

19 Walk right and take the book. Return to the 
Library. 

20 Walk left, jump through the wall and walk 
left, collecting the 4th page. 

21 You are in the Armoury. Walk right to the 
barrels and jump up. 

2 2 Take the shield, go back to the Library and 
drop the book. 

23 Walk right and take the matchbox, go to 
Beware of the Rats. 

24 Drop the matchbox and walk right into the 
next room. 

25 Jump through the door to the Study, walk 
left to the table and take the crucifix. 

26 Go back to the Castle and jump through 
the door. Walk left to the Tower. 

27 Collect the 5th page and go inside the 
Tower. 

28 Walk left and jump, then right and through 
the door. 

29 Walk right and collect the 6th page. 

30 Take the balloon and drop the crucifix, then 
go back to the Master Bedroom. 

31 Walk right to the Bathroom, take the grey 
key and drop the balloon. 

32 Go back to the inside of the Tower, walk 
left and jump up. 

33 On the Battlements jump up over the can-
nons. 

34 At the end of the Battlements drop the 
shield and collect the 7th page. 

35 Jump through the door and into the Hut. 
Collect the 8th page and take the rope. 

36 Go back to the end of the Battlements and 
drop the grey key. 

37 Go back outside the Castle and go down 
the Well. 

38 At the bottom of the Well collect the 9th 
page and take the bucket. 

39 Drop the rope and return to the Bathroom. 

4 0 Take the tap, go to the end of the bath 
, and drop the tap. Your bucket is now full 

of water. 

41 Go to Beware of the Rats, take the match-
box, go to Burning Hall and collect the 10th 
page. 

42 Drop the bucket, go right and jump up the 
stairs. 

43 In the Hall, take the candle and drop the 
matchbox. The candle is now lit. 

44 Go to the Study and through the door. 

45 Jump over the hole in the Darkest Room 
and go down the stairs. 

46 Collect the llth page, walk right and jump 
over the hole. 

47 Take the trap door handle, drop the candle 
and go back to the Broken Stairway, then 
go left to the end of the Hall. 

I 

48 Jump through the door on the right to the 
Gallery. 

49 Walk right, take the rock and make your 
way back to Could this be a Trap. 

50 Go down the hole and walk right from the 
Mine Shaft to the Curse of Spits. 

51 Walk right to under the rocks, drop the 
rock and take the hammer. 

52 Go back to Could this be a Trap and collect 
the 12th page. 

53 Go to the end of the Hall and jump through 
the door to the Dining Room. 

54 Walk right to the mirror, jump up and take 
the blue key. 

55 Go back to where you got the candle from 
and walk right. 

56 Jump up the stairs and through the door to 
the Attic. 

57 Collect the 13th page and walk right to the 
Forbidden Room. 

58 Collect the 14th page, take the boot and 
go back to the Attic. 

59 Take the oxygen tank, drop the blue key 
and go back to the Curse of Spits. 

60 Walk left and collect the 15th page and go 
to the Top of Flood. 

61 Enter the water to Bottom of Flood and col-
lect the I6th page. 

62 Stand in the middle under Exit Out and 
drop the boot. 

63 Go back to outside of the Castle and walk 
left to the Cauldron. 

Still with us? You are? Well that means 
you've completed the game... hurrah! 
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G A M E T I P S 

When you have collected 4 honour badges, 
don't trade them straight away, but go to 'Set-op' 
and highlight all the eqipment icons. Then go to 
'Status' and trade your badges to go up in rank. 
In this way you will keep all of your equipment, 
even though you have no badges. 

Sonic Boom 
Not content with that Alex has found another 
cracker for Sonic Boom. Type CONIS into the hi-
score table for infinite lives. Thanks. Alex, for 
some pretty neat cheats. 

DreHcfldris 
A number of people have found a little cheat on 
the cover tape game Drehddris, including 
Stephen Matthews of Kings Lynn, Simon Crask of 
Pitsford, Sebastian Holt of Margate and Jonathan 
Last of Surrey, Andrew Conlan & Kevin Reid of 
Larbert and Ben Watkins of Hinkley... Change 
level to 4 or over then while playing press the up 
cursor key until you are at level 10 and the 
shapes come down very slowly. 

Zap T' Balls 
Mentioned a couple of months ago in Tim 
Blackbonds PD section was a pretty neat Pang 
derivative called Zap T Balls. (We've reviewed it 
this issue, Phil, don't you read the mag? Oh, 

right, not before it's printed. Ah. S'pose not...) 
Well, Radek Kabala of Winnweiler in Germany (ifs 
distributed by a German CPC mag over there) 
has it, and has supplied the codes to get you to 
different levels: 

I Nothing (it is the first level!) 
3 EGS 
5 GCS 
7 DJH 
9 BSC 
II BMC 
13 GPA 
15 OAS 
17 CBS 
19 GOS 
21 MTI 
23 AST 
25 TMP 
27 WAR 
29 END 

The Grand 
National 
John Oldenburg of Cardiff has found a built-in 
cheat whilst playing The Grand National by Cult. If 
you sell one of your horses at auction and buy it 
back immediately you can amass lots of money -
e.g. sell at £10,000, buy back at £4,500. 

Out Run Europa 
Agnello Gurarracino of Croydon has been out run-
ning with Out Run Europa and discovered that on 
the motorbike level, should you ever need extra 
turbo tokens just bring your motorbike to a dead 
halt then wait about 7 seconds - and watch them 
appear like magic on the road. 

Multiface IVIarirel! 
Ken Wood of Blyth, and William Huddleston of Innerleithen, Lee Rouane of Chesterfield, and 

Adam Bake well of Thornton have been frantically searching out these IVIultiface pokes... 

NAME ADDRESS POKE EFFECT Arctic Fox 8049 00 Infinite Shields 
Ikari Warriors S755 00 Infinite Lives 

Hi Rise (t) 297D 00 Inf lives Ninja Connando (t) 83D1 00 Infinite Lives 
2A7D 00 Inf glue SDI (t) 3A49 00 Infinite Lives 

On the Run (t) B2CB 00 Inf tine Captain Planet 7CD6 00 Infinite Lives 
92C1 00} Inf snart bonb Bart Sinpson 3AE4 00 Infinite Lives 
9303 01) 2016 00 Infinite Tine 

Devils Crown (t) 863B 00} Inf Oxygen Shadou Warriors FCDF 00 Infinite Credit 
863C 00} Lennings (d) BD2F 00-14 Nunber of Clinbers 
863D 00} BD30 00-14 Nunber of Floaters 

Elidon <t> 749F 00 Inf lives BD31 00-14 Nunber of Bonbers 
Cauldron (t) 9CB3 00 Inf lives BD32 00-14 Nunber of Blockers 
P4? (t) 27DC 00 Inf planes BD33 00-14 Nunber of Builders 
Satan (t) 8DEB 00 Inf lives BD34 00-14 Nunber of Bashers 

7C4C C9 Inf tine BD3S 00-14 Nunber of Miners 
Chevy Chase (t) 24E7 00 Inf tine BD36 00-14 Nunber of Diggers 
Inpossible Mission (t) 0ED7 C9 Robots harnless 

2632 21 Inf password B726 no Nunber of lennings OUT 
Uindicators (t) 07D3 F0 240 lives player 1 B727 no. Nunber of lennings IN 

07BB F0 240 lives player 2 
1667 C9 Inf fuel 
1S8F 00 Inf stars The Multiface Way 

Dynanite Dux (t) 8B87 A? Inf lives The Multiface freezes' your CPC's RAM and allow you to fiddle about with the 
8D29 00 Inf anno game code and alter the way the game works. Here's how you do it... 

Double Dragon (t) 393D 00 Inf lives 
384F 00 Inf tine 1 Load the game as normal 

Sansh TV (d) 1DSC 00 Inf lives 2 Press the red button on the Multiface 
Outrun Europa <d) EE81 00 Inf tine 3 Press T for Tool 

FF24 FF 2SS credits 4 Press to make sure you select the code 
Defenders OE (t) 8461 18} Inf Lives 5 Press "H' for Hexadecimal input 

8462 08} 6 Press Space for input 
Switchblade (t) 30AC 00 Infinite Lives 7 Type in the Address (4 characters, e.g. 3A7C) 

2S2B 00 Infinite Weapons 8 Type in the Poke (2 characters, e.g. A7) 
Red Heat (t) 9F01 00 Infinite Energy 9 Press Return 

95DB 00 Infinite Bullets 10 If there is more than one poke, go to (6) 
867E A7 Infinite Lives 11 Press Esc to get back to the menu 

Turbo Tortoise (t) 60DB 00 Infinite Bullets 12 Press 'R' to return to the game 
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• Jump right/up walk right jump onto scaffold-
ing, go down ladder, jump right, collect paint, 
kill the enemy. 
• Drop down, get the padlock, get the ball, kill 
the bee with the ball, crawl right until exit. 

G A M E T I P S 

Code 1 5772 
Code 2 F8F4 
Code 3 1 D 7 6 

Press Capslock to see your health 

Level \ 
• Walk right. Pick up milk bottles and kill work-
ers with them. 
• Jump on Metro box and collect lanterns and 
Padlock. 
• Walk right. At the next house there are 5 
objects. 
• Avoid the first monkey, use the objects to 
kill the second monkey and dogs. 
• Collect the padlock above the lamppost. 
• Pick up the flowerpot and use it to kill the 
Guardian. 

• Turn the switch green, go right and turn the 
other switch green. 
• Come back, go down the ladder, get the 
padlock, go right, turn switch green. 
• Come back, jump up/left and drop down, go 
right and jump on the air cushions and walk to 
get the lanterns and switch. 
• Return to the air cushions and get the ball, 
walk left jump left, get padlock. 
• Drop down, kill the bees, drop right, crawl 
right, get ball, go right, kill Guardian, get the 
lanterns and exit. 

Level 4 
• Jump up, get one pot, then jump up/right. 
• Place the pot on the second scorpion floor, 
to get to the third. 
• Go up the ladder, jump left get the lanterns 
and pear. 
• Come back, jump right and up the ladder, 
jump left and kill 2 scorpions. 
• Go right, get lanterns, jump right and get a 
pear. 
• Drop right and get lanterns and padlock. 
• Drop right and land on columns, jump right 
and kill scorpions. 
• Go right and up the chain, drop right getting 
padlock, drop right again. 
• Jump right, go up the ladder, go right and 
up the chain. 
• Go right and up the ladder then right and up 
another ladder, get the padlock, jump right 
avoiding the scorpion and get the lanterns. 
• Drop down crawl right, getting the padlock, 
drop down, get the pot, drop right, go right 
until exit. • 

• Get anvil, climb up first house until roof, then 
jump off right. 
• Keep doing this until the end of level; the 
technique is the same except that the last 
house is more difficult. Its a good idea to store 
up some objects. 

Level 6 
• Get the ball, go right, and avoid the plants. 
• Go up the ladder get the lanterns and ball 
and go down the ladder 
• Drop right, avoid/kill enemies, go right jump 
over the column and get lanterns. 
• Jump right go up the ladder, get lanterns 
and ball go down. 
• Jump right, avoid enemies, get padlock. 
• Go right, avoid flowers, go up the ladder 
jump right, go up ladder go right, drop right go 
right until exit. 

Level 7 
• This is quite easy, but beware of enemies 
who throw things (camel, housewives, and men 
in pots), use awnings as air cushions, and 
always go up tall buildings to collect lanterns 
padlocks etc. Your objective is far right. 

Level 2 
• Walk right to box and jump on it. 
• Jump up onto the ledge above the door. 
• Jump up, avoid diner, run left and jump to 
collect the paint. 
• Jump right, kill diner and jump right onto 
scaffolding. 
• Walk right go up the ladder, jump left, go up 
the ladder, jump left, go up the ladder, crawl 
right go down the ladder. 
• Fall left and collect lanterns. 
• Go down ladder walk left, go down ladder, 
walk right, get the lanterns. 
• Jump right, get the paint, go right, kill the 
dogs, go right collect the padlock. 
• Enter the sewers, exit sewers, get the pad-
lock, go up the ladder. 

• 

Level 3 
• Go right and up ladders. Go left and get 
fruit. Go right and jump over fishes. 
• Go right and kill Guardian with fruit. Go up 
the ladder and turn the switch green. Go right 
avoid the bee and collect the lanterns above 
you. Go up the ladder, go left, get the lanterns 
and fruit and kill the fish with the fruit. 
• Get the Padlock. Drop down, go down the 
ladder, go right, jump to top, turn switch 
green. Get the fruit and kill the bee, drop down 
right. Get ball and kill right hand fish. Turn 
switch green and drop down, jump across 
water, jump up, get ball, kill bee. 
• Go left and up the ladder, left again and up 
another ladder, get the padlock lanterns and 
fruit. 
• Go to the bottom, kill the bee, get the ball, 
kill the bee. 
• Go left, go up the shaft, get the ball and 
padlock. 
• Go down, kill the bee. Keep going left until 
you reach the blackness. 
• Drop down, go left, turn switch green, get 
lanterns. 
• Goback past the lantern store then drop 
down. 
• Crawl right to the next room then jump right. 
• Get lanterns, turn switch green, go left and 
get the fruit. 
• Go to the tunnel and crawl right, kill the 
bee, get the ball and lanterns. 
• Place ball on first thin platform to continue 
upwards. 
• Keep going, get fruit and place it under the 
ladder to jump up. 
• Go up the ladder, get the padlock, go right, 
get the ball, kill the bee. 
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4 Price 
uster PUBLIC APOLOGY Fast 7 day 

delivery* 
WE WOULD LIKE TO APOLOGISE TO MAIL ORDER CUSTOMERS WHO HAVE ORDERED FROM 
OTHER FIRMS AND HAVE BEEN DISAPPOINTED. PRICEBUSTER WILL RESTORE YOUR FAITH. 

Amstrad Sellers Cass Disk 
ADDAMS FAMILY ts.99 £12.<?9 
DIZZY CARTOONS ....£7 SO N'A 
DIZZY COLLECTION C7.50 N'A 
DIZZY'S EXCELLENT ADVENTURES £7.50 N'A 
Double Dragon 3 £8 99 tVA 
Fun School 4 Range (State ase> £9.99 £12 99 
Hero Quest U.99 N'A 
UNEXER COLLECTION £7.50 N'A 
Mesa Hot (8 titles) €A 50 N'A 
Nlnjo Collect on £7.50 N'A 
RotSand £8-99 WA 
Simpionj £7.99 £10.99 
Soccer 6 £7.50 N'A 
SPACE CRUSADE £7.50 £10.99 
Streetfighter 2 £9.99 £14.99 
Superfishters (WF, Final Fight. Pitfighter)..N'A £15.99 
Too Hot To Honcfle £12.99 S.'A 
W F WREST LEMANIA £8.99 £11.50 
DREAM TEAM (WWF. TERMWATOR 2, 
THE SIMPSONS) £10.99 £15.99 
BUDGET 
30 International Tennh £3.99 
3D Pool £3.99 
Airborne Ranger £3.99 
Amencan Tag Team 
Wrestling NEW £3.99 
Attantis 4 Pack £3.99 
Bad Lands HEW £3.99 
Batman the Movie £3.99 
Bubble Bobbie £3.99 
Bubble Dizzy £3.99 
California Games £3.99 
Cap-tan Dynamo.. N£W£3.99 
CaMlemostcr NEW £3 99 
Championship Golf £3.99 
Crackdown NEW £3.99 
CybertxHI NEW £3 99 
Dizzy Down The Raptds £3.99 
Dizzy Panic £3 99 
Dizzy Prince of Yolk 
Folk... NEW £3.99 
Drasons of Flome £3 99 
Dragon Spirit £3.99 
Escape from Planet of 
the Robot Momters £3 99 
F-16 Combat Pilot £3.99 
Fantasy World Dizzy £3.99 
First Past The Post £3.99 
f ootba»er of the Year 2 £3.99 
Flimbo's Quest NEW £3.99 

Fruit Machine 2 £3.99 
Fun Schoo' 2 Range 
(state age) NEW £3.99 
Ghostbusters II £3.99 
GhouSs & Chosts £3.99 
Go for Gold NEW £3.99 
Golden Axe £3.99 
Grcll & FeSa NEW £3.99 
Gunship £3.99 
Heroes of the Lance £3.99 
Hudson Howk NEW £3.99 
lirpcssamoie SEW £3.99 
Indiana Jones & the Last 
Crusade £3.99 
rterrw.iorvsl Basketball NEW £3.99 
International Te nrvis NEW £3.99 
Jocky Wiscn s Compendum....... £3 99 
Jimmy's Soccer Manager £3 99 
jtmm/s Super League NEW £3 99 
Wax NEW £399 
Lastf*rja2 £3.99 
Lotus Esprit Turbo Chall £3 99 
Magicand Dizzy £3.99 
Manchester United £3 99 
Micropose Soccer £3.99 
Midnight Resistance X3.99 
Montr Python £3.99 
Moorrwalker £3.99 
Multlmtx 1 £4.99 
Multimtx 2 £4.99 

Multlmex 3 £4.99 
Multimix 4 £4.99 
MultWxS NEW £4.99 
Myth £3.99 
Narc NEW £3.99 
Navy Moves £3.99 
Nwhtbreed NEW £3.99 
Operation Thunderboit £ 3.99 
Pit Fighter NEW £3.99 
Pro Tennis lour £3 99 
PufTy's Saga £3.99 
Quattro Fantastic £3.99 
Quattro Fighters £3.99 
Quattro Skills £3.99 
Quattro Sports £3.99 
Quattro Power £3.99 
Quattro Adventure £3.99 
Quattro Coin Ops £3.99 
Quattro Arcade £3.99 
Quattro Comoat £3.99 
Quattro Cartoon £3.99 
Quattro Firepower £3.99 
Quattro Racers £3 99 
Quattro Superhits £3.99 
Guattro Megastars NEW £3.99 
Rainbow Islands £3 99 
Red Heat £3 99 
Robocop £3 99 
Rick Dangeroos £3.99 
Shadow of the Beast £3 99 
Seymour goes to 
Hollywood NEW £3.99 
Shadow Warrors £3 99 
Silent Service £3 99 
Sty Spy £3.99 
Smash TV NEW £3.99 
Snooke< Management £3 99 
Soccer Double 2 £3.99 
Soccer Double 3 £3 99 
Soccer Rivals £3.99 
Spy Who Loved Me £3.99 
Spellbound Dizzy NEW £3 99 
ST Dragon £3.99 
Streetfqhter NEW £3.99 
Stricter £3.99 
Stricter 2 NEW £3.99 
Striker in the Crypt £3.99 
Stun Runner NEW £3.99 
Stunt Car Racer £3.99 
Supercars £ 3.99 

Stuntman Seymour NEW £3.99 
Super Monaco GP. .. NEW £3 99 
Super orr Road £3.99 
Super Seymour £3.99 
SvrftchOlade ...£3.99 
Sv/W NEW £3.99 
Sword of the Samurai.. .NEW £3 99 
The Match.. £3.99 
The National £3.99 
ToobvY £3.99 
Total RecaS NEW £3.99 
Treasure Island Dizzy £3.99 
Treble Champions £3.99 
Trivial Pursu/t NEW £3.99 
Turbo Outrun £3 99 
Turt>o The Tortoise NEW £3.99 
Tumcan ..£3.99 
Tunican II £3.99 
Tusker £3.99 
Vendetta £3.99 
Wild West Seymour NEW £3.99 
X-Cut £3.99 

CALL US ON 24 HOUR 
CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 

021 440 4108 
Please state name, card 
number, expiry date & 

goods required 

STOP PRESS 

Great New Budget Titles for February: 
RB12 Baseball £3.99 
Terminator 2 £3.99 
Rick Dangerous 2 £3.99 
F-15 Strike Eagle £3.99 
Outrun Europa £3.99 
Acroject £3.99 
Robin Hood Legend Quest £3.99 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

CRYSTAL KINGDOM DIZZY Cass £7.99 
SUPERSTAR SEYMOUR Cass £9.99 
SUPERSPORTS CHALLENGE Cass £9.99 
(1st Division Manager, Cue Boy, International 
Speedway, Wrestling, Slicks) 
SMASH 16 - (16 Great Arcade Games in one Box) 

Cass £11.99 
NIGEL MANSELLS WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 

Cass £8.99 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • A * * * * 

•Subject to avalobstty 
Release dates of new titles a-e subject to change by the monifocturer 

ORDER FORM AND INFORMATION. All orders sent FIRST ClASS subject to availability. Just fill in the 
coupon and send it to: PRJCEBUSTER Unit 23,14/20 George Street, Birmingham 812 9RG 
BLOCK r— r - r — . | • • • 
CAPITALS Name of game Computer Value 

Name: 

Address: 

TffT 3 $ Postage Postcode: Tel. No: 
HOSTAGE RATES: Pease acM 5Cp pap on allordars. EEC ooixilritw add C1.00 per item. 
Men EEC countries :idd £2.50 por itom. Cheques payable to: Pnce Buster (Sterlng only) Total 

wMYM/T f \ 1UY NOW? IT S BYE NOW 
When the MULTIFACE was launched in 1986, 
it was an outright winner. No one has ever 
come up with such a powerful, useful add-on. 
Labeled the ESSENTIAL CPC COMPANION, this 
MULTIpurpose interFACE proved to be an 
absolute Godsend for the Amstrad CPC users. 
Remember the first disk drive on the CPC 464? 
Suddenly the loading took seconds rather than 
minutes from tapes. Except that there was not 
much to load - very little had originally been 
released on disks and there was no facility to 
transfer programs from tapes to disks. 

T H E S A V I O U R 
This is one area where the MULTIFACE saved 
everything - literally. The black magic box could 
stop anything any time and SAVE it to disk or 
tape. When the 6128 came with a built-in drive, 
it was left again to the MULTIFACE to do all the 
transferring - and to perform other miracles... 
So, in case you just came from Mars, what 
does a MULTIFACE do? First, it sits at the back 
of your CPC, its magic button always ready. 
Press it, and the MULTIFACE takes control! 

ACTION! 
Once in action, it freezes everything and it 
displays its own menu. Being fully menu-driven 
and error-trapped, you'll probably never need 
the full manual that comes with the MULTIFACE. 
Most operations are also entirely AUTOMATIC, 
so to SAVE a game once you stopped it, you 
just name it, insert disk/tape, and press a key. 
You can then return and continue the program. 
If you get beaten later on, just reload from where 
you saved last and play just from there again! 
No need to go back to the start all the time. Or 
even better, the Multlface allows you to POKE 

I N F I N I T E L I V E S 
listed in this magazine and you II never loose. 
The MULTIFACE comes with a built-in TOOLKIT 
that lets you inspect/alter/dump the CPC RAM. 
It also has its own 8K RAM and 8K R O M . 
Many top programs were written with the aid of 
the TOOLKIT and the extra 8K RAM. And do 
you like the 6creen shots in this magazine? 
They are all produced using the MULTIFACE! 

When we announced earlier that we were to 
pull out of the 8-bit market, the surge of interest 
in the MULTIFACE was such, that we had to 
make many more. And not just the MULTIFACE 
- we also have the one and only disassembler, 

T H E I N S I D E R 
that lets you see and alter what happens any 
time anywhere inside a RUNNING CPC program. 
This is a unique de-bugging/development aid. It 
comes on a disk and loads inside a MULTIFACE. 
Press the magic button and the INSIDER will di-
sassemble, find text/code, dump the CPC RAM 
to printer, etc. Get it at HALF-PRICE for £7,95! 
As this goes to press, we still have plenty of 
stock of both the MULTIFACE and INSIDER. 
However we can't go on manufacturing for ever. 
The MULTIFACE is terrific value, in fact more 
for the customer than for the manufacturer... So 

H U R R Y ! 
In any case we will only accept orders when we 
can supply the goods and we give a full guarantee. 
Plus we still offer up to £15 OFFI mall orders! 



56] RE-RELEASES 

We've wound up the 

full list of budget 

rereleases (see last 

month). Now it's 

time for Simon 

Forrester to catch up 

on the latest crop of 

gaming bargains... 

Hudson Hawk 
Squad • 061 832 6633 • £3.99 

VERDICT 90% 

Original release: March '92 
Original publisher: Ocean 
Original score: 9 4 % (AA78) 
Today's view: Still a very good game, with 
enough crammed in to make it entertaining, 
challenging, and fun. 

Hawk obliges by posing for our screen grab- It's "Jump around for no immediately appar-
ber, aided by a bird. (Of the feathered kind) ent reason t ime (Maybe we hit Jump * ed) 

TViifial Pursuit 
Hit Squad B 061 832 6633 £3.99 

What is the most popular board game in the west-
ern world to date? Erm... Monopoly? Nope... 
Chess? Silence... Bertie Bassett's Nuclear 
Strategy? Rejection... Trivial Pursuit? Yes! And 
that's for a cheese! 

For all those who've suffered the computer 
representation of Monopoly, been cheated by a 
computer at chess (ifs not me who's crap, they 
do cheat you know!), or been utterly wiped out at 
BBNS, this game is dedicated to you. 

The game can handle up to six players 
(though you can have less, even one if you are 

playing alone), and control is purely through joy-
stick. I personally dived straight in without the 
instructions, and had absolutely no hassles, as 
ifs all very straightforward, and actually designed 
to be easy to use! 

Several queries fly around with a game like 
this, though. Like are there a limited number of 
questions? Do the questions repeat? Where 
exactly is Ulan Bator anyway? Well... There is a 
whole tape load of questions, they do not repeat, 
we don't know (or care) where Ulan Bator is. 

Nice use is made of pictorial questions 

A nice little representation of the main 
board - frankly, a little garish for our taste. 

(they're shown on a slide projector) and musical 
questions (which are played on a rather chunky 
stereo), and answers are not typed in - TP (The 
little blokey) reveals the answer, and then asks if 
you were right or not. This leaves plenty of scope 
for cheating... (swirl of cape and evil laugh). 

Original release: December 1 9 8 6 
Original publisher: Domark 
Original score: 6 8 % (AA15) 
Today's view: We like it a lot more than 
68%, but it can get a bit dull. 

Hit 
That's never Bruce Willis! Ifs a cast reject out of 
Saturday Night Feveri Except that John Travolta 
didn't get attacked by birds (That was Hitchcock) 
and he didn't nick things (that was the Pink 
Panther). (I don't understand any of this - ed) 

The game dispenses with the plot of the film 
for the most part, instead concentrating on the 
good bits, such as stealing things, finding other 
things, and breaking what's left. 

Hawk is like Switchblade. Ifs just as good, 
and doesn't look like a Speccy port even though 
ifs in mode 1. And for a mode 1 game, ifs quite 
tastefully blended. 

It scored a Mastergame last March, though it 
doesn't hold up as well these days - it still comes 
across as a very good platform game, with quite 
a few little puzzles involved, but the lack of explo-
ration possible (due to the fact that at first ifs a 
horizontal scrolly) on the first levels makes them 
a tad repetitive. The game has plenty of variety 
within these limitations, though, with loads of 
baddies, laser cannons, birds, dogs, and all the 
usual platform-romping nasties. 

If you want to know much more than that 
you'll have to go out and buy the game (if you 
were too tight to buy it the first time round), and 

The very start of the first level, approaching 
the washing line. How's your balance? 
at £3.99 ifs got to be a definite addition to your 
collection, with nice sonix, smooth grafix (a 
slightly jerky scroll though) and a pretty foolproof 
multi-load system. To cut a long story short, it 
still holds up as a nice little game, and is defi-
nitely worthy of re-release. 

Leave that box to collect dust in the cup-
board - now you can play TP on the CPC! 

February 1 993 AMSTRAD ACTION 

Does your lounge look like this? These pro-
grammers are paid too much. 

VERDICT 80% 
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Pipemania 

T/dn 0268 541126 £3. 
Ifs fun. Ifs addictive. Ifs challeng-
ing. If II stop you working (grr - ed). 
It's Pipemania, from Touchdown. 

The basic idea of this game is 
to fit various-shaped pipes together 
in order to keep the flow of water 
(or wooz) from spilling. Plot? Thafs 
all there is to it. The sections of 
piping are dropped onto a grid 
type thing, first coming along on a 
conveyor belt, a nice feature which 
kind of works as a 'nexf display. 
The idea is to keep the water flow-
ing round for a certain' length of 
time (securing you access to the 
next level) with any distance cov-
ered above that being a bonus. 

Extra bonuses can be gained by 
making the flow cross itself, and 
crossroad bits are supplied. There 
are also obstacles cunningly 
placed around the screen on 
higher levels, as well as wide pipes 
that slow the flow and other such 
stuff. 

Bonus levels are in a 
Tetris/Connect 4 style, where 
instead of just choosing where to 
put pipes, you have to drop them. 

It's another one of those blind-
ingly simple yet absolutely horny 
games that keeps you coming 
back for more. The difficulty level 
is pitched just right, increasing at a 
reasonable rate on the higher lev-

The makings of a beautiful set 
of pipes - but time is short... 

els. Practice does help, and there 
is a definite art to playing 
Pipemania, so don't be put off if 
you're totally useless on the first 
level. Rod was, but then he still 
only gets through by the skin of his 
teeth, despite the large amount of 
man hours he's put into playing it (/ 
can still beat you - ed). 

Go out and buy this game. Ifs 
more than good enough for a full 
price release, so ifs well worth a 
budget price. You'll love it to bits. 

Original release: June 1990 
Original publisher: Empire 
Original score: 88% (AA57) 
Today's view: Horny. 
Verdict 85% 

VERDICT 

Kixx 021 356 3388 

If dragons were supposed to be all 
powerful, why are they all dead? Ifs 
apparently to do with a weak spot 
just under the wing - a sort of 
Achilles Heel (or Achilles Armpit -
ed). And how did those great balls 
of lard (watch any Disney cartoon) 
manage to get off the ground with 
those tiny wings? 

The mah-jong piece Red Dragon 
(I only know it 'cos I read the book 
by Thomas Harris and loved it to 
bits - read it) is a bit more like it -
ifs like a snake with wings, and ifs 
red. Thafs the thing about the 
Chinese - aerodynamics. 

And if China had so many drag-
ons, how come there are no 
skeletons or fossils of them any-
where? And how long do fossils 
take to get it together anyway? If 
they take so long, how come the 
skeleton doesn't rot away first? Or 
what if someone or something 
moves it somewhere before the 

It's a still shot, but then, the 
game is just as slow! 

fossil has time to do whatever it 
does? And with the fossils of those 
swirly things, how come the rock 
gets inside them? It can't pour in 
(unlike glass, ifs not a fluid), and if 
it was crushed in by rock pressure, 
why isn't the wotsit crushed? 

Oh yeah... St Dragon. Ifs slow, 
irritating, and crap. The Spanish 
graphics don't work in the game, 
as the whole thing is too jerky, 
slow, and tedious. If you have the 
misfortune to be touching this with 
a bargepole at any time, don't. 

Original review: Not reviewed 
Original publisher: Sales Curve 
Original score: Not Reviewed 
Today's view: We hate it. 

Another instance in which you 
will inevitably die. Oh dear. 

VERDICT 
35% 

isometric 3D, 

terrible 

From the look .of the cover, the game is proba-
bly about a hunky bloke running round in the 
vain hope of saving some bimbo's Me. Either 
that or ifs about some bloke who decides to 
kick crap out of the city. Sorry - that's the best 
we could do as there's no storyline supplied. 

What can be said about this game? Ifs 
weird. At first, you think 'mindless shash'. but 
after you play it for a while, vou think 'steaming 

0. -
ladders involved, but when you start to play i 
vou II agree that it'just doesn't gel. 

Doors are entered very slowly, if at all 
you're never sure whether you can 
or whether it's just a part of scene* 
of the time, you give up trying. Jon 
the office, and muttered something ilffiB 

ydfc 
.yyp̂ yf.pp- * *** 

R . HfiR 1 L 

trn 

• •'Ty/̂ W R mm 

u j m i i m a 

Original release: May 1990 
Original publisher: System 3 
Original score: 73% (AA58) 
Nowadays: Nice grafix, but 
gameplay. Avoid! 

VERDICT 30% 
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N e x t M o n t h 
It's Mult if ace Madness in the March issue, 

we present the biggest list of cheats ewer! 

Good heavens, look at this lot! The 
Postman Pat Collection, Kids' Pack 2, 
The Popeye Collection, Flight Sim Pack 
and Classic Arcadia. We review a del-
uge of releases from budget software 
house Alternative! 

N E X T M O N T H 

M u l t K a c e 

Madness! 
Over 1 0 0 0 Multiface pokes in one 
issue! Phil Howard presents the biggest 
list of pokes ever seen for hundreds of 
top Amstrad games. If you've got a 
Multiface, THEN GET THIS ISSUE! 

MultHace Madness: this issue! 

In conjunction with the biggest list of 
Multiface pokes the world has ever 
seen, AA presents the definitive guide 
to Romantic Robot's Multiface: what it 
does, how to use it and why no CPC 
owner should be without it! 

464 Plus upgrade 
Upgrade your 4 6 4 Plus to a full 6 1 2 8 K with 
our excellent DIY hardware project. It's 
cheap, it's easy and we even tell you where 
to get all the bits! 

WWWmr-
• « ' H 

Give your 464 Plus 128K with our DIY guide! 

M a r c h i s s u e 0 1 
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PUBLISHING 

'Your guarantee of value' 

This magazine comes from Future Publishing, a 
company founded just seven years ago, but which 
now sells more computer magazines than any 
other publisher in Britain. We offer: 

^Better advice. Our titles are packed with tips, sugges-
tions and explanatory features, written by the best in the 
business. 
Stronger reviews. We have a cast-iron policy of editorial 
independence, and our reviews give clear buying recom-
mendations. 
Clearer design. You need solid information fast. So our 
designers highlight key elements by using charts, diagrams, 
summary boxes, annotated photographs etc. 
Greater relevance. At Future, editors operate under two 
golden rules: 
• Understand your readers' needs. 
• Satisfy them. 
More reader interaction. We draw strongly on readers' 
contributions, resulting in the liveliest letters pages and the 
best reader tips. Buying one of our magazines is like joining 
a nationwide user group. 
Better value for money. Moro pages, better quality: 
magazines you can trust 

I want Amstrad Action! 
Dear Newsagent, could you please order me a copy of Amstrad Action, starting with the March issue, out 
on February 25th. Amstrad Action is published by Future Publishing, and you can order It from your 
wholesaler. Thanks. 

My name 

My address 

Home of Britain's f inest computer magazines. 

Arostrad Action • Your Sinclair • Commodore Format • PCW Plus • PC 

Plus • PC Ans»*r$ • PC Format • Amiga Format • ST Format • Sega 

Poaer • Total! • Amiga Power • Amiga Shopper • Super Play • Mega 

and afeo Clastic CD • Mountain Biking UK • Cycling P to • Photo Plus • 

Needlecraft • Cross-Stitch Collecbon • Today's Vegetarian and others 

ABC 35,298 
MWTVmk of th« Audit Bureau of Circulation* January-June 1992 
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SOFTWARE PACK 
WHEN YOU BUY AN AMIGA 

FROM SILICA 

GFA BASIC • 
PHOTON PAINT 2 

The ne* Aml̂s SOC uses state- • t 
cf-sne-art su-tace mount Kchrdogy. tor ' ';•.•{•' 
moxrnym reiabitty and 'eaorss a floppy 
drive, rncusc TV mediator ;trri pnjKt card stoi alt a* 
standard. The frtoMfc* «ra.-i czi sict aooeps garros; ROM ^ - v . 
or RAM cards |from 1Mb Lp to 4Mb) ar.d wll whartoja ol many 
luture new o=r.etocme«j. The very tales: vergcn ot the operating system. 
KtckJtttVtaMjench V? OS s usee in tr« Amga 600 and m enhanced chp. set 
tacir.os «KkJ» n-prowi ĝ prtcs rwclutton, increased sertcc* support ard I he 
laclit)' for up to 2M> of dp mamoiy. The Amiga 600 is fUly ecrrpwfclo nith the 
A870 CD-ROM Drt»* a>j ;n»rface *hWi wiH gr.v it access to a !j! rar̂ i c< COTV 
tees and socio COs-The Amjfi 50C 9 arrtiladfe trom Slca in »/erai 
co-rfgj-ni.ons indrfrg a sp«c* 2Mb ftW/ iparetio cpjwv* extra - S6« 
the cnart bc'ow. 

TOTAL VALUE OVER 

Slca are peased to tfer THE Sotoare Pack ol me Vear FREE witft every Amiga 
pjrehased at normal &IC2 pnees. it nswtes the sensalonal nc-« :fie ZCOI. 
res received rave reviews a$ the meet coghai game ever seer, on the Amiga. 
200L • "Knows the SOWS off Sonte* - 97% - Au®» Ccm̂ vnj - Nov K 
STRIKER • •Fcotoafe- c< the Yea/ • and nomstake ." • 94% • cu An̂ a • ah»« 
PtNBALL DREAV.S • 'it's qute Strp>/ SUpfift)' • 94% • AO! - Sfp< 92 
TRANSWRfTE • Prerrier wwd processor (UK version) with a 90K spell choker. 
Plus, wilh every Amiga from Siica, *B wJI gve you Pltctcn Pari 2 pare parage 
ar»d GFA 3asc"programming Iargj3ge. A total of over £265 *crth cf free gfts. 

ZOOL PACK: 
fl>Ct.-c«rcnT>Sfcc<!ft?>«r. ts® 
STRKER • zaxa sniift* £2 50 
P.KB31L DP£iW> ;cta! irMr/\ (2S» 
TRM6KWITE • tcr. p-Xiav C<9 K 
PLUS! 
GFA BASCdi • pnertrnrg fciyjtp CO 00 
PH0T0HMHIT2-pirtpj*aji... JKS6 

EE7.67 

'A600 • LEMMINGS • 0PAINT III 

NEW! AMIGA 1 2 0 0 • Motorola 68020EC Processor 
• 14.59MHz Clock Speed 
• 32-bit Archiecture 
• 2Mb CM RAM Standard 
• Amiga DDS v3.0 
• AA tt-p Set for Entencec 

Graphics 
• 16 Million Colour palette 
• 2-256 Co<ours on Screen 
• 1 X 32-Bit CPU/RAM 

Expans=oo Slot 
• PCMCIA Smart Care Slot 

tates 512K- 4Mb PC CarCs 
• Built-in tv Modutator 
• 96 Key keytcaro with 

Numeric Keypad 
• 2X" internal Hard Drive 

Optional Extra 
• 1 Vear On-site Maintenance 

AMIGA 5 0 0 Plus CARTOON CLASSICS 
We are pwseo » «V 
original tMb .Arn'ja 500 Plus 
iWctalaiVWottoentfi v2.04). r-
ciodng a btiih-in i&-<6r/ njmenc 

and Catoon Casscs 
yj*r*are at a new *jn prce ot 
E27S (pre.ious Slka Prtos £2991 
The Am'ga 500 PUt can b« 
upgraded, usng arnr cf tw 
huncreds d p«rp*v=rals that are 
now aoal3t»9. wncft rcbde re 
award nlnnmg range ol GVP hard 
driwi. GV? peripherals can also 
prc/ido PC ©myfetfer oddtkmal 
RAM expansiDn, processor 
axelera-.co ar>d e»tra nard dn.e 
sto-age spaa. Thsre s Uso & 
vifcle -ange o( «xp»uior« which 
gve the A5CO PUj higher 
'BKiljlons and rrw'6 cCcur ard 
ganVxkhg cap3b<iles. 

PACK INCLUDES: 
• Ik AVCA 5® ?IUS-
• WiT-H OfI>E .. rPLE 
• ASM TV WX'.UTOt "HE 
•T« swpkw; tWM 
• CVAH tlM&i 
-hf POWfTEfPS £2S» 

• LEVĤ i: iJiH 
• CEUX= PAf«7 I i?OM 
PLUSI FREE FflOM SIUCA 
»70X P«* C-2T.4? 
• PKJTO-4Pl«TrfO. SOU 
• Gf* 3AJ»; .15 SXM 

P»CX VALLC: iB4.J2 
NCXSAm MX 
aXA fflKE: OT9M 

INCLUDES 
BUILT-IN 18-KEY . 

NUMERIC KEYPAD 

1 M A500 fufc CARTOON CLASSICS NEW! AMIGA 600 PACKS 
WILD, WEIRD ft WICKED EPIC 'HARD DRIVE' PACK INCLUDES 

8UILT-IN 19-KEY 
NUMERIC KEYPAD 

AMKA. 
NO 

H A R D 
D R I V E 

2 0 M b 
H A R D 
D R I V E AMIGA-

© O O AMIGA 600 COMPUTER OPTIONS LEMMINGS .V.V.V PACK EPCPACK 
• 1W1 AMIGA 600 • WOCSE. 3'/»" DBk Dnve. TV Modulator, Smart Cud SIM 
• 20vt haw DISK - ver/ fast, irasi sior&jt lor programs and dJte 
• DELUXE PA/WT III - Anvird winning graphs and jnmiton paickage 
• LEMMINGS • Sav* tn? Larrrntnjs as they drop into 100 scrwns ot danger 
• MICHOPROSf PRIX - feciv; Sim with a! Jhs thrills a spits ot fin: tract 
• SILLY PJTTY-The piablei.-c«e nameolimrwse pl}y*:>:ily 
• PUSH OVER • A same of puzzles, far- G.1. Ant save Colin Curtj-s Quwi? 
• EPIC • A Sct-ti ar.enlurB Can you gutde 3 space tleet across the war sysiem? 
• ROME - Your goal s to become Emperor <• this role yttyinj venture 
• MYTH - Can vou slop tte spread of evf and Question the luduemms ol the gods? 
• TRIVIAL PURSUIT .jr.:- arg»;«: - Th« crei'. IrMa quiz game tor the Ajthm 
• WORD P̂CCESSOR » CKCTIOXARY (.nSurguft; - For <r«Ufl0 Cocur»nt5 
• 1 YEAR OX-SITE WARPA/JfV 
PLUS! • FREE FROM SILICA 
• ZOOL PACK - Four top Amiga titles - see panel about 
• PHOTON PAINT v2.0 - An irtpadoje with ntmtrous t«?u«s & sptcia' affects 
• GFA BASIC INTERPRETER v35 - A l3r>juaQt for p'CĈ amrrars ol ail lr«TPt5 

£127.92 
£89.95 
£50.00 

£127.92 
£89.95 
£50.00 

For the more sercus user, the £499 Epc Language 
Pack s based arcurxi the A6CCHD. the A600 wth 
20Mb hard drive. I; ncfude3 ctaller̂ ing adver.iure 
games and software for the ingutstically mircedl 
Oolails are stown cn the chart cn A — 
the right along w4h a lis! ol the L / I Q Q 
FREE grits from Silica w*h evsw ^ " T w v 
Amiga 600 purchased. me vat >.vc ccr, 

The Wild. The Ward and The Wicked (WWW) is the 
ot COTiTodc-:e's new Amiga 600 games pack. 

Pnoed at £349, It comes complete with Amiga 603 
computer and mouse, plus a range ol higri quality 
entertainment software. For pack {% m 
contents, plus 3 list of the FREE L | / | | | 
gilts frcm Silica with e\'ery' Amiga w 
&C0, see the chart on the rigrtt. vat avc om 

TOTAL PACK VALUE: 
LESS PACK SAVING: 

SIUCA PRICE: 
£734.82 
£386.8? 

£972.82 
£473.82 

+ £ 4 5 
py.M os to 

+ £ 4 5 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 
MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews Hatherley Rd. Sidcup. Kent. DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111 

CMer bnn Cfcerr IbrrSx 9.CCaT̂6.gpm _ No Uti> Myi CtHcnfl Fa» C6t->U1 CeOS 
LONDON SHOP: 52 Tottenham Court Road, London. W1P 08A Tel: 071-580 4000 

Opwna Heun Hv-Sit e.COpw N> ^J-l O r̂.a Fa. Nc. 07t-M3 <737 
LONDON SHOP: Sê lrdges dsi fkw). Oxford Street. London. W1A 1AB Tat 071-629 1234 

Cyft-.-Q Hajid My-Fri 3Cw-y COyn |Salcko; 6.3Cp-; Uib Ntjhl: TtuirMir̂  Sjw E)Otmic<i:38H 
SIOCUP SHOP: 1-4 The Mews. Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent 0A14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811 

Oytr*r<; gCOan-S-'Oo- Lala Nt̂ il: Fndiy - Tyn Fa< He CS1«9 COt? 
ESSEX SHOP: Keddies I2r*s Rccri. H p Street. Southena-on-Sea. Essex. SSI 1LA Tel: 0702462426 

Cptr.-q H:utf Kt:<i-Ff1 9 30OT-5 3CC«n {Sal j00jin-6 ':<l̂ ,' Sto Laic N̂ ht Ô inng No. OTO? U&X3 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland. 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service. 
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same pr>ce* basis 
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales. 
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid. reiiaWe and protita&se. 
• BUSINESS f EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT. Volume discounts available 081-308 0888. 
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and trains facilities at our London & Sidcup branches. 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: A8 of your requirements from one supplier. 
• FREE CATALOGUES. Wi; be mailed to you v/ith offers + sottv/aro and peripheral details. 
• PA YMENT: Major credit cards, cash. cheque or monthly terms. 
Before you decxie wtien to buy your new Am^a computor. we suggest you think very carefully about 
WHERE you &jy it Consider what <t wo oe ike a ten months after buying your Amiga, when you may 
require additional peripherals or software, or hep and advice with your new purchase. And. will the 
company you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Sihca Systems, we ensure that you 
will have nothing to worry abcut. We have Ceen estafr-shed tor almost 14 years and, with our unrivaled 
experience and expertise, we can new claim to meet our customers requirements with a« understanding 
which is second to none. But dont just lake our word for it. Complete and return she coupon new lor our 
'atest FREE literature and &ecin to experience ihe "Silica Systems Service*. 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

081-309 1111 SIUCA 
SYSTEMS m 

To: Silica Systems, AMACT-0293-80, 1-4 The Mews. Hatherley Rd, Sidcup. Kent, OA14 4d7 > | 

PLEASE SEND A 64 PAGE AMIGA COLOUR CATALOGUE 

Mr.'Mrs.'Missi'Ms: Initials: Surname: 

Company Name (if applicable): 

Address: 

Postcode: 

Tel (Home): Tel (Work): 

Which computer(s). if any., do you own? 80J 
esoe • AthwSsea P«1C« arW jpoolKoliora may dMrga • Pteasa ralum lh« coupon 1or r* I8IHM intcrm«c«. 



QeniJs/Douse 
COMPLETE 7-7--g—̂  —i 

WITH 

IOW A TOTAL MOUSE/ 
GRAPHICS PACKAGE 

FOR YOUR 
AMSTRAD 

AT A TRULY 
NBEATABLE 

PRICE!! 

• Gen ius M o u s e is a high resolut ion t w o but ton m o u s e fea tur ing opt ica l count ing , 
te f lon guides, m i c r o s w i t c h e s , rubber c o a t e d bal l a n d high qua l i ty in te r face . 
• W h e n c o m b i n e d w i t h O C P A d v a n c e d Art S tud io th is g raph ics p a c k a g e is qu i te s imply 

t h e bes t s y s t e m ava i lab le . T h e f e a t u r e s a r e u n m a t c h e d . . . 
• Create an image - shrink it, expand it. move it. rotate it. copy it. colour it. etc.. etc. 

Spray patterns or shades, make clastic lines - stretch and manipulate shapes. 
Zoom in to add detail In line mode. • Full cut and paste facilities plus excellent printer support. 
Pulldown/Icon driven menus for ease of use. • Mouse operation, plus joystick and keyboard control. 
16 pens. 8 sprays. 16 brushes - so flexible anyone can create superb graphics easily. 

TAPE OR D ISK FOR 4 6 4 OR 6 1 2 8 
(PLEASE STATE W H I C H 

REQUIRED) N.B. 4 6 4 N E E D S 
D K T R O N I C S 6 4 K R A M PACK 

COMPLETE WITH MOUSE INTERFACE 

L lAl b J lAl b J 
m 
' 

Elect 

• Simpie plug in memory expansion gives Instant extra memory. 
• Features bank switching software for easy use by the programmer 
or for use as a data storage area. 
• Ideal for use with the CPM 2.2 etc. 
• The software also features some extra BASIC commands. 
• 64K unit expands 464 to 128K. 
• 64K unit brings 464 up to CPC 6128 memoiy configuration 
making a much larger software base available. Will work straight off 
with many programs designed for this unit (including OCP Art Studio -
see Ad.). 
• Bank switching done automatically by software (cassette 464). 

ONLY £49.99 64kfor464 

64K 
MEMORY 
EXPANSION 

GET YOUR ORDER FAST! 
T E L E P H O N E |24Hrs] 0 3 3 0 3 1 0 3 C R E D I T C A R D O R D E R S 

WITHIN 48 Hrs. ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO.... 

MLBcrmoNics ZZ 
)VA^OAD!FEMTONK)IJSP IA L ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 

AMS 7 

DATEL LONDON SHOP 

i f - i ll IS 
222, TOTTENHAM COURT RD, 
LONDON, W1. TEL:071 5806460 

FREE! 
MOUSE MAT AND 
MOUSE HOLDER 

( W O R T H £ 1 2 . 9 9 ) 
W I T H EACH PACKAGE 

LC 200 > O R PRINTER PACKAGE 
NOW Y O U C A N P R I N T O U T Y O U R P I C T U R E S I N FULL COLOUR! 
• The Star LC200 Colour Printer not only prints in Near Letter Quality for your regular jobs but also 
prints out your pictures from Art Studio, etc.. in genuine colour! 
• LC200 is a full Centronics printer so it works with other computers (Amiga. ST. etc.). 
• Made possible by Datel's unique colour printer driver - now you can have a hardcopy in up to 16 
colours!! • No more to buy - just plug in and print!! 

PACKAGE INCLUDES... STAR LC200 COLOUR PRINTER RRP £299.00 
CENTRONICS PRINTER LEAO RRP C9.99 

DATEL COLOUR PRINTER DRIVER SOFTWARE RRP £19.99 
NORMALLY £ 3 2 7 . 9 8 

COMPLETE PACKAGE NOW ONLY £239.00 
COLOUR PRINTER DRIVER AVAILABLE SEPARATELY ONLY £19.99 
• If you already have an LC I 0 or LC 200 Colour Printer we can supply the Driver separately. 

• The Genius Mouse Graphics 
System comes complete with the 
special Mouse Interface to allow 
super smooth control. 
• Attractively styled to match 
your 464 or 6128 design and 
colour. Simply plugs into 
Expansion/Joystick port. 

ONLY 

£49.99 
TOTAL PACKAGE 

INCLUDES GENIUS MOUSE, 
INTERFACE, OCP ADVANCED ART 
STUDIO PLUS FREE MOUSE MAT 

AND HOLDER 


